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Balancing use, preservation and energy use 
is a fundamental challenge for the whole 
heritage field. This is put to the point in de-
signing and operating systems for indoor 
climate control in historic buildings, where 
competing objectives such as preservation, 
comfort, accessibility, energy use and cost 
have to be negotiated in the individual case.

The overarching aim of  this thesis is to 
explore the gap between research and 
practice regarding energy efficient in-
door climate control in historic buildings. 
The thesis deals with historic buildings 
where both the building fabric and the 
movable collection are vulnerable and 
where the management of  the building is 
more or less professionalized. Examples 
of  such buildings are palaces, church-
es and historic house museums, ranging 

from the large and complex to the small 
and simple. A key to a more sustainable 
management of  these buildings is to un-
derstand how scientific knowledge relat-
ed to indoor climate control can become 
usable for the professional practitioner.

The thesis comprises six published papers 
introduced by a thesis essay. The papers 
reflect a progression both in terms of  the 
research questions and the methodology. 
The first three papers outline the back-
ground needed for a technical understand-
ing of  the involved matters through an 
identification of  key knowledge gaps. The 
three remaining papers use qualitative case 
studies to understand the nature of  the 
gap between science and practice by pay-
ing more attention to the social aspects of  
decisions related to indoor climate control.

Abstract
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Generally, the results of  the thesis con-
tribute to an expanded problem definition 
and to a better understanding of  the gap 
between research and practice regarding 
energy efficient indoor climate control 
in historic buildings. It is shown how the 
specific social and material context is cru-
cial for enabling or limiting a transition to-
ward more sustainable ways of  controlling 
the indoor climate. Furthermore it is dis-
cussed how uncertainty can be managed 
and communicated to support decisions, 
and suggestions are given for how decision 
processes regarding indoor climate control 
can be supported with improved standards 
to facilitate a more sustainable manage-
ment. A conclusion for further research is 
that scientific knowledge alone will not be 
able to guide the transition to a sustain-
able, low carbon future; technical research 
has to be complemented with reflexive 
research approaches that explore the ac-
tual practices of  heritage management. 
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The present doctoral thesis is based on the 
following six papers, which will be referred 
to in the text by their Roman numerals.

I. Leijonhufvud, Gustaf  and Charlotta 
Bylund-Melin. 2009. ”Preventive con-
servation climate in historic buildings 
– some gaps in the knowledge”. This 
paper has been translated from Swedish 
and was originally published in the Scan-
dinavian peer-reviewed journal Meddelser 
om konservering no 1 2009, s. 22-30 with 
the title “Bevarandeklimat i historis-
ka byggnader-Några kunskapsluckor.”

II. Leijonhufvud, Gustaf, Erik Kjellström, 
Tor Broström, Jonathan Ashley-Smith, and 
Dario Camuffo. 2013. “Uncertainties in dam-
age assessments of  future indoor climates.” In Cli-
mate for collections: Standards and uncer-
tainties. Edited by Jonathan Ashley-Smith, 
Andreas Burmester, and Melanie Eibl, 
405–18. London: Archetype Publications.

III. Broström, Tor, and Gustaf  Leijon-
hufvud. 2010. “The indoor climate in Skokloster 
Castle.” In Historical buildings as muse-
ums: Systems for climate control and her-
itage preservation. Edited by Davide Del 
Curto, 84–93. Firenze: Nardini Editore.
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IV. Leijonhufvud, Gustaf, and Annette 
Henning. 2014. “Rethinking indoor cli-
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importance of  negotiated priorities and 
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um.” Energy Research & Social Science 4 (0): 
117-23. doi: 10.1016/j.erss.2014.10.005.

V. Leijonhufvud, Gustaf. 2016. “Mak-
ing sense of  climate risk information: 
the case of  future indoor climate risks 
in Swedish churches.” Climate Risk 
Management. Available online 4 June 
2016 doi:10.1016/j.crm.2016.05.003.

VI. Leijonhufvud, Gustaf, and Tor 
Broström.  “Standardizing the indoor climate 
in Swedish churches: opportunities, challenges 
and ways forward.” Manuscript. A shorter 
version of  the manuscript has been ac-
cepted for publication in the proceed-
ings of  the 2nd International Confer-
ence on Energy Efficiency and Comfort 
of  Historic Buildings, Brussels 2016.

My contribution to the co-authored pa-
pers:

Paper I. I am one of  two first authors of  
this paper. 

Paper II. I am the first author of  this pa-
per. Erik Kjellström wrote the section 
about uncertainties in the outdoor climate. 

Paper III. I am one of  two first authors 
of  this paper. I and Tor Broström jointly 
conducted the empirical study and wrote 

the paper together.

Paper IV. I am the first author of  this pa-
per. I conducted the empirical study for 
this paper and wrote a draft version. I and 
Annette Henning jointly revised the whole 
paper.
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1. Foreword 

A challenging and rewarding journey has 
come to an end. In 2006, I finished the 
bachelor programme in building conser-
vation at what was then Gotland Universi-
ty. The directive on energy performance in 
buildings, issued by the European Union, 
was at that time on its way to be imple-
mented in Sweden. I got the opportunity 
to study how energy certificates could be 
applied in historic buildings in Sweden in 
my bachelor thesis. I had for some time 
been interested in how the management of  
cultural heritage could become more sus-
tainable, and the implementation of  the di-
rective was an interesting and urgent topic 
relating to this question. The work with the 
thesis was stimulating and sparked a desire 
to understand more about the relation-
ship between science, policy and practice 
in the interface between sustainability and 
conservation. A few years later I got the 
opportunity to dig deeper into these issues 
as a doctoral student in the Spara och Bevara 

research programme, this time with a focus 
on the indoor climate in historic buildings. 
Like all adventures, it has been far from 
a straight journey. Still, I have never hesi-
tated about the importance of  my subject, 
and today, after having ditched a few dead 
ends and connected some of  the loose 
ends, I feel rewarded by the experience. 

Energy efficiency in historic buildings had 
when I started my doctoral work been a 
neglected field in Sweden for many years. 
Mainly thanks to the Swedish Energy 
Agency, it is today an established interdis-
ciplinary field of  study with a strong and 
networking researcher and stakeholder 
community spread out over the country. It 
has been exciting to be a part of  this devel-
opment, and encouraging to see the results. 
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Prologue: The King’s hall, Skokloster castle, 7-8 
November 2011.

A group of  conservators, conservation scientists 
and curators have gathered around the glass chan-
delier hanging from the ceiling in the King’s hall of  
Skokloster castle, a baroque palace close to Stock-
holm. The chandelier, presumably the oldest glass 
chandelier in the world, was produced by Melchior 
Jung’s glassworks in 1670-71 and has been hang-
ing in the King’s chamber since 1672.1 Unfortu-
nately, it is now severely deteriorated due to a fault 
in the chemical composition of  the original glass 
formula. Salts in the glass hydrate when exposed 
for water molecules and leach out of  the glass. The 
process is referred to as glass disease or weeping glass. 

The condition of  the chandelier has been known 

for a long time, but no interventions, at least not in 
recent times, have been made to slow down the de-
terioration. The Swedish state took charge of  the 
palace in 1968 after a long time of  private owner-
ship. The subsequent restoration was led by the ar-
chitect Ove Hidemark, who considered the build-
ing a well-functioning, organic whole. Traditional 
techniques and materials were used to an extent 
which was unusual of  the time. The management 
of  the palace has since then been characterized by 
a policy to change as little as possible and repair 
only when necessary (Statens fastighetsverk 2005).

The group of  professionals are in the King’s hall to 
discuss the preservation of  the chandelier, and to come 
up with possible interventions (Hallström 2011). 
There is little uncertainty regarding what kind of  ac-
tion that is needed to halt the on-going deterioration: 
A reduction of  the ambient relative humidity to a 
low and stable level will effectively inhibit the process. 

2. Introduction 
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There is no active climate control in the room and the 
whole castle has been effectively unheated for centu-
ries. The level of  relative humidity is very high during 
winter and moderate during summer, conditions 
which are clearly unfavourable for the chandelier.  

Various alternatives are discussed during the 
workshop. Could the chandelier be moved to 
a safer storage, where the environment can be 
controlled, and a replica be made to hang in its 
place? Unfortunately, the chandelier is now con-
sidered so fragile that the risks caused by moving 
it outweigh the benefit. Is there a possibility to ac-
tively control the indoor climate in the room? To 
reduce the relative humidity to a low level would 
risk the mechanical stability of  other artefacts 
in the room, in addition to the negative effect of  
the technical installations needed for dehumidi-
fication or heating. Would it be possible to put 
a showcase around the chandelier, or to create a 

stream of  dry air around it? Such options are 
out ruled because of  the negative aesthetic influ-
ence in combination with being impractical. In the 
end, no option seems attractive, and the ambitious 
workshop ends without a conclusive recommenda-
tion. Some time afterwards it is decided that no 
intervention will be made, and the chandelier is 
still hanging in the room, slowly deteriorating.

1. http://skoklostersslott.se/sv/den-sju-
ka-ljuskronan, accessed 2016-07-05. 
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The short episode above shows how de-
cisions concerning the indoor climate in 
historic buildings are not only about solv-
ing technical problems; science alone can-
not guide decisions. In contrast to most 
other cases, there was in this particular 
case certain and unambiguous knowledge 
available about the causal relationship be-
tween the deterioration process and the 
indoor climate. Still, decisions revolved 
around balancing different objectives, 
and value judgments turned out to be 
decisive. Previous policies, decisions and 
actions regarding the management of  
the palace turned out to have a dual im-
pact: they had affected the physical state 
of  the chandelier, but they also served as 
a discursive point of  departure for the 
discussions at the workshop. The par-
ticipants did not come to a tabula rasa.

The overarching aim of  this thesis is to 
explore the gap between research and 
practice regarding energy efficient indoor 
climate control in historic buildings. I ex-
amine how managers of  cultural collec-
tions and historic buildings make sense 
of  the continuously improved scientific 
knowledge base and the possibilities and 
obstacles to use it when making decisions 
about indoor climate control.  In their re-
view of  a “climate information usability 
gap”, Lemos et al. (2012, p. 1) make a dis-
tinction between “useful” and “usable” in-
formation. They show that while research-
ers often are engaged in projects that aim 
to produce knowledge that is useful for a 
wide group of  practitioners, it is common 
that the produced knowledge for various 
reasons remain ignored or unused, accord-

ing to their analysis mainly due to a lack 
of  alignment with the specific contexts 
and decision processes of  actual practice. 
Hence, potentially “useful” information 
is often not considered “usable” by prac-
titioners. Using the same distinction as 
theirs, I try to understand how useful sci-
entific knowledge related to indoor climate 
control in historic buildings can become 
usable for the professional practitioner. 

Balancing preservation, use and energy ef-
ficiency is a pressing issue for the whole 
heritage field (Barthel-Bouchier 2013). 
The case of  the chandelier at Skokloster 
castle, albeit its brief  description, illus-
trates how the indoor climate in a historic 
building is at the core of  this issue, tak-
ing the role as both the problem and the 
solution. Indoor climate control is a cru-
cial tool to improve preservation, use and 
energy efficiency, but there is not a priori 
answer to how these competing objectives 
should be balanced in the individual case. 
Hence, the fundamental challenge for the 
decision-making on indoor climate con-
trol in Skokloster castle, as well as in oth-
er historic buildings, is about negotiating 
different, and often conflicting, objectives. 

Throughout the thesis the term “historic 
building” refers to a building which in it-
self  has cultural heritage values and houses 
artefacts that are vulnerable to the indoor 
climate. It can be the building fabric itself, 
movable objects housed in the building, or 
both. The emphasis is on historic build-
ings where both the building fabric and 
the movable collection are vulnerable and 
where the management of  the building is 
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more or less professionalized. Examples 
of  such buildings are palaces, churches and 
historic house museums, ranging from the 
large and complex to the small and simple.

The thesis is written in the light of  that 
radical cuts in greenhouse gas emissions 
during the first half  of  the 21st century 
are necessary to avoid dangerous climate 
change, and that these cuts might have 
far-reaching consequences for how en-
ergy is produced and used. In the Paris 
agreement from 2015 it is stated that the 
increase of  the global average tempera-
ture should be limited to well below 2 
degrees above pre-industrial levels (Unit-
ed Nations / Framework Convention on 
Climate Change 2015). While rapid reduc-
tions are inscribed in the Paris agreement, 
it has been criticized for relying too much 
on future technological development than 
on the early and deep reductions suggest-
ed by climate scientists (Anderson 2015b).

In the EU and Sweden there are discrepan-
cies between the long-term ambitions and 
the more short-term binding targets. The 
long term objective for greenhouse gas re-
duction in the EU is 80-95 % by year 2050, 
compared to 1990 levels (SOU 2016:47). 
In Sweden, a recent official report of  the 
Swedish Government following on the 
Paris agreement suggests that Sweden 
should have zero net greenhouse gas emis-
sions by 2045 (SOU 2016:47). The bind-
ing targets are less progressive: the EU has 
agreed on a binding target of  40% reduc-
tion of  emissions by 2030 compared to 
1990 (European Council 2014). The Swed-
ish Government has agreed on reducing 

emissions by 40 % until 2020, compared 
to 1990 levels (SOU 2016:47). Despite the 
political visions represented by long-term 
reduction targets, it is a fact that the rate 
of  decarbonisation in the global econo-
my has been far below what is needed for 
avoiding dangerous climate change (An-
derson and Bows 2008, Anderson 2015a). 
As an example, there has been little reduc-
tion of  overall primary energy consump-
tion and carbon emissions in the Europe-
an building stock since 1975 (Kohler and 
Hassler 2012). Sweden is an exception and 
has seen a reduction of  greenhouse gas 
emissions in buildings of  86 % compared 
to 1990 (SOU 2016:47). This reduction is 
primarily associated with a change to re-
newable energy sources (SOU 2016:47).

Transformation of  the building stock is 
often considered as one of  the most im-
portant and cost-efficient measures in 
decarbonization scenarios (Levine et al. 
2007). On the global scale there is an ur-
gent need to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions associated with buildings (IPCC 
2014).  The technologies delivering indoor 
climate control have a relatively long life 
span, and decisions made today about in-
door climate control will therefore have 
long-lasting effect not only on the con-
servation of  artefacts, but also on en-
ergy use and greenhouse gas emissions. 
In general, there are significant lock-in 
risks associated with the long lifespans 
of  buildings, hence action taken now 
will determine energy use and emissions 
for decades ahead and limit the oppor-
tunities for further change (IPCC 2014).
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Even though historic buildings housing 
cultural collections make up a small part 
of  the whole building stock and therefore 
have little impact on global greenhouse 
gas emissions, their long-term survival 
will be dependent on successful adapta-
tion to a low carbon economy. The bar 
for what is considered an acceptable level 
of  energy efficiency will therefore con-
tinue to rise for all types of  buildings, 
also historic buildings. Despite a lack of  
legal requirements on energy efficien-
cy in historic buildings in Sweden, there 
is substantial external as well as internal 
pressure on the owners and managers 
of  historic buildings to reduce energy 
use and lower greenhouse gas emissions.

There is a raising awareness, both among 
policy-makers and practitioners, about the 
need for climate change mitigation with-
in the cultural heritage sector (Silva and 
Henderson 2011, Barthel-Bouchier 2013, 
Staniforth 2014). This awareness is a part 
of  a broader discourse within the sector 
about the contribution of  cultural heritage 
to sustainability, in which energy issues 
play an important part. A recent review by 
Avrami (2016) focused on tensions around 
goals and rationales found in the literature 
on the intersection between sustainability 
and preservation. The review concluded 
that the evidence needed to demonstrate 
preservation’s contributions to sustain-
ability is lacking, despite a claim of  the 
opposite evident in a recurring mantra 
from preservation advocates about the 
inherent sustainability of  preservation.

In parallel to the emerging preserva-

tion-sustainability discourse there exist 
more tangible and concrete concerns 
about the impact of  climate change to cul-
tural heritage. In addition to external im-
pacts to the historic fabric (e.g. Sabbioni 
et al. 2010), climate change will also influ-
ence the microclimate inside buildings (e.g. 
Lankester and Brimblecombe 2012, Kilian 
et al. 2013). As an example, climate change 
will increase the risk for mould growth in 
unheated historic buildings in northern 
Europe (Leissner et al. 2015). Unheated 
historic buildings which have had none or 
manageable problems with mould growth 
might have to install active humidity con-
trol to avoid serious problems in the future. 
At the same time, there is a need to reduce 
the energy used by buildings as argued 
above. Climate change thus calls for ac-
tion that adapts the built environment for 
climate change whilst undertaking mitiga-
tion measures, i.e. energy efficiency mea-
sures (Davies and Oreszczyn 2012, p. 81).

2.1. The indoor climate compro-
mise
Combining preservation and comfort 
with low energy use and low cost is for 
most historic buildings an essential part 
of  sustainable management (Boersma 
2009, Staniforth 2014). Technically, this 
can be described as a question of  deter-
mining appropriate levels and ranges for 
temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), 
light and pollution. In addition, it is about 
implementing and maintaining technol-
ogies for indoor climate control. These 
include passive measures, such as adding 
insulation or draught proofing, and active 
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measures, such as ventilation, heating and 
dehumidification. It is in general more dif-
ficult to improve the energy performance 
of  the building envelope in historic build-
ings, either due to technical difficulties 
or to limitations because of  their cultural 
values. Hence, indoor climate control is 
relatively more important for their energy 
performance, as well as for the potential 
to reduce energy use. Energy decisions 
in historic buildings are therefore, to an 
even greater extent than in other build-
ings, related to indoor climate control.

There is however little use in treating in-
door climate control as if  it was distinctly 
separated from alterations to the building 
envelope. Decarbonizing buildings calls for 
an increased use of  passive climate control 
and less use of  energy intensive machinery 
(Roaf  2012). The technical installations 
needed to control the indoor climate can 
be intrusive, making permanent damage 
to the building fabric as well as being in-
appropriate from an aesthetical point of  
view. Indoor climate control measures are 
often implemented in conjunction with 
measures that improve the hygrothermal 
properties of  the building envelope. Loft 
insulation, double glazing and draught 
proofing are common examples also in his-
toric buildings. Moisture from the ground 
or from rain can sometimes be stopped 
with capillary barriers, rainwater manage-
ment, drainage and the like. Such measures 
to the building envelope affect the build-
ing fabric as well as the conditions for the 
indoor climate control system. However, 
installations improving the hygrothermal 
conditions do not necessarily permanently 

Figure 1. A reversible glass wall between the nave and the tower 
in Grötlingbo church, Gotland. Photo by Tor Broström.
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alter the historic fabric. This is illustrated 
by Grötlingbo church on Gotland where 
a reversible glass wall was built to create a 
climate controlled zone in the tower (fig.1).   

The unit of  inquiry for the thesis is not 
a specific technical aspect, rather, it is the 
decision processes related to energy effi-
cient indoor climate control in historic 
buildings. The indoor climate in most of  
the building stock is governed by require-
ments for human comfort and health. 
This has resulted in globally standardized 
indoor environments and expectations of  
comfort (Chappells and Shove 2005), and 
research agendas on energy conservation 
which take this standardized demand for 
granted (Wilhite et al. 2000, Nicol et al. 2012, 
Lutzenhiser 2014). For historic buildings 
housing cultural collections the situation is 
more complex and the demands on the in-
door climate are more varied. These build-
ings are generally not used as dwellings or 
as offices; hence the demand for thermal 
comfort is more flexible. The preservation 
aspect of  the indoor climate will have to 
be balanced against the use of  the build-
ing and the associated expectations on 
thermal comfort. The target indoor cli-
mate in these buildings is therefore often 
described as the result of  a compromise 
between preservation of  the artefacts and 
the building on one hand, and the intended 
use of  the building on the other hand (e.g. 
Michalski 1993, Camuffo 2006, BSI 2012). 

Contemporary guidelines, both for cultur-
al collections in general (BSI 2012) and for 
historic buildings such as churches (CEN/
TC 346 - Conservation of  cultural property 

2011), essentially suggest two fundamental 
decision-making steps for achieving a sus-
tainable control of  the indoor climate in 
historic buildings. The first step is to find 
out what the target indoor climate is with 
respect to the use and preservation of  the 
collection and the building. The second 
step is to determine how the specification 
determined in the first step can be achieved 
in a sustainable way for the specific build-
ing and with the resources available. 

A conceptual model of  the factors that 
govern what I call the indoor climate compro-
mise in historic buildings has been devel-
oped for the purpose of  this thesis (fig. 2). 
The model describes how the rationales for 
having indoor climate control (Benefits/
Needs in the figure) and the opportunities 
and limitations for how the indoor climate 
can be controlled have to be considered 
in tandem to determine an indoor climate 
control strategy. The two steps of  defining 
and achieving a target indoor climate are in 
this model understood as interrelated rath-
er than as two distinct, successive steps.   

The idea of  an “ideal” indoor climate for 
preservation environments, be it for desig-
nated museums or historic buildings with 
vulnerable interiors, has throughout the 
history of  preventive conservation been 
connected with many practical difficulties 
(Brown and Rose 1996). The idea as such 
has been extensively criticized at least since 
the beginning of  the 1990´s. Erhardt et al. 
(1994) showed the different dependencies 
of  relative humidity in a mixed collection 
and convincingly argued for more flexi-
ble set points for RH and T in museums. 
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Hence, already when the preservation as-
pect is treated in isolation it is evident that 
the search for an “ideal” indoor climate is 
one in vain. Characteristically, in the re-
cent UK guideline PAS 198:2012 it is stat-
ed that “universally safe” relative humidity 
or temperature ranges cannot be specified 
based on the different dependencies re-
lated to mechanical, chemical and biolog-
ical deterioration of  different materials. 

In sum, there are for a given historic build-
ing a number of  objectives that have to be 
balanced when the desired indoor climate 
is determined. The negotiation of  these 

objectives takes place at different levels of  
decision making on a continuum from pol-
icy making to daily operation. Given the 
differences in preconditions at each site, 
and how different objectives are valued, it 
can be argued that from a normative point 
of  view there should be customized in-
door climate control strategies developed 
for each historic building, and that these 
strategies should be adjusted as context or 
priorities are changed. Hence, it would be 
necessary not to exclude the possibility of  
negotiating any of  the objectives related to 
indoor climate control when sustainable 
solutions are sought. Solely focusing on 

Figure 2. A conceptual model of  the indoor climate compromise in historic buildings housing cultural 
collections.
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one aspect at a time (e.g. energy use, pres-
ervation, cost) limits the complexity of  the 
problem but discard the most important 
issue: the interplay between the different 
objectives and thereby the possibility to 
balance the objectives in a sustainable way. 

What makes this issue particularly inter-
esting is the diversity in which the man-
agement of  indoor climate control in his-
toric buildings is organized. The different 
roles given to the professionals involved 
in management, as well as their perceived 
authority and accountability vary on al-
most a case-to-case basis. Legnér and 
Geijer (2015) examine issues of  comfort 
and energy in institutionally managed his-
toric buildings in Sweden during the 20th 
century. From their historical account it 
is evident that practitioners struggled to 
balance competing objectives related to 
the indoor climate in different ways during 
the studied period, that the framing of  
the involved problems were in constant 
flux and that controversies regarding the 
roles and responsibilities given to different 
professional groups never settled. A leg-
acy of  this development is today´s diver-
sity in how management is institutionally 
organized and the heterogeneity of  the 
decision-making processes. This situa-
tion, in combination with a lack of  legal 
requirements on both energy performance 
and indoor climate in historic buildings, 
also explains the wide range of  techni-
cal solutions and indoor climate control 
strategies that are being used in practice.

A collection of  international charters, pro-
fessional codes of  ethics and other policy 

documents is available for practitioners 
involved in cultural heritage management. 
There also exists a plethora of  guidelines 
and standards for indoor climate control 
in historic buildings.  Universal principles 
for how to frame and address problems 
are inscribed in these kinds of  documents, 
but to use them in practical cases always 
requires processes of  translation and me-
diation involving various forms of  profes-
sional expertise (Jones and Yarrow 2013). 
Such processes of  translation apply to all 
forms of  standardization, as standards aim 
to be universally valid, whereas practice is 
always specific (Timmermans and Epstein 
2010). The way a problem is framed, in-
cluding establishing its boundaries, is cru-
cial for such translation processes. To bear 
in mind is that the problem has to be de-
fined before solutions can be sought, and 
different professional groups will have dif-
ferent opinions about the former. Studies 
of  technological change have revealed that 
it is the interplay between actors and their 
resources that shape the way a problem is 
identified and understood, as well as deter-
mine the technical solutions that are used 
to solve the problem (Bijker and Law 1992). 

Not surprisingly, the ability to collabo-
rate among people who define problems 
differently has been recognized as a key 
competence in engineering work (Downey 
et al. 2006). The emergence of  a manage-
able problem from a problematic situation 
is the important first step, in which things 
to concentrate on are identified and oth-
er things are ruled out. Such framing de-
pends on previous references, experiences 
and how things make sense also for the 
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practitioner  (Schön 1983, Weick 1995). 
How different professionals frame prob-
lems differently and interact in energy-re-
lated decisions in historic buildings remain 
important but under-researched questions. 

Architects, building conservators, object 
conservators, curators and other heritage 
professionals have to collaborate with en-
gineers and building managers regarding 
energy issues in historic buildings. Prob-
lems and solutions are framed in differ-
ent ways by the involved actors, not least 
due to conflicts between different cultures 
among heritage professionals (Legnér and 
Geijer 2015, Norrström 2015). While such 
conflicts are perhaps obvious between 
heritage professionals and engineers, rep-
resenting two different epistemic cultures, 
they are also present in the conventional 
building and construction industry where 
they have been described as problematic 
in relation to energy efficiency (Ryghaug 
and Sørensen 2009). As discussed by 
Ryghaug (2003) there is a need for many 
different professional groups with differ-
ent skills to interact when energy decisions 
are made in the building design process.  
E.g. architects in Norway tend to prioritise 
aesthetics and not be so knowledgeable 
about energy use in buildings (Ryghaug 
2003). This, in combination with their role 
as co-ordinators of  building projects has 
been described as an important obsta-
cle to improved energy efficiency in new 
buildings (Ryghaug and Sørensen 2009). 

Also among heritage professionals there 
are differences in how problems are 
framed, and what aspects of  a given is-

sue that is given priority. In Sweden there 
were in the beginning of  the 20th century 
discussions of  how the management of  
historic buildings should be organized, 
especially regarding the division of  re-
sponsibilities between architects and the 
nascent professional group of  building 
conservators (Wetterberg 1993, Geijer 
2007). The institutional organization of  
built heritage was stabilized in the 1920´s, 
but tensions between the two professions 
remain. Whereas architects have tended 
to prioritize aesthetics and the building as 
a whole (including its use), building con-
servators, having their disciplinary roots 
in the humanities, have been preoccupied 
with the historic fabric as a source of  in-
formation about the past. A third group 
of  heritage professionals that often are 
involved in energy-related decisions are 
object conservators. Within the profes-
sion, there has been a gradual shift from 
remedial conservation to preventive con-
servation, and as a consequence indoor 
climate-issues have come to be increasing-
ly important for conservators (Staniforth 
2013). The profession has traditionally 
had stronger ties to craftsmanship than 
to applied science, and it is common that 
conservators struggle to manage a tension 
in their professional work between a dis-
course focusing on value-centred preven-
tive conservation and the practical work 
which often evolves in dialogue with the 
objects (Richmond and Bracker 2009).

In the Skokloster case described above, it 
is evident how a seemingly technical ques-
tion about indoor climate control turns 
out to be primarily about other things. 
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The conservation work carried  at Skok-
loster castle between 1967-78 became 
iconic for the new conservation doxa that 
developed in Sweden during that time, in 
which the architect Ove Hidemark played 
a central role. Hidemark argued for the 
use of  traditional materials and meth-
ods, and Skokloster, which had not been 
equipped with modern technical installa-
tions was an interesting case that proved 
his point. The decisions not to install in-
door climate control, not only by Hide-
mark, but throughout the 20th century, 
are of  course important for the situation 
today. This legacy is however not mere-
ly about the material configurations, but 
also decisive for how problems are framed 
and how questions are articulated. The 
actors involved in decision-making today 
base their perspectives and their respec-
tive positions on previous decisions and 
actions as well as on personal experience. 

The focus of  much research in conserva-
tion has been on improving the scientific 
basis underpinning  the two-step proce-
dure for decision-making about the indoor 
climate suggested by contemporary guide-
lines. The aim has been to be able to give 
more precise answers to the technical 
questions involved in the decision-mak-
ing process. This has been a successful 
approach in many ways, and the knowl-
edge about climate-induced deterioration, 
moisture control and human comfort re-
quirements has substantially improved and 
is continuously improving. However, there 
has been a focus in this body of  schol-
arship on technical issues: objects, build-
ings, environments and their interactions. 

In this thesis, I attempt to explore these 
seemingly technical issues from an alterna-
tive vantage point, where the practitioners 
responsible for the management of  col-
lections and buildings take centre stage. 
If  we go beyond the technical, what kind 
of  questions are raised and what kind of  
answers do we get? What kind of  under-
standing is needed to progress, what kind 
of  knowledge would the practitioners in-
volved in decision-making benefit from?

2.2. Research aim
The overarching aim of  the thesis is to 
explore and bridge the gap between research and 
practice regarding energy efficient indoor climate 
control in historic buildings. A guiding hy-
pothesis, which will be discussed in more 
depth below, is that there is an untapped 
potential for improving preventive con-
servation and energy efficiency with the 
use of  existing technology. With a better 
understanding of  phenomena that can 
explain this potential, I argue that there 
is a possibility to improve management, 
policy-making and research design in 
ways that will facilitate more sustainable 
practices. This overarching aim is deliber-
ately broad and has been delimitated in a 
number of  ways, resulting in more specific 
aims. The specific research aims are the re-
sult of  an evolving understanding of  the 
subject matter, and unfold in relation to 
the development of  the individual papers. 

Policies and decision support seeking to 
improve adaptation of  buildings, either to 
make them more energy efficient or more 
resilient to climate change, presuppose a 
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realistic understanding of  decision pro-
cesses if  they are to be successful (Wilson 
and Dowlatabadi 2007, National Research 
Council 2009). I argue that a systemat-
ic decision-making process is especially 
important for energy related decisions in 
historic buildings and that we have limited 
knowledge about this process from both a 
descriptive and a normative point of  view. 
This observation is the rationale for the 
first specific aim: To understand how decisions 
are made and actions are taken in in the specific con-
text of  indoor climate control in historic buildings 
housing cultural collections (paper IV and VI). 
In paper IV, I analyse the decision process 
in a Swedish historic house museum. In pa-
per VI, the organizational context regard-
ing indoor climate and energy related deci-
sions in the Church of  Sweden is studied.  

The second specific aim concerns the role 
that uncertainty plays for decisions about 
indoor climate control in historic build-
ings. The management of  uncertainty is 
part and parcel of  all decision making, but 
it has during recent years been given more 
attention in the field of  conservation. 
The use of  risk management as a decision 
framework and the rational programme 
that this implicates is the focus of  the sec-
ond specific aim: To explore and discuss how 
uncertainty relating to decisions about the indoor 
climate can be managed and communicated to 
support adaptation of  historic buildings (paper 
II,V). Paper II identifies and categorizes 
the major sources of  uncertainty when 
producing predictions about future indoor 
climate risks in historic buildings. Paper V 
studies how adaptation practitioners in the 
Church of  Sweden make sense of  com-

plex, ambiguous and uncertain informa-
tion about different indoor climate risks.

Finally, a key question for science-practice 
interaction is how complex and uncertain 
knowledge should be communicated to 
end users. Guidelines, standards and other 
forms of  generic advice play an import-
ant role for decisions about indoor climate 
control. The third specific aim in the thesis 
is therefore directed towards the role of  
standardization: To explore and discuss how 
decision processes regarding indoor climate con-
trol can be supported with standards to achieve a 
more sustainable management (paper I,III, IV, 
VI). Paper I identifies key knowledge gaps 
of  the interaction between the indoor 
climate and degradation of  hygroscopic 
materials for typical low energy control 
strategies in historic buildings in a cold 
climate. In paper III the aim is to discuss 
the applicability of  recommendations for 
indoor climate control in the case of  an 
unheated Swedish palace. In this paper 
the building itself  is in focus, but it aims 
to understand the decision context for 
the management of  the indoor climate, 
and how existing knowledge can be used 
for risk assessment. Paper IV uses a case 
study to show the complex route for how 
new knowledge is transferred into actual 
organizational decision making. Paper VI 
is directly aimed at giving suggestions for 
how standardization can be improved for 
indoor climate control in historic build-
ings, using Swedish churches as a case 
study. It takes as a point of  departure the 
decision context for the management of  
churches, based on an analysis of  the or-
ganizational and technical circumstances.
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The specific research aims are to vary-
ing degrees elaborated in the individual 
papers. However, partly due to the con-
densed format of  articles, there is a lack of  
synthesis regarding the overall aim. In this 
thesis essay I have the ambition to expand 
on the arguments found in the papers 
with the aim to both deepen and broaden 
the discussion of  how the science-prac-
tice gap can be understood and bridged.

2.3. Research approach and methods
This section outlines the context for 
the thesis project, describes how the re-
search process has unfolded and argues 
for the various methodological choic-
es I have made in the individual papers. 

An influential context for this thesis work 
has been the research project “Energy 
efficiency and preventive conservation 
through indoor climate control”, fund-
ed by the Swedish Energy Agency. The 
Swedish Energy Agency initiated a re-
search programme for energy efficiency 
in historic buildings - Spara och Bevara - in 
2008. The objective of  the programme 
was to make historic buildings more en-
ergy efficient without damaging their cul-
tural heritage values and at the same time 
maintain or improve the indoor climate. 
Experiences from the energy saving pro-
grammes initiated after the 1970s oil crisis 
had highlighted the negative impact from 
maladapted and insensible retrofitting 
of  historic buildings (Antell and Paues 
1981). Energy efficient indoor climate 
control thus became a focal area for Spara 
och Bevara. The research questions called 

for an interdisciplinary approach, and re-
searchers with different academic and 
professional backgrounds were involved 
already in the beginning of  the project 
(e.g. engineers, conservators, architects).

The design of  the Spara och Bevara research 
programme was influenced by experiences 
made at the department of  conservation, 
Gotland University. Research and consul-
tancy in the field of  energy- and indoor 
climate-related issues in historic buildings 
had been carried out at the department 
since the early 1990´s. The research ques-
tions were of  applied and technical nature, 
such as how to heat churches in energy 
efficient ways (Melander and Broström 
2008) or how heat pumps can be used for 
conservation heating (Broström and Lei-
jonhufvud 2008). Despite the focus on ap-
plied science, it became apparent that in 
order to produce practice-relevant knowl-
edge there was a need for a close collabora-
tion between researchers and practitioners. 
Experiences from these research activities 
suggested that the biggest hurdle for man-
agement was not a fundamental lack of  
scientific knowledge about how to solve 
the technical problems, but that much es-
sential knowledge was not used in the man-
agement of  historic buildings. It therefore 
seemed that research about conservation 
science in general, and the research made 
at the department in particular, did not 
reach out to practitioners. The origin of  
this thesis project was this puzzling expe-
rience that despite the interdisciplinary, 
applied nature of  the research, based on 
problems in professional practice, the re-
sults were not widely adopted. In turn, this 
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experience indicated that there was a need 
to achieve a more nuanced and realistic 
understanding of  the complex interaction 
between science and practice in this field.

2.3.1. The science-practice gap

Among both practitioners and scientists 
there have been recurring discussions 
about a science-practice gap concerning 
indoor climate and energy efficiency in 
historic buildings. The Swedish National 
heritage board conducted a study in 2010 
with practitioners in the heritage sector 
to map the need for knowledge about en-
ergy efficiency in historic buildings. Not 
surprisingly, all respondents called for 
more knowledge. However when exem-
plifying this, they all pointed to a lack of  
availability of  existing knowledge. They 
asked for streamlined accessible informa-
tion, knowledge repositories, forums, in-
dependent consultants, handbooks, good 
examples, seminars etc. (Altahr-Cederberg 
et al. 2010). A recent UK study came to a 
similar result that the problem (of  making 
historic buildings more energy efficient) 
was not a lack of  knowledge, but a lack 
of  knowledge utilization: “the main hurdle 
seemed to be disseminating this [expertise] 
more widely.” (Marie Stuart 2014, p. 190). 

One idea underpinning the Spara and Bev-
ara research programme was, as outlined 
above, the existence of  a gap between 
what could be done with existing technol-
ogy and what was done in practice. More 
specifically, the potential to both improve 
preservation and save energy by imple-
menting cost-efficient indoor climate con-

trol measures was emphasized. This ap-
parent gap between science and practice, 
which as we shall see can be theorized in 
different ways depending on perspective, is 
at the core of  this thesis.  It was at the out-
set of  the present thesis work a rationale 
for the normative and positivistic method-
ological approach I used in the early phase 
of  my thesis work which aimed at closing 
the gap. Poor, unsystematic and ad-hoc de-
cision-making processes were assumed to 
be a key barrier to improved end results. 
There seemed to be a potential to develop 
tools that could support decision-making, 
especially regarding how to manage uncer-
tainties. Such improved decision support 
tools could help practitioners to balance 
the costs and benefits related to indoor 
climate control, and in the end result in 
the implementation of  more energy ef-
ficient strategies and technologies. This 
framing of  the problem and its solution 
reflected previous research in conserva-
tion science, and resonated with common 
sense: the science-practice gap could be 
bridged by improved decision-making.

The thesis project changed focus after the 
initial phase and I started to be more crit-
ical towards my a priori understanding of  
the science-practice gap. My ambition had 
been to develop normative models that 
could improve the decision processes that 
impeded “optimal” solutions to technical 
problems. Instead, I started to reflect on 
the extent and nature of  the science-prac-
tice gap itself. As a result, the apparent 
“gap” has become less an underlying prob-
lem and more a focus of  inquiry the lon-
ger the thesis work has proceeded; a shift 
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towards understanding the nature of  the gap. 

The science-practice gap has been exten-
sively discussed in different fields of  pro-
fessional practice.  The remedies for how 
to bridge the gap are intimately linked 
to how the gap is understood, which in 
turn depends on assumptions about the 
mechanisms of  knowledge transfer.  In 
order to position the epistemological 
point of  departure for the thesis work, I 
attempt to briefly review the contrasting 
perspectives found in the literature, along 
with their methodological implications. 

One instance of  the gap between science 
and practice is the “energy efficiency gap”, 
whose extent and nature has been much 
debated by energy policy analysts, not least 
in relation to the building and construction 
sector (e.g. Jaffe and Stavins 1994, Weber 
1997, Shove 1998, Sorrell 2004, Gilling-
ham and Palmer 2014, pp. 32–33, Ge-
rarden et al. 2015) . The phenomenon has 
also been called the “energy efficiency par-
adox” because of  its complex nature and 
contested status (Gillingham and Palmer 
2014, pp. 32–33). The gap is generally un-
derstood as an implementation deficiency 
in relation to economic optimization; as a 
lack of  implementation of  cost-effective 
energy-conserving technologies (Jaffe and 
Stavins 1994). This difference between 
optimality and reality has been described 
as a ”vast untapped potential for nega-
tive-cost energy efficiency investments” 
(Gillingham and Palmer 2014, pp. 32–33). 
It can be described in slightly different 
ways depending on if  private or societal 
optimality is considered (Gerarden et al. 

2015). A “barrier model” is often used 
for explaining the energy efficiency gap, 
where different kinds of  obstacles, often 
labelled in terms of  market failures, im-
pede end-users from making rational in-
vestments in energy saving technologies 
(Weber 1997, p. 834, Sorrell 2004).  This 
logic extends to policy-making, where 
policies are legitimate if  they remove bar-
riers that distort the market and inhibit 
profitable energy efficiency investments.  
However, many economists are sceptical 
to the very existence of  the energy effi-
ciency gap; it is argued that its apparent 
existence should be traced to modelling 
errors, for example of  hidden costs (Gill-
ingham and Palmer 2014, pp. 32–33).

Although there is little doubt about that 
there is a potential for cost effective en-
ergy efficiency measures in the existing 
building stock (Guy 2006, p. 645, IPCC 
2014), it is important to be aware of  that 
there are alternative ways of  framing this 
problem than in terms of  an untapped 
technical potential and a number of  bar-
riers that hamper rational investment. The 
lack of  social considerations in energy 
policy has received a sustained critique 
from social scientists, especially towards 
simplistic characterizations of  people as 
imaginary typical consumers (Stephenson 
et al. 2010, p. 6123, Palm and Reindl 2016, 
p. 248), which behave rationally and pur-
posively (Wilhite 2013). In this simplistic 
characterization, it is thought that indi-
viduals suddenly will commit to energy 
saving action if  only they have the right 
knowledge and attitudes (Janda and Parag 
2012). The gravity of  this critique is em-
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phasized by the fact that the track record 
of  energy reduction policy has been poor 
(Wilhite 2013, Wilson et al. 2015), and that 
the dominant model fail to explain ener-
gy-saving action and energy demand (Lut-
zenhiser 2014). Guy (2006) disappointedly 
points out that despite of  at least thirty 
years of  research, there is still relatively lit-
tle knowledge about why proven technical 
knowledge is ignored, and why energy-sav-
ing techniques are consistently avoided.

The energy-efficiency gap is a specif-
ic instance, situated in the energy policy 
discourse, of  a broader science-practice 
gap. What makes it special is the focus 
on cost-efficiency, and the possibility to 
relatively easily determine different po-
tentials for energy savings. It is thereby 
possible to calculate and quantify the gap 
in terms of  an untapped energy saving 
potential. In most other fields, there is no 
such opportunity to quantitatively com-
pare ideal and outcome. Still, there are of  
course gaps between science and practice 
in all fields, and a common approach is 
to understand these gaps as problems of  
knowledge transfer. However, too simplis-
tic understandings based on a linear model 
of  knowledge transfer might frame these 
problems in misleading ways. Greenhal-
gh et al. (2011) argue that analyses within 
the field of  health care based on simplis-
tic models of  knowledge transfer produce 
similar accounts of  problems and solu-
tions. The problems tend to be framed in 
ways were success factors and barriers are 
conceptualized in terms of  push or pull, 
where knowledge is thought to be pushed 
from the supply (science) side, and pulled 

on the demand (practice or policy) side. An 
underlying assumption is that science and 
practice can be separated both empirically 
and analytically, and that practice consists 
of  a series of  rational decisions which po-
tentially can be improved with the help of  
new scientific results. Solutions are framed 
as making practice more evidence-based 
by improving the communication of  sci-
entific knowledge (Greenhalgh and Wier-
inga 2011). Similar framings of  problems 
and solutions are dominating also in fields 
more related to this thesis such as urban 
planning (Owens et al. 2006), environmen-
tal management (Roux et al. 2006), climate 
change adaptation (Moss et al. 2013), and 
the building and construction industry 
(Guy and Shove 2000, Gluch et al. 2013).

Critics argue that the science-practice or 
science-policy interface is more complex 
than what the linear model of  knowledge 
transfer implies (Guy 2006, Owens et al. 
2006, Greenhalgh and Wieringa 2011). The 
root of  this criticism lies in how knowl-
edge is understood. In the linear model of  
knowledge transfer, knowledge is unprob-
lematically separated from the scientist 
who produced it as well as from the prac-
titioner who will use it. This view is based 
on an objectivist approach to knowledge, 
in which knowledge is a “thing” that can 
be moved between subjects. The objec-
tivist approach to knowledge has been 
criticized to downplay the contextual, so-
cial and fluid nature of  knowledge, not 
least by social scientists who empirically 
have studied how knowledge is shared in 
professional work (Styhre 2011). There 
are myriad ways that knowledge emerg-
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es and gets applied in practice, and there 
are different ways of  framing these pro-
cesses depending on how knowledge is 
understood (Evans and Marvin 2006, St-
yhre 2011). If  knowledge is not a trans-
ferrable “object”, then the gap between 
science and practice becomes much more 
complex to understand and to deal with. 

The criticism of  simplistic accounts of  
knowledge transfer outlined above echoes 
much of  the criticism raised toward the 
dominant energy policy discourse. Crit-
ics have argued that analyses of  the ener-
gy-efficiency gap, its causes, and its policy 
implications are borne out of  a stable and 
shared set of  ideas about rationality and 
consumption that fail to take into account 
the complexity and heterogeneity of  hu-
man affairs (Guy and Shove 2000, Wilhite 
2013, Lutzenhiser 2014). Guy and Shove 
(2000) have showed how energy systems 
in the built environment are understood 
as primarily technical arrangements, where 
social aspects are downplayed. Anonymous 
and purposive end-users, continuously 
striving to implement cost-efficient energy 
saving measures, play a central role in this 
“techno-economic model of  technology 
transfer” (Guy and Shove 2000). Lutzen-
hiser (2014) claim that this set of  ideas 
acts as an orienting frame for the energy 
efficiency industry, and provides a vocab-
ulary for analysis which renders the world 
as stable, predictable and malleable. The 
techno-economic model is predicated on 
a separation and imbalance between social 
and technical aspects, resulting in a framing 
of  the problem where “technical poten-
tials” are restrained by various “non-tech-

nical barriers” (Guy and Shove 2000). As a 
result, the role of  science becomes one of  
determining the technical potentials, while 
social, political, and cultural factors take 
the role of  “barriers” (Owens et al. 2006).

Alternative understandings of  energy sys-
tems where social considerations play a 
more important role are reviewed by So-
vacool (2014). He concludes that the eco-
nomic dimension is “only a piece of  the 
puzzle” for understanding the evolution 
of  energy systems, and that tools and ap-
proaches from other fields within the so-
cial sciences shift the focus of  energy re-
search by emphasizing that end users are 
not passively taking up new technology, 
but that people and institutions play an 
active role in the shaping of  energy sys-
tems through various social processes (So-
vacool 2014). Guy and Shove (2000) draw 
on ideas from the sociology of  science and 
technology in their alternative account of  
how energy systems evolve. Instead of  fo-
cusing on individual decision-maker, they 
emphasize the context in which change 
occurs. With a set of  case studies from 
the energy efficiency industry, they show 
that energy practices and technologies are 
selectively appropriated within specific, lo-
cal contexts, i.e. that choices and options 
relating to energy are socially structured. 

The literature referred to above shows 
how there are different ways in how a 
“gap” between science and practice can 
be approached, analysed and described. 
It demonstrates how the techno-econom-
ic model of  technological change is par-
adigmatic in energy policy discourse, and 
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that many social scientists are frustrated 
over its dominant position. The tech-
no-economic model and the alternative 
socio-technical model(s) originate in fun-
damental differences in the way the world 
is understood, they have different meth-
odological implications.  The question 
whether the different models complement 
or contradict each other is debated. Ac-
cording to Shove (2010, p. 1279), they are 
not possible to merge: they are like “chalk 
and cheese”. Attempts of  triangulation, 
i.e. making the picture more complete by 
adding one perspective to the other are, 
accordingly, doomed to fail (Evans and 
Marvin 2006, Shove 2010). Others have 
supported this view, but added that there is 
a value in that the different models co-ex-
ist, precisely because they frame problems 
and solutions in fundamentally differ-
ent ways (Wilson and Chatterton 2011). 

While the techno-economic model is well 
aligned with the policy tools offered by 
strands of  social science that focus on in-
dividual choice, such as economic theory 
and behavioural psychology, it is less clear 
what kind of  policy interventions that are 
supported by alternative (socio-technical) 
models of  technological change (Wilson 
and Dowlatabadi 2007). Guy and Shove 
(2000) have argued that the techno-eco-
nomic model is self-reinforcing in that it 
sanctions certain ways of  conducting re-
search, and authorizes certain forms of  
possible policy interventions. The model 
appeals to both sides of  the science-policy 
interface as its core tenets, such as the cen-
tral role of  individual choice, are celebrat-
ed by both researchers and policy-makers 

(Guy and Shove 2000). Furthermore, an 
important belief  sustaining the model is 
that techniques to promote change that 
have proven successful in one domain can 
be transferred to new problems (Shove 
et al. 2012). Undoubtedly, such criticism 
of  the techno-economic model and the 
policy programme it sustains contains a 
number of  substantial and relevant points. 
However, a problem with the various so-
cio-technical alternatives is the lack of  
concrete and realistic alternatives offered 
for policy-making. As Wilson and Dow-
latabati (2007, p. 189) put it: “sociological 
lessons for intervention design are less 
generic, less prescriptive, more complex, 
more diffuse, more gradual, far-reaching, 
and so, in all senses, less palatable to in-
tervention designers interested in veri-
fiable impacts over short-time periods.”  

2.3.2. Energy efficiency and cultural heritage values

Conservation is by both practitioners and 
scholars commonly described as a val-
ues-based activity (Pendlebury 2013). The 
designation of  something as “heritage” 
thereby implies that cultural heritage val-
ues are at stake. Accordingly, conservation 
has been defined as a process aiming to 
maintain the significance of  an object or 
a place (La Torre 2013). Cultural heritage 
values are matters of  subjective interpreta-
tion; they cannot be understood as a fixed 
property of  an artefact, open for inspec-
tion. The attribution of  multiple and often 
conflicting values makes decision-making 
involving cultural heritage values a del-
icate matter. When different stakehold-
ers have different opinions about what is 
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valuable, it becomes a question of  whose 
values which are most important to pre-
serve. It is also a question of  when and 
where in the decision-making processes 
that cultural heritage values should be in-
tegrated, something which is not obvious 
(Thuvander et al. 2012). The complex re-
lationship between materiality, valuation 
and conservation practice makes this 
process even more intricate. Cultural her-
itage is bound up with the practices that 
have emerged to preserve it (Jones and 
Yarrow 2013, p. 6) and conservation ac-
tions can modify or create values (Avra-
mi et al. 2000). This dynamic has been 
described by Adams et al. (2014, p. 9):

It is not just a case of  identifying pre-existing 
values that then inform how ‘problems’ are 
framed, and when and how heritage science 
is applied. Rather, the application of  science 
in heritage contexts is embedded in dynam-
ic modes of  valuation. The use of  scientific 
techniques to measure, understand and control 
material transformation is informed by these 
values, but these very processes also have the 
potential to change those values. 

The contested and subjective nature of  
cultural heritage values, and the com-
plex relationship between valuation and 
conservation practice make it evident 
that cultural heritage values cannot be 
understood as static attributes of  an his-
toric building. An implication of  this is 
that it seems unlikely that it is possible 
to empirically establish the extent of  a 
gap between science and practice relat-
ed to energy decisions in built heritage. 
The many competing objectives related 
to energy decisions in historic buildings, 

as well as the importance of  (contested) 
cultural heritage values, make actual deci-
sion making far off  the cost-benefit cal-
culations presupposed in much theoretical 
work about energy efficiency in buildings.

Furthermore, I would question the no-
tion of   an energy efficiency gap in his-
toric buildings even as a theoretical con-
struct, when what is judged as a plausible 
energy efficiency measure is dependent 
on a subjective valuation of  cultural her-
itage values, a valuation which is bound in 
time and place. Such an analysis requires 
that historic buildings are considered to 
be mere technical arrangements, stripped 
bare of  social connotations. As a conse-
quence, it also seems doubtful to charac-
terize cultural heritage values as “barriers” 
to energy efficiency in the building stock.  

2.3.3. Methodology

In the light of  the above review, I conclude 
that there are competing and multiple un-
derstandings available of  the involved 
phenomena, understandings which are not 
possible to merge. While I acknowledge 
the advantage with the techno-economic 
model in that it is well aligned with ex-
isting policy options, I find it inadequate 
for understanding the decision process-
es which are covered in the present the-
sis. Instead, I use a socio-technical lens, 
in which both knowledge and actions are 
understood as situated in specific materi-
al and social contexts. The most import-
ant methodological implication of  this is 
the need to understand the specifics of  
the situated actions where problems oc-
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cur. Only then it is possible to seek solu-
tions to the problems rooted in practice. 
It has been claimed that to understand 
the complex and interpretative character 
of  much energy-related decision-mak-
ing, there is a need for detailed ethnog-
raphies (Lutzenhiser 2014). Thollander 
and Palm (2015, p. 5699) elucidate how 
a situated action perspective can be use-
ful for understanding energy-related deci-
sions by referring to an imagined meeting:

Rather than depending on a goal in a document 
or procedures in a standard it [the outcome] will 
be dependent on which actors participate in the 
meeting. The actors attending a meeting will 
most probably not have memorized all policies, 
standards and procedures that exist in the or-
ganization. They will base their input and con-
tribution to the discussion on energy efficiency 
on their culturally embedded understanding of  
how to act, what choices are given in different 
contexts and what decisions seem to be suit-
able in different settings. /…/ The participants 
in meetings take different roles, and the roles 
actors have in one group will differ from their 
roles in another group. Actors take different 
roles, and in this sense too roles are situated.

In paper IV, I use a detailed qualitative case 
study to understand how the actions, roles 
and rationales among different profession-
als are situated in the specific material and 
social context of  an historic house museum. 

Borne out of  the normative aim of  im-
proving professional practice, this thesis is 
problem-driven rather than theory-driven, 
and therefore an example of  practice-ori-
ented or practice-based research. Practice-based 
research involves inquiry of  procedures of  
professional practice and aims at utilizing 

research knowledge to enhance the devel-
opment of  practice and policy (Marshall 
2010). It has its greatest benefits in areas 
where traditional research approaches 
have failed to have an impact on policy and 
practice because of  problems with knowl-
edge uptake - a result of  that practitioners 
are unable to translate traditional research 
results into recognizable and adoptable 
activities (Marshall 2010). Generalizable 
theory development is played down in 
practice-based research; the produced 
knowledge is contextual and contingent.

Contemporary conservation practice, with 
its combination of  technical, social and 
interpretative considerations, is by nature 
interdisciplinary. As a field of  practice, its fo-
cus has changed “from single object treat-
ment to broader preservation strategies”, 
a change which has forced conservators 
to “actively adopt an interdisciplinary ap-
proach“ (Scott 2008, pp. 121,125). Sever-
al of  the topics that relate to the research 
questions in this thesis are by themselves 
of  interdisciplinary nature. It has been 
argued that issues of  paramount concern 
for sustainable development such as risk, 
energy and climate change cannot be re-
duced to a single discipline or a fixed set 
of  theories, they should be understood 
by the ‘philosophical, methodological and 
normative diversity’ characterizing envi-
ronmental social sciences and humanities 
(Castree et al. 2014, p. 763). My position is 
that the issues discussed in the present the-
sis can only be thoroughly understood by 
an interdisciplinary approach, i.e. a combi-
nation of  technical and social perspectives. 
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Conservation has a long history as a field 
of  practice, but it is only recently that it 
has been established as a field of  inquiry1. 
The theories and methods guiding knowl-
edge production in conservation have 
not settled in the same way as in more 
established disciplines. Conservation sci-
ence has exploited the natural sciences 
to produce technical knowledge relevant 
for practitioners, and scholars from estab-
lished academic disciplines in the social 
sciences and humanities have observed 
the practices within the cultural heritage 
field through various theoretical lenses 
in order to understand the involved so-
cial processes. However, for the reflexive 
inquiry needed to study the field of  con-
servation from within, and thereby pro-
duce relevant knowledge for practitioners, 
there is no given methodological roadmap.  
I argue that to produce practice-relevant 
knowledge there is a need to connect em-
pirical findings, related to problems in 
practice, to existing theories through an 
informed dialogue with established dis-
ciplines. In that sense, the thesis is trans-
disciplinary as it has the ambition to solve 
real-world problems by collaborating with 
both practitioners and scholars from dif-
ferent academic disciplines (Spreng 2014).

Transdisciplinarity emphasizes the need 
for a dynamic relationship between science 
and the world being studied, including the 
higher degree of  stakeholder involvement 
in the formulation of  research questions 

1.  I am indebted to Halina Dunin-Woyseth 
for the distinction between conservation as a  
’field of  practice’ and a ’field of  inquiry’.

implied by “mode 2” knowledge produc-
tion (Nowotny et al. 2001, Scholz and 
Binder 2011). In this case, the Spara och 
bevara research programme has been at the 
forefront, with a high degree of  stakehold-
er involvement from the outset. Transdis-
ciplinarity also emphasizes the need to in-
volve values in the research process by not 
refraining from questions such as “What 
is it we want to do?” and “How should we 
do what we want to do?” (Spreng 2014). 

The ambition with the present thesis is to 
produce knowledge that is usable for the 
practitioner or the policy-maker. Based on 
the experiences from the Spara och bevara re-
search programme, it was evident that good 
judgment among practitioners always played 
an important role in the application of  sci-
entific knowledge in real life situations. A 
key methodological question for this thesis 
has therefore been what kind of  research 
design that produces knowledge that facili-
tates such good judgment.  An increasingly 
influential version of  practice-based research 
is the phronetic social science programme 
laid out by Danish planning researcher Bent 
Flyvbjerg (2001). Flyvbjerg is interested 
in how to produce the kind of  knowledge 
Aristoteles labelled phronesis, the type of  
value-rational, practical wisdom needed for 
good judgment. With the ambition to pro-
duce knowledge relevant for practitioners, 
phronetic social scientists have to engage 
in detail in the complexities of  the studied 
phenomena to understand specific practic-
es. Flyvbjerg argues the case study is the key 
methodology for achieving this aim, and that 
the end result – the case study itself  – can 
contribute to phronesis by way of  example.
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To wrap up the methodological develop-
ment in the thesis, there is a continuum 
relating to both how theory is used and 
the object of  inquiry. What ties the ap-
proaches together is an emphasis on how 
knowledge is, or can be, used in decisions 
which aim to balance conflicting needs, 
specific for the individual case. The dou-
ble aim of  the thesis to both solve and un-
derstand problems in practice is evident in 
all papers. It is elaborated through rather 
different theoretical lenses, spanning from 
the practical, which focuses on technical 
aspects, to the critical, which focuses on 
socio-technical aspects. In turn, these have 
required different methodologies. The 
benefits or downsides of  this way of  mov-
ing between epistemological perspectives 
are up to the reader to evaluate. However, 
I am sure that if  I had chosen only one 
path instead of  trying to embrace both, the 
outcome would not have been the same.

In paper I-III the studied phenomena 
are physical matter and their properties, 
and both the research questions and the 
applied methods are typical for the pos-
itivism generally found in conservation 
science. Paper I and II are reviews, while 
Paper III is the result of  a quantitative 
case study, focused on technical questions. 

The socio-technical contexts of  deci-
sion-making are the focus of  paper IV-VI. 
Paper IV and V study how decision-makers 
attempts to make sense of  issues related to 
indoor climate control in specific contexts. 
Paper IV is an explorative qualitative case 
study, in which I try to understand the com-
plex decision context for indoor climate 

control in a historic house museum, and 
how norms, material configurations and 
practices preconfigure choices and actions. 
Paper V uses qualitative interviews to un-
derstand how practitioners make sense of  
risk information related to climate change. 
Paper VI is partly descriptive, partly nor-
mative in the attempt to discuss how stan-
dardization for indoor climate control in 
Swedish churches can be improved on the 
basis of  an understanding of  the techni-
cal and organizational context. While pa-
per IV studied the decision context relat-
ed to a single building, papers V and VI 
have a wider, organizational perspective. 

2.3.4. Summary of  methods 

In order to give an overview of  the dif-
ferent methods used in the present 
thesis, this section briefly outlines the 
different methods used in the individ-
ual papers. For a more comprehensive 
description of  each method, the pa-
per in question should be consulted.

Paper I: Reviews the literature on me-
chanical damage to hygroscopic mate-
rials with a focus on the indoor climate 
in unheated and intermittently heated 
historic buildings in the Nordic climate. 

Paper II: A literature review identifies 
and describes the sources of  uncertain-
ty in the prediction of  future indoor cli-
mate risks in historic buildings. The major 
sources of  uncertainty related to climate 
change modelling, building simulation 
and damage prediction are covered. This 
paper also involves a conceptual dis-
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cussion of  decision-making strategies 
to cope with uncertainty based on the 
literature of  climate risk management.

Paper III: The hygrothermal indoor cli-
mate in a Swedish palace was extensive-
ly monitored for a period of  two years 
(2008-2010). The building had practically 
no active indoor climate control and the 
monitoring campaign was set up to clar-
ify how the buffering properties of  the 
building envelope attenuated outdoor 
fluctuations in temperature and relative 
humidity. A logbook was used to gath-
er information about events that could 
influence the indoor climate (opening/
closing doors, cleaning etc.). RH and T 
were measured every hour for a period of  
two years in 27 rooms. Air exchange was 
measured quarterly in selected rooms us-
ing tracer gas and diffusive sampling.  The 
results of  the monitoring was used for 
applying and discussing existing approach-
es to go from measured data to establish 
a target indoor climate for the building.

Paper IV: This paper is based on a qual-
itative case study in a Swedish historic 
house museum. The varying perspectives 
on indoor climate control held by individ-
uals involved in the management of  the 
museum were the focus of  semi-struc-
tured interviews carried out between 
2009 and 2012. Each interview lasted 
between one and three hours. All the in-
terviewees either took part in decision 
making concerning the indoor climate or 
were affected by it in some way. Topical 
questions during the interviews revolved 
around how the interviewees described 

and evaluated the current indoor climate, 
and on how decisions about indoor cli-
mate control were made as well as their 
own and others’ influence on this process.

Paper V: The European Climate for Cul-
ture project produced risk maps of  future 
indoor climate related risks in historic 
buildings. In this paper, I use qualitative 
interviews to understand how architects 
and engineers involved in the management 
of  churches in Sweden interpret some of  
these risk maps. In addition, method devel-
opment was a part of  the transdisciplinary 
approach used in this paper as the aim was 
to develop a methodology for how climate 
risk information produced by Climate for 
Culture and other impact assessment stud-
ies can be communicated to end-users.

VI: This is mainly a conceptual paper built 
on a mixed methodology including a qual-
itative interview study, monitoring of  in-
door climate in churches and a literature 
review. The Swedish church was used as 
a case study, and material from the same 
interview study as in paper V was used 
to understand the organizational context 
for standardization. Extensive monitoring 
of  the indoor climate in Swedish church-
es performed during the Spara och Bevara 
programme was used to discuss different 
ways of  standardizing indoor climate con-
trol. Standards for indoor climate con-
trol in historic buildings were reviewed.
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2.4. Summary of  papers 
Paper I. Preventive conservation climate in 
historic buildings – some gaps in the knowl-
edge.  This paper was originally published 
in Swedish in the Nordic journal Med-
delser om konservering with the title 
Bevarandeklimat i historiska byggnader: några 
kunskapsluckor. It reviews the literature 
regarding mechanical damages to hygro-
scopic materials caused by fluctuations 
in humidity and temperature. Knowledge 
gaps which are critical for assessing risks 
with low energy control strategies are 
identified by using two hypothetical case 
studies of  historic buildings in Sweden. 

The review suggests that for certain sit-
uations when the indoor climate deviates 
from conditions commonly found in mu-
seums, there is a lack of  robust scientific 
evidence to inform risk assessment. Two 
examples related to energy use in historic 
buildings in Sweden are low temperatures 
and intermittent heating. First, in buildings 
which are not heated for thermal comfort, 
it is possible to mitigate high relative hu-
midity during winter with a low amount 
of  energy. In practice, this implies low 
minimum temperatures for conservation 
heating and even lower if  dehumidifica-
tion is used. The question in this case is 
what effect the low temperature has on the 
risk for mechanical damages under these 
circumstances. Second, there is a long 
tradition of  using intermittent heating 
in, mostly rural, churches in Sweden. By 
quickly heating the church it is possible to 
combine thermal comfort and low energy 
use. However, the heating causes humid-

ity and temperature fluctuations of  high 
amplitude and short duration which might 
cause mechanical damage to artefacts. The 
question in this case is if  it is possible to 
assess the risk for damage caused by inter-
mittent heating. The review concludes that 
there is both a need and potential to im-
prove the knowledge base in order to an-
swer these two questions in a satisfying way.

Paper II. Uncertainties in damage assessments 
of  future indoor climates. This paper is based 
on a literature review and aims to iden-
tify and qualitatively describe the main 
uncertainties in the risk maps generated 
in the Climate for Culture (CfC) project. 
The information produced by CfC is not 
qualitatively different from other kinds of  
predictions used in decision making about 
indoor climate control. However, the extra 
modelling step which involves projections 
of  climate change adds complexity and 
uncertainty. In the paper, the sources of  
uncertainty in each step of  the modelling 
process are identified and categorized by 
their dominating nature: epistemic, alea-
tory or ambiguous. Uncertainties propa-
gate through the modelling process in an 
”uncertainty cascade”, which begins with 
uncertainties related to climate change 
impacts, continues with building simu-
lation and finally damage functions. It is 
concluded that the relative level of  un-
certainty for each modelling step need to 
be further studied, and that deterministic 
”best guess” approaches, such as the one 
used by the Climate for Culture-project, 
have severe limitations as the uncertainty 
range is largely unknown. Also the worst-
case approach often used by conserva-
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tion scientists to establish ”safe” limits 
have drawbacks when used for the risk 
assessments that inform policy making. 

Drawing on the literature on climate 
change adaptation, this paper also dis-
cusses how a high level of  uncertainty 
can be managed and communicated in 
decision processes, and what viable alter-
natives there are for modelling. A con-
clusion which is important for the rest 
of  the thesis is that adaptation decisions 
have to be made despite deep uncertainty, 
and that ambiguity related to worldviews 
and values is the cause of  a considerable 
portion of  the unresolved uncertainty. 

Paper III. The indoor climate in Skok-
loster Castle. The objective of  this paper 
is to analyse the indoor climate in Skok-
loster castle, make a risk assessment and 
to propose low-energy interventions 
to improve the indoor climate with re-
spect to the long term preservation of  
the collection. A key question is the 
usefulness of  recommendations for in-
door climate control of  collections for 
an unheated historic building in Sweden. 

The indoor climate of  Skokloster is char-
acterized by high thermal inertia and high, 
fluctuating, relative humidity. The passive 
function of  the building envelope in reduc-
ing fluctuations varies significantly between 
individual rooms.  Despite the passive con-
trol provided by the building envelope, the 
fluctuations and levels of  temperature and 
humidity are well beyond what is consid-
ered safe in the literature. Hence, instead 
of  recommending levels and limits found 

in the literature, we analyse how the en-
ergy use is influenced by different target 
levels, visualized with duration graphs. A 
minimum level of  climate control, consist-
ing of  only passive measures, is a possi-
ble solution but active control is necessary 
to avoid the biggest risk: mould growth.

A conclusion of  the study is that the risk 
assessment is the weak link when trying 
to bridge indoor climate measurements 
and technical measures to improve the 
indoor climate. In relation to the the-
sis, this case study is exploratory in that 
it identifies limitations with the stan-
dard toolkit for indoor climate control, 
and raises a number of  questions related 
to the use of  standards. This study has 
been instrumental for the development 
of  the rest of  the thesis in that it shows 
the limitations of  a process which relies 
on science alone for generating solutions. 

Paper IV. Rethinking indoor climate control in 
historic buildings: Negotiated priorities and dis-
cursive hegemony at a Swedish museum. In this 
paper, co-authored with social anthropol-
ogist Annette Henning, we show the ne-
cessity to complement the dominant tech-
nical approaches of  indoor climate control 
with research that take a wider interest in 
specific contexts, social practices, and ne-
gotiated decisions. This paper takes stock 
of  the results from the previous papers 
in the thesis, in which the technical foun-
dation for a risk-based approach to deci-
sion-making about the indoor climate have 
been discussed. In this paper, the social 
aspects take centre stage, and it is shown 
how these are paramount for enabling 
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change towards more sustainable technical 
solutions. It uses a qualitative case study 
of  decision making in an historic house 
museum to illustrate how the interactions 
between perceptions and experiences of  
different professional groups are pivotal 
for the management of  the indoor climate. 

While physical properties and the limited 
knowledge about these were the focus for 
paper I-III, in paper IV it is individual ac-
tors and their perceived life-worlds that are 
the object of  inquiry.  The analysis draws 
on research that criticizes conventional 
accounts of  decision making in organi-
zations which fail to recognize the social 
nature of  decisions. The findings show 
how discussions among social actors and 
the way their respective priorities are ne-
gotiated are essential features of  the man-
agement of  the indoor climate and have 
a strong impact on the ability to modify 
it. Subtle but important differences in how 
different professionals interpret and ratio-
nalize the means and ends of  cultural her-
itage management prove to be important 
for the discourse about the indoor climate. 

In relation to the rest of  the thesis, this 
paper shows the shortcomings of  reduc-
ing the involved problems to technical 
matters only, or to assume some variables 
(such as comfort) to be static and giv-
en facts – such approaches clashes with 
the negotiability that is part and parcel 
of  every real situation, and restrains the 
set of  possible solutions to the problem.

Paper V. Making sense of  climate risk infor-
mation: the case of  future indoor climate risks in 

Swedish churches. The predominant meth-
odology used to assess the impact of  
climate change on cultural heritage is a 
top-down approach where the outcome 
is a projection of  future risk, such as the 
Climate for Culture-project. In paper II 
the uncertainties generated in such projec-
tions were identified, and it was concluded 
that there was an extensive, but unquan-
tified, amount of  uncertainty in the out-
put.  This overall question for this paper is 
how such projections should be commu-
nicated to be useful for decision makers 
at different levels, given the complexity, 
uncertainty and ambiguity of  the product.

Previous research has pointed out both the 
need to communicate the uncertainties in 
climate change impact assessments as well 
as the many difficulties involved in such ef-
forts. A better understanding of  how com-
plex and uncertain scientific knowledge is 
interpreted and used by professionals is 
much needed. A first step is to test wheth-
er adaptation practitioners at all render the 
risk information as useful. The objective 
of  the paper is twofold: the major objective 
of  the paper is to explore and understand 
how the generic, ambiguous and complex 
climate risk information produced in the 
CfC-project is interpreted by heritage de-
cision-makers. A secondary objective is to 
develop a methodology for how to select 
adaptation-relevant parts of  the risk infor-
mation produced by CfC and pre-test its 
dissemination to a specific target audience.  

By using interviews, I study how archi-
tects and engineers involved in the man-
agement of  churches in Sweden interpret 
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information produced in the Climate for 
Culture project about the impacts of  cli-
mate change on historic churches. The 
results show that the risks were inter-
preted and assessed in quite different 
ways by different individuals, largely de-
pendent on their pre-understanding and 
familiarity with the individual risks. The 
magnitude of  change and the lack of  
uncertainty estimates seemed to be sub-
ordinate to the overall impression of  the 
information as being credible and salient. 

The major conclusion is that the dis-
semination of  risk information, also 
from projects which at the outset have 
aimed at producing knowledge rele-
vant for end-users, should be both cus-
tomized and tested in collaborative ef-
forts by stakeholders and scientists.

Paper VI. Standardizing the indoor climate 
in Swedish churches: opportunities, challeng-
es and ways forward. Standards and guide-
lines are considered to be essential for 
knowledge transfer by both practitioners 
and researchers in the cultural heritage 
field, but how they are used and how ef-
fective they are in facilitating sustainable 
management is not well studied. The 
overall problem addressed in this paper 
is how scientific results and best prac-
tices concerning indoor climate control 
effectively can be shared to end-users. 

Standardization for indoor climate con-
trol in historic buildings has recently tak-
en a new direction with the production of  
standards and guidelines that focus more 
on decision processes than outcomes in 

terms of  universal target levels. The objec-
tive of  the paper is to explore and discuss 
how recent standards of  the environmen-
tal management of  collections in general 
and European standards of  the indoor 
climate in churches in particular can be 
used by the Swedish church to facilitate 
a sustainable management of  churches. 
The specific technical and organization-
al context of  Swedish churches is identi-
fied in order to understand the needs and 
challenges for standardization. A mixed 
methodology is used based on interviews 
with engineers and heritage professionals 
in the Swedish church and extensive mon-
itoring of  the indoor climate in Swedish 
churches. The results show that the de-
velopment of  procedural standards solves 
some of  the problems related to the con-
ventional outcome-oriented approach by 
opening up for a wider set of  solutions. 
However, available guidelines are difficult 
to apply and integrate in the existing man-
agement of  churches due to organization-
al constraints and limited resources. It is 
suggested that generic guidelines have to 
be customized to specific decision con-
texts to be useful. The main conclusion is 
that to improve standardization there is a 
need to evaluate to what extent guidelines 
and standards are adopted, how they are 
used and how they affect management.

In relation to the rest of  the papers in 
this thesis, this paper tries to bridge and 
integrate the positivistic, technical and 
solution-oriented approach taken in paper 
I-III with the epistemological perspective 
of  paper IV and V, which uses a social lens 
to understand the involved problems. By 
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looking at standards as one among many 
instruments for knowledge sharing, and by 
recognizing the importance of  a pre-un-
derstanding of  the decision context for 
the development of  effective decision 
support, the discussion on the role and 
nature of  standards for indoor climate 
control is broadened, and a number of  
concrete ways forward both for standard 
makers and standard users are suggested.
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3. Background: the dominating research agenda

There is something inelegant in the mass of  
energy-consuming machinery needed at pres-
ent to maintain constant RH and illuminance, 
something inappropriate in an expense which is 
beyond most of  the world’s museums. (Thom-
son 1986, p. 267)

The aim of  this section is to outline and 
critically examine previous research which 
has addressed decision-making about in-
door climate control in historic buildings. 
By necessity, it will partly be an historical 
account but the ambition is to focus on 
contemporary research. The focus is on 
the development of  standards2 for indoor 

2.  The term standard is used in this thesis as 
defined by Brunsson et al. (2012, p. 616):”…a 
rule for common and voluntary use, decided 
by one or several people or organizations.” 
This is a broader definition than the official 
ones used by e.g. ISO. The definition includes 
documents issued by international standardi-
zation bodies as well as institutional guideli-
nes and recommendations in handbooks.

climate control, as standards have played, 
and continue to play, an important role 
for conservation practice. They are also 
considered to be essential for knowledge 
sharing by both practitioners and conser-
vation scientists. This does not mean that 
standardization comes without disadvan-
tages, or that knowledge sharing could be 
organized without the use of  standards. 
As an example, Legnér and Geijer (2015) 
have shown how norms and standards 
of  the indoor climate became problems 
rather than solutions for managers of  his-
toric buildings in 20th century Sweden.

Relative humidity (RH) is often considered 
the crucial parameter for the conservation 
of  material and objects, as it plays a ma-
jor role in numerous deterioration mech-
anisms (Camuffo 2014). Temperature (T) 
plays a less important role for conserva-
tion, but it has to be considered regarding 
human comfort. As RH is largely depen-
dent on T, it has been natural to combine 
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these two parameters in standardization.

Indoor climate standards for museums 
and archives have never been perceived 
as realistic for historic buildings housing 
valuable collections such as historic hous-
es and churches, even though they have 
sometimes been looked upon by practi-
tioners as ideals to strive for. The com-
mon way to address historic buildings 
has been to suggest a wider target range3. 
The development of  indoor climate spec-
ifications for historic buildings has been 
based on and related to the develop-
ment of  museum standards and there-
fore it is of  interest to outline the gene-
sis and evolution of  museum standards.

3.1. Standardization of  the indoor 
climate in museums and the devel-
opment of  the de facto-standard
The history of  recommendations for 
humidity control in museums shows a 
trend of  an increasingly controlled envi-
ronment, conveyed in a series of  spec-
ifications, recommendations and hand-
books throughout the twentieth century 
(e.g. Brown and Rose 1996, Erhardt et al. 
2007, Michalski 2009, Legnér 2011, Mar-
tens 2012, Luciani 2013, Atkinson 2014). 
An important concept influencing this de-
velopment was that humidity fluctuations 
were known to cause mechanical damage. 
The details of  this relationship were not 
well understood, which led to the precau-
tionary conclusion that a more stable en-
vironment in terms of  RH was preferred 

3.  E.g. Thomson (1986), Fjæstad (1999).

to a less stable one (Staniforth 2014).

Recommendations of  set points in stan-
dards and guidelines have not been de-
cided exclusively on what is best for the 
preservation of  artefacts. Yearly aver-
ages and ranges have been set based 
on a, sometimes opaque, combination 
of  preservation requirements, thermal 
comfort requirements and, character-
istically, what has been reasonable to 
control with available technology at the 
time (Thomson 1978, Bickersteth 2014). 

Standards have not been developed in iso-
lation and that there has been a co-evolu-
tion of  climate control practices, technical 
innovations, norms and standards during 
the twentieth century. More refined en-
vironmental control strategies have gone 
hand in hand with innovations in control 
and monitoring technology. An array of  
innovations was introduced in museum 
buildings during the twentieth century: 
increasingly more powerful HVAC-sys-
tems, thermal insulation, vapour barriers, 
electronic data loggers, etc. Standards 
have reflected this development – serv-
ing as both a cause and effect of  increas-
ingly more uniform control practices.

The de facto-standard of  a stable indoor 
climate around 50 % RH and 20 °C has 
been, and still is, the focal point for the 
sometimes heated debates around set 
points for RH and T in museums (Cassar 
2011, Burmester and Eibl 2013, Bicker-
steth 2014, Staniforth 2014). The origin of  
these numbers can be traced back to the 
early 20th century (Brown and Rose 1996), 
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but the often referenced modern source is 
the widely used handbook The Museum En-
vironment by Garry Thomson (1978). It is 
difficult to overestimate the impact of  this 
‘50/20’ recommendation on indoor climate 
policies and practices in today’s museums.

The highest level of  control has been rec-
ommended only for deliberately designed 
museums and archives, where the hygro-
thermal properties of  the building enve-
lope make tight control less demanding, or 
for showcases with microclimate control. 
Despite this, huge efforts have been made 
to achieve the highest standard of  control 
also in buildings with inferior hygrothermal 
performance, sometimes with consider-
able side effects and often without success 
(Martens 2012). This is not exclusively a 
problem for historic buildings, but also for 
newly built museums which have been de-
signed with little thought on hygrothermal 
performance (Padfield and Larsen 2004).

What were intended as flexible guidelines 
have been used as strict specifications, a 
transformation explained better in terms 
of  factors external to the original guide-
lines than by the intention of  the stan-
dard makers. The recommendations in 
The Museum Environment as well as other 
publications have been used in ways that 
arguably were neither foreseen nor de-
sired. One example is that recommended 
average set points have been suggested 
to be adjusted to the local outdoor cli-
mate.4 However, in the de facto stan-
dard of  50/20 the exemplified average 

4.  E.g. Thomson (1978), ASHRAE (2011).

set points have been transferred without 
such modification. The interpretations of  
recommendations have therefore pushed 
the development toward a more uniform 
notion of  the ideal museum environment.

Suggested targets have, even if  they have 
been intended as mere examples, been used 
as blueprints. Weintraub (Weintraub 2006, 
p. 196) has described this transformation 
as the “reframing of  informal environ-
mental guidelines into formal and precise 
environmental specifications.”. Weintraub 
(2006) argues that there is a mismatch be-
tween the linearity of  building projects 
and the iterative process needed for the 
negotiation of  different aims for climate 
control. Planning processes which relies 
on demand specifications at an early stage 
has therefore encouraged a prescriptive 
use of  standards which was not intended 
by the authors of  guidelines. Weintraub 
(2006) also emphasizes the role played 
by traveling exhibitions in the conver-
gence of  demands on the indoor climate. 
Traveling exhibitions require agreements 
across institutions over the world, which 
narrow down the range of  possible local 
solutions.  The strictest control possible 
has been the norm in contractual agree-
ments for travelling exhibitions, however 
not always in practice (Ashley-Smith et 
al. 1994). Given the often high econom-
ic values at play in international loans of  
art works there is little to lose in requiring 
nothing but the safest possible conditions. 

The spread of  the de facto-standard could 
be understood as a technological lock-in 
process, which is now difficult to reverse. 
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The ability to control indoor conditions re-
gardless of  outdoor weather has been fun-
damental for establishing the modern no-
tion of  a museum: it has made it possible 
to use collections in new ways. The daily 
routines of  handling and displaying muse-
um objects have therefore to some extent 
been shaped by the energy-intensive tech-
nologies which are now being questioned.

The very existence of  standards, and how 
they have been formulated, might have 
played a significant role in shaping prac-
tice as standards in themselves form our 
expectations. Shove and Moezzi (2002, pp. 
265–271) argue in connection to standards 
for thermal comfort that “the very exis-
tence of  definable standards is instrumen-
tal in carving out territories of  convention 
and expectation” and ask, rhetorically, 
if  “energy efficiency standards have the 
perverse effect of  reducing socio-tech-
nical diversity and thereby fostering a 
global monoculture of  consumption?”. 

Standardization entails processes of  quan-
tification and formalization that are pow-
erful in transforming practices and norms 
(Espeland and Stevens 1998, Brunsson 
et al. 2012).  Healy (2008) describes how 
the Comfort Chart and its successors 
have been instrumental for the success of  
air-conditioning and the homogenization 
of  human comfort. The Comfort Chart 
shows a quantification of  thermal com-
fort in terms of  T and RH. He argues that:

The power of  numbers, however, derives not 
merely from how they facilitate ‘evaluation and 
judgement’, but also from how they are regard-
ed as the exemplary means of  ensuring objec-
tivity and securing against arbitrariness and bias. 
(Healy 2008, p. 315)

The history of  standards for humidity 
control in museums shows a series of  such 
powerful numbers, and clearly they have 
been regarded as ideals. Michalski (2009, p. 
1) suggests that the concept of  a few uni-
versal targets might have been successful 
in the museum world because of  the mere 
simplicity of  the approach; that they ‘make 
life much easier’ for museum profession-
als. Quantification and commensuration 
are powerful ways of  changing perceptions 
of  the world (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990, 
Porter 1995, Espeland and Stevens 1998, 
Espeland and Stevens 2008). It is symp-
tomatic how the same numbers have reoc-
curred during the history of  standards for 
humidity control (Brown and Rose 1996). 
The 50/20 target of  the de facto standard 
seems to have become a cognitive anchor 
(Tversky and Kahneman 1974) in discus-
sions about preservation environments.

3.2. Problems with the de facto-standard
Standards and guidelines have played 
an important role for the formation of  
a globally homogenous conception of  
an ideal museum environment, a notion 
which is considered to be increasingly 
problematic considering the energy transi-
tion needed for a low carbon future. Shove 
(2002, pp. 8.273) addresses this problem in 
relation to standards for thermal comfort, 
echoing the quote from Thomson above: 
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Now embedded in standardized codes, factors 
which started as a set of  engineering conven-
tions - the set-point, the number of  air changes 
per hour, the comfort zone - have become the 
norm for building users and building designers 
alike. This is seriously bad news in environmen-
tal terms for it is difficult, sometimes impossi-
ble, to meet these exacting standards without 
the use of  energy intensive heating and cooling 
systems. Not only that, the presupposition of  
control is central to the development of  stan-
dards of  this kind. 

The de facto-standard consisting of  low 
fluctuations around 50 % RH and 20 °C 
T has been substantially criticized for 
a lack of  scientific support (Holmberg 
1995, Erhardt et al. 2007, Martens 2012).  

/…/ the climate specifications typically used in 
museums for temperature, RH, and allowable 
RH fluctuation ultimately seem to derive from 
three basic bits of  data- the human temperature 
comfort zone; the average RH in the Nation-
al Gallery, London, as determined by weighing 
blocks of  wood; and the practical mechanical 
limitations on RH control in museums. The 
climate recommendations thus “derived” have 
since been extended, solidified, and modified 
with little more justification.(Erhardt et al. 2007, 
p. 13)

The problem is not that adhering to the 
standard will cause damage (although many 
materials will deteriorate slower in a drier 
or colder environment), but that there are 
negative side effects associated with the 
strict control. In short, the problem with 
the de facto standard implying minimal ex-
cursions from set points at around 50 % rel-
ative humidity and 20 ºC is that it requires 
a level of  indoor climate control that, for 
many museums, is not perceived as envi-
ronmentally sustainable due to the amount 

of  energy used (Boersma 2009, Staniforth 
2014).The balance between preservation 
and use of  collections and buildings have 
dominated discussions about indoor cli-
mate control. However, energy conser-
vation and decarbonization have become 
increasingly important among both policy-
makers and practitioners (Boersma 2009, 
Cassar 2011, Silva and Henderson 2011, 
Barthel-Bouchier 2013, Staniforth 2014).

Strict indoor climate control can be asso-
ciated with several negative consequences 
in addition to the environmental impact. 
The running and installation costs of  
heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
(HVAC) systems are considered problem-
atic for many museums (Artigas 2007). 
The technical installations needed can 
have both aesthetic impact and require in-
terventions in the historic fabric.  System 
failure, e.g. malfunctioning dehumidifiers, 
might cause risky humidity excursions as 
well as risks of  fire and water leaks. The 
building housing the collection might 
suffer from moisture problems in the 
building envelope due to humidification. 

In addition to the above risks associat-
ed with tight control, it has been argued 
that the de facto standard is unrealistic to 
achieve, especially in older buildings and 
that an adherence to the standard at all 
times is a matter of  hypocrisy (e.g. Ash-
ley-Smith et al. 1994, Holmberg 1995). 
However, the extent of  the involved risks 
is debated and there are museums which 
have been able to combine a stable cli-
mate with relatively low energy use (Bur-
mester and Eibl 2013). Furthermore, the 
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preservation requirements have to be 
balanced with demands for thermal com-
fort - which proves to be a difficult task 
even in theory (La Gennusa et al. 2008).

Apart from the above mentioned prob-
lems, there are more fundamental prob-
lems with the de facto standard, and all 
other standards suggesting single, fixed 
numbers. Universal advice regarding set 
points for indoor climate parameters – the 
“ideal climate” approach – have substantial 
shortcomings (Erhardt and Mecklenburg 
1994, Michalski 2009, BSI 2012, Stani-
forth 2014).  Different materials and con-
structions have different needs in terms of  
what is best for their preservation (Erhardt 
and Mecklenburg 1994), which means that 
there is no single set point that will be op-
timal for the preservation of  all objects 
in a mixed collection. The opening para-
graph of  the section on RH from UK PAS 
198:2010 summarizes this critique of  the 
idea of  a universal, “ideal” target RH range:

Relative humidity influences the rate of  many 
deterioration mechanisms: chemical, biological 
and physical. Variations in RH can also cause 
deterioration. Given the different dependencies 
on RH of  these mechanisms, and their variation 
between collection items, a universally safe RH 
range and permissible variation for collections 
cannot be specified. In the past, attempts to 
extrapolate a universal safe zone by providing 
conditions required by sensitive objects for all 
collection items have often resulted in unsafe 
conditions for atypical collections, as well as 
leading to an unsustainable use of  energy. (BSI 
2012)

Outside of  the museum context, the pres-
ervation aspect of  climate control has, if  

not been neglected, received limited at-
tention in many historic buildings. Oth-
er factors have been more salient for the 
control strategy, such as thermal comfort 
or cost. In cases where a more sophisticat-
ed approach has been sought it has been 
difficult to apply standards. The targets of  
the de facto standard have been too am-
bitious for most buildings and have been 
perceived, if  at all, as unachievable ide-
als. This is partly due to the fact that the 
possibility to control the indoor climate 
often is limited due to the hygrothermal 
properties of  old construction. This situ-
ation has sometimes led to an all-or-noth-
ing approach to climate control, where 
some objects of  the collection have been 
put in controlled showcases or controlled 
rooms, while other objects have been left 
in an environment where little attention 
has been paid to the preservation aspect. 
The de facto standard has in this way in-
hibited indoor climate control strategies 
that are customized to various build-
ing types, uses and geographic locations.

3.3. Recent development
While early experiments and practical ex-
perience had been able to identify con-
ditions that could be considered safe 
(Brown and Rose 1996), they had not been 
able to estimate safe ranges for mechan-
ical damage. In the 1980´s, new research 
at the Smithsonian institute showed the 
possibility to set a range of  allowable 
humidity fluctuations based on how in-
dividual materials responded to humidity 
fluctuations in laboratory tests  (Erhardt 
and Mecklenburg 1994, Erhardt et al. 
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2007, Bratasz 2013). These new findings 
together with the increasing running costs 
for HVAC-systems started a debate about 
the “relaxation” of  the prevailing tight 
recommendations for humidity control. 

The scientific community is now focused 
on a better understanding of  damage func-
tions and to replace the de facto standard 
with improved recommendations based on 
scientific evidence (Strlič et al. 2013). The 
overarching approach is to identify safe 
limits which can be transferred to end users 
in standards and guidelines. Laboratory re-
search on the role of  temperature and hu-
midity fluctuations on mechanical damage 
has followed up and largely validated the 
pioneering methods used by Mecklenburg 
and colleagues at Smithsonian (Bratasz 
2013), but there is still a debate about the 
usefulness of  the methodology, especially 
among practitioners (Cassar 2011, Bicker-
steth 2014). Critics have argued that it is 
a general problem that the scientific re-
sults, apart from being inconclusive, are 
based on laboratory experiments rath-
er than field studies (Bickersteth 2014).  

The recent development concerning 
standardization has been a gradual shift 
away from definite guidance in the form 
of  universal numbers toward more flex-
ible approaches. The recent European 
standard EN 15757:20109 Conservation 
of  Cultural Property - Specifications for 
temperature and relative humidity to lim-
it climate-induced mechanical damage 
in organic hygroscopic materials takes 
an innovative route by using the historic 
indoor climate as a reference for estab-

lishing allowable short term fluctuations 
based on that artefacts are less vulnera-
ble to fluctuations that they have already 
been exposed to (Bratasz et al. 2007). The 
ASHRAE handbook  provides for flexi-
bility in the end result by suggesting that 
control targets are set in relation to the po-
tential to control the building and the level 
of  risk aversion of  the user. Even though 
the ASHRAE handbook includes a chart 
with control targets, the length of  the ex-
planatory text suggests that its essence is 
not in the suggested numbers, but as a 
reference for individual decision-making.

The European standard EN 15759-112 
Guidelines for heating churches, cha-
pels and other places of  worship and to 
a greater extent, the British PAS 198:2012 
Specification for managing environmen-
tal conditions for cultural collections are 
focused on the decision process. Both 
of  these standards describe a process for 
how to establish a target indoor climate, 
but do not suggest any numbers. These 
standards take as a point of  departure 
problems associated with universal guid-
ance and, in effect, move the accountabil-
ity for good solutions from the standard 
setter to the user of  the standard. The 
development of  risk- and values-based 
frameworks as the basis for collection 
management has been instrumental for 
the development of  these more open-end-
ed standards. There has been a shift away 
from the precautionary principle to a 
risk-managed approach (Staniforth 2014).

Taken together, there has been consider-
able development on the knowledge base 
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for indoor climate control. The current 
state-of-the-art is based mainly on materials 
research and the predictive power of  com-
puter modelling, ranging from simulations 
of  crack propagation in wood to simula-
tions of  future indoor climates. An ambi-
tion is to be able to produce rational strat-
egies for indoor climate control, replacing 
old recommendation which were not suf-
ficiently evidence-based (Bratasz 2013). 
This development is not paralleled by a 
consensus about how guidance on indoor 
climate control should be codified in stan-
dards and guidelines, but there is a general 
trend toward facilitating decision making 
rather than making decisions on behalf  of  
the end user. The decision-making context 
where scientific evidence is supposed to 
be utilized is framed in terms of  risk man-
agement, and standardization is thought 
to play a decisive role for transferring 
scientific knowledge to decision-makers. 

3.4. From rules to risk
The following is an attempt to contextu-
alize the development evolution of  stan-
dards described above. Risk-based frame-
works for preventive conservation were 
developed from the 1990’s and onward, 
with much of  the pioneering work made by 
Waller (1994, 2003), Michalski (1994) and 
Ashley-Smith (1999). These frameworks 
systematized collection care to a level not 
seen before, and provided tools that could 
be used to effectively allocate the limited 
resources available for preservation. Waller 
and Michalski (2005) argued for a “para-
digm shift for preventive conservation”, 
consisting of  going from a rule-based 

decision model towards a predictive risk 
framework. They argue that the lack of  
an effective feedback mechanism in pre-
ventive conservation makes a process-ori-
ented decision approach unproductive, 
leading to a situation where handbook 
recommendations have become a proxy 
for the well-being of  collections. With the 
need to prioritize scarce resources they ar-
gue for a decision-model based on predic-
tions of  the loss of  value to collections. 

The Cultural Property Risk Assessment 
Model (CPRAM) developed by Waller 
(2003) is an example of  a framework for 
how risks to collections can be quantified 
in a comprehensive assessment by apply-
ing the standard technical definition of  
risk as the product of  probability and con-
sequence. The negative consequence is de-
fined as the loss of  (cultural) value over a 
chosen time period, often suggested to be 
100 years for a mixed collection. The idea 
is to systematically assess the overall mag-
nitude of  risk to the collection, defined as 
the total loss of  value over the period. The 
result of  the assessment is supposed to be 
used as input to a successive step where risks 
are managed in a resource effective way. 

This development of  risk-based frame-
works for collection care has had a major 
impact on both the discourses and prac-
tices of  preventive conservation.  Risk 
has become the lingua franca in training 
material, policies and, as described above, 
standards and guidelines. Standardization 
has moved from being rule- to risk-based, 
from a focus on outcomes  to a focus on 
processes. A relevant question is why this 
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development has occurred at this partic-
ular point in time? Apart from being a 
part of  a general transformation of  so-
ciety as a whole, it can be argued that an 
increasing professionalization of  cultural 
heritage management, and the demands 
on rationality resulting from this devel-
opment provide at least a partial answer.

Heritage conservation became a high-
ly professionalized enterprise during the 
20th century (Barthel-Bouchier 2013). A 
process of  rationalization has followed 
upon this professionalization, with in-
creasing demands on tangible results, 
responsible allocation of  resources and 
transparency of  decisions (Barthel-Bouch-
ier 2013).  Jones and Yarrow (2013) dis-
cusses how new modes of  governance, 
related to external pressures such as 
funding schemes and legal frameworks, 
have shaped conservation practice by de-
manding accountability, transparency and 
that interventions are evidence-based. 

At the heart of  this rational turn of  cul-
tural heritage management is the preoc-
cupation with values. Practitioners and 
academics alike tend to share the position 
that conservation is to be understood as 
primarily a values-based activity (Pend-
lebury 2013). The notion that the cul-
tural significance of  a place or an object 
should guide decision-making is a cor-
nerstone for contemporary theories of  
conservation (Avrami et al. 2000, Muñoz 
Viñas 2005, Mason 2008, Worthing and 
Bond 2008). The risk management dis-
course offers an appealing organizing 
logic for how values can be systematical-

ly incorporated in management decisions. 

Discourses about risk have been power-
ful in transforming the management of  
uncertainty in organizations: various ac-
tivities referred to as risk management are 
advancing in all types of  organizations, 
and at all levels (Power 2007). More and 
more phenomena in society are character-
ized as risks (Giddens 1999).  The term 
“risk society”, however, points more at a 
logic for how power is organized and dis-
tributed in society than that the world has 
become a less safe place to live in (Beck 
1992). The outcome of  uncertain events 
where in ancient times believed to be in 
the hands of  God, and the concept of  risk 
was invented on the premise of  human 
intervention, bound up with ideas about  
the ability to foresee and control the fu-
ture (Bernstein and Boggs 1997, Giddens 
1999).  It is the ability to organize and con-
trol that transform contingency into risks: 
“when uncertainty is organized it becomes 
a ‘risk’ to be managed” (Power 2007, p. 
6). With its roots in statistics and calcu-
lus, risk management appeals to values 
of  science and rationality (Power 2007), 
and resonates with modern society’s cul-
tural trust in numbers as the primary ba-
sis for rational decisions (Porter 1995). 

Formal risk management models tend to 
share a number of  underlying assumptions 
about the nature of  risk and the possibil-
ities to control it. Among these assump-
tions are that risk is considered to be able 
to measure on a neutral scale, i.e. different 
risks can be compared, that risk can be 
calculated as a product of  probability and 
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consequence, and that risk management 
consists of  a fixed sequence of  rational-
ly ordered distinct steps (Boholm 2010).

Quantitative risk assessments, such as 
the CPRAM, can be described in terms 
of  complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity 
(Renn 2008). Risk assessment related to 
the indoor climate will score high in both 
complexity and uncertainty for some risks, 
such as mechanical damage, and be fairly 
predictable for some risks, such as fading. 
One reason for the complexity is the di-
versity of  artefacts within most collections 
when it comes to materials, composition 
and vulnerability. Muñoz Viñas (2005, p. 
125) has argued that every individual his-
toric artefact is unique because of  differ-
ences in production and historic climate 
conditions, which make them “escape the 
realm of  scientific predictability”. The in-
teractive effect among different deteriora-
tion agents, the unknown status of  many 
causal relationships and the long delay 
period between cause and effect are also 
contributing to the overall complexity.

Risk management might at the surface 
seem technical and formal, but risk has al-
ways a subjective, value-laden, component 
(Hansson 2010). However, difficulties in-
variably arise when attempting to quan-
tify the multifaceted values ascribed to 
heritage (Mason 2008). Risk assessments 
for conservation purposes will therefore 
always be ambiguous undertakings. They 
are intrinsically ambiguous because of  the 
subjective nature of  the values that are 
attributed to objects. Predicting physical 
change is not enough, as there is no sim-

ple relationship between a change in state 
and change in value. Damage is, in this 
case, necessarily a value judgment (Ash-
ley-Smith 1999, Strlič et al. 2013). Adding 
to the ambiguity is the fact that the val-
ue of  an artefact is realised first when it 
is used, which implicates that it would be 
more analytically correct to treat value as 
accrued benefit over time when using a 
risk-based framework (Michalski 2008).

Being in some cases complex and uncer-
tain, and always ambiguous, using quan-
titative risk assessments in this context 
clearly has limitations, and may end up 
as “seeking the grail of  objectivity in its 
quantification of  factors.“ (Stubbs 2004, 
p. 287). Despite this, there is proba-
bly no other strategy that will give more 
comprehensive and reliable input to de-
cision-making – I would suggest that the 
question is not if  risk-based frameworks 
should be used, but how they can be in-
tegrated in the complexities of  conserva-
tion practice, characterized by situations 
which are at the intersection between 
different forms of  professional expertise 
(Jones and Yarrow 2013). As Legnér and 
Geijer (2015) have pointed out, much of  
the academic work done related to pre-
ventive conservation is in essence norma-
tive and positivistic. There exists a whole 
genre of  works which outline values- and 
risk-oriented normative models for how 
conservation practitioners can transform 
their work practices to achieve improved 
results, (e.g. Caple 2000, Keene 2002, 
Waller 2003, Appelbaum 2007, Worthing 
and Bond 2008). I would suggest that such 
normative work, which without doubt is 
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much needed, should be balanced by re-
search that examines how the same nor-
mative models are used in practice, and 
what kind of  processes of  mediation 
and translation that are needed to inte-
grate them with existing work practices. 

In sum, the development of  standards 
has not been a linear process where ac-
curacy and precision has increased along 
with the development of  scientific knowl-
edge. Rather, there is a great variety in 
how standards are written, how they are 
intended to be used and presumably also 
how they actually are being used in prac-
tice. Standards are not neutral ways of  
condensing scientific evidence, their im-
pact on practice is broader in terms of  
shaping expectations and ways of  fram-
ing problems. The impact of  standards 
and guidelines on practice has not been 
systematically studied and the use of  stan-
dards remains an under-researched area.
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4. Results and discussion

two first papers I try to pinpoint relevant 
knowledge gaps and expose uncertainties 
involved in risk assessment. Paper I and 
paper II are reviews of  current knowledge 
which can be used for risk assessment of  
the indoor climate in historic buildings. In 
relation to the aims of  thesis, they lay a 
ground for going further in the analysis 
of  the science-practice gap. In paper III, I 
try to understand the limitations of  using 
existing knowledge, and especially existing 
decision support in the form of  standards, 
for risk assessment in a case study of  an 
historic house museum. The results of   the 
case study in paper III explicitly suggests 
that the bottleneck for improved practice 
is not to be found in a lack of  knowledge 
about climate-material interactions, but 
rather in the utilization of  existing knowl-
edge. This is also implicitly suggested in 
paper I and II, and in combination these 
three papers point at a real and substan-
tial science-practice gap, but gives lit-
tle guidance on how it could be bridged.  

This chapter presents the results of  the 
papers and a discussion of  how they relate 
to previous research. My aim is to inte-
grate the results and show the progression 
between the papers, i.e. how the papers are 
linked and build on the results of  previous 
papers. The section is organized around 
the research aims, starting with the specific 
aims and ending with how the combination 
of  results contribute to the overall aim of  
exploring and bridging the science-prac-
tice gap. However, I will start with a dis-
cussion of  the research problem and how 
it has evolved throughout the thesis work.

4.1. Exploring the science-practice 
gap: an expansion of  the research 
problem
As described in the introduction, there has 
been a transition throughout the thesis 
work in how the science-practice gap has 
been approached and understood. In the 
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Paper I is a review of  the status of  knowl-
edge related to mechanical damage to 
hygroscopic materials in unheated or in-
termittently heated historic buildings in 
Sweden. When the risk for biological 
damage, such as mould growth, is reduced 
to an acceptable level, then mechanical 
damage is the crucial risk to manage with 
indoor climate control. Hence, uncertain-
ty about what conditions that will result 
in unacceptable mechanical damage is a 
barrier to low-energy solutions. The pa-
per shows that the research in this area 
is based on laboratory studies of  the me-
chanical properties of  individual materials. 
There have been relatively few research 
groups dedicated to the topic and there is 
not a large amount of  published studies. 
Computer simulations of  how individ-
ual or composite materials are damaged 
due to fluctuations are increasingly com-
mon. The bulk of  research has mimicked 
a standard museum environment with a 
temperature range for human comfort. 
There have been only a few studies on 
aged artefacts in dynamic, real life environ-
ments, and systematic population studies 
on collections were lacking.5 Nonetheless, 
the review showed agreement within the 
research community that the dominating 
methodology of  using laboratory stud-
ies on the mechanical properties of  in-
dividual materials is a viable method for 
producing results that have bearing on 
practical decision-making regarding com-
posite objects, a conclusion supported by 

5.  Since the writing of  paper I, there has 
been exploratory studies in that direction e.g. 
Bylund Melin and Legnér (2014).

a later review on painted wood by Bratasz 
(2013). Within the practitioner commu-
nity it is debated how useful the current 
knowledge is for estimating damage to 
composite and fragile objects (Bickersteth 
2014). There is no consensus among re-
searchers either, e.g. a recent review by 
Luxford et al. (2013), which focuses on 
veneer and marquetry objects, argues that 
previous research give limited understand-
ing of  the performance of  the object as a 
whole, and call for more research where 
real display environments are studied.

In paper I it is shown that in the two cas-
es discussed (an unheated historic pal-
ace and an intermittently heated rural 
church), there are considerable knowl-
edge gaps which make risk assessment 
difficult. There is a lack of  knowledge 
about the influence of  low tempera-
tures on the risk for mechanical damage 
due to fluctuations in RH. There is also 
a lack of  knowledge about the influence 
of  the short-term fluctuations of  RH 
caused by intermittent heating in churches. 

Paper II is a review which identifies and 
qualitatively categorizes the uncertainties 
involved in producing predictions of  fu-
ture indoor climate risks in historic build-
ings.  The sources of  uncertainty involved 
in such predictions are disaggregated and 
discussed. Although the paper is covering 
climate change impacts, the parts about 
building simulation and damage functions 
are relevant also for more mundane risk 
assessments made in relation to decisions 
about the indoor climate in historic build-
ings. A conclusion of  the paper is that uncer-
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tainty management, and especially a prob-
abilistic treatment, is rare. As an example, 
most damage functions are only described 
in deterministic terms (Strlič et al. 2013).  

Closing the knowledge gaps identified in 
paper I and II, and thereby narrow the un-
certainty range for risk assessments, will 
remain important, but also difficult and re-
sourceful undertakings. Only incremental 
improvements can be foreseen. A conclu-
sion is therefore that an improved knowl-
edge base for risk assessments will not have 
a profound impact on practice. Rather, the 
reviews implicitly suggest that the key for 
more sustainable management is to make 
better use of  already existing research.

This argument has a parallel in the field 
of  climate change adaptation. There is a 
demand from decision-makers on scien-
tists to deliver increasingly accurate and 
precise predictions about the impacts of  
future climate change, preferably followed 
by statements of  their likelihood (Dessai 
et al. 2009). The inherent uncertainties 
in such predictions make this a precari-
ous, or even impossible, task (Dessai and 
Hulme 2004). It has therefore been argued 
that decision strategies for adaptation 
should rely on the robustness of  deci-
sions, in the sense that adaptation mea-
sures should be robust in a wide range of  
future climates (Wilby and Dessai 2010).

In paper III, it is concluded that the weak 
link when trying to improve the indoor 
climate is the difficulty to make risk as-
sessments for an indoor climate that is 
far from the standard recommendations. 

In particular, it points at the difficulties 
of  using existing standards and guide-
lines for improving the indoor climate. 
To properly interpret and apply standards 
and guidelines, there is a need for exper-
tise. In the case such expertise is available, 
standards become more or less redundant 
as experts rather use the sources direct-
ly, i.e. the research frontier. In the many 
cases where expertise is not available, 
the users of  standards might fail to in-
terpret standards and guidelines in plau-
sible ways.  Furthermore, the existing 
(outcome-oriented, see paper VI) stan-
dards fail to address the varying demands 
which will be specific for each building. 

Recent thinking on indoor climate con-
trol standards for historic buildings (and 
collections) which has resulted in pro-
cess standards such as PAS 198:2010 and 
EN:15757 is much in line with the argu-
ment above, that outcome-oriented stan-
dards have drawbacks as they will be over-
determined in relation to specific cases. 

The results of  the initial three papers (I, 
II, III) taken together provide an overview 
of  the technical knowledge gaps and the 
limits of  existing technical knowledge in 
guiding decisions. Although there are sub-
stantial knowledge gaps which should be 
addressed by further research, it seems 
obvious that something else is missing.  
Little is known about how knowledge ac-
tually is shared and used within this deci-
sion-making context. Despite the amount 
of  technical research performed, the pro-
duction of  normative tools and methods 
for decision-making  and the effort put 
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into standardization, it seems to be a large-
ly un-researched area to what extent this 
new knowledge was used and how it was 
used in practice. Therefore, I embarked on 
a new path when trying to explore how de-
cisions actually were made and knowledge 
was shared. To resume to the discussion 
about the science-practice gap from the 
introduction, I attempted to focus more 
on the role of  social processes in the in-
teraction between science and practice.   

As a result, I began with the case study in 
paper IV, where I try to understand how 
decision processes actually unfold in a his-
toric house museum. The major conclu-
sion from this study was that the decision 
processes were deviating from what rea-
sonably could be expected from the com-
mon account of  rational decision-making 
inscribed in the techno-economic mod-
el of  technological change. As a conse-
quence, existing decision support, such 
as indoor climate standards, had not been 
considered relevant. The typical decision 
process invisibly inscribed in standards 
and guidelines, incorporating a distinct and 
discernible step in which pros and cons 
are weighed against each other, was in fact 
missing. Not surprisingly, standards had 
not played an important role for the evolu-
tion of  the indoor climate control system.

However, the absence of  this tak-
en-for-granted decision process, in which 
decision-makers constantly are eager to 
improve the status quo, could not simply 
be explained in terms of  incompetence 
or irrational individual behaviour. The ac-
tors which had an influence on the indoor 

climate control made plausible judgments 
based on their experiences and positions. 
They all seemed to have valid arguments 
for their individual positions. As an exam-
ple, there had been considerable side-ef-
fects with previous installations of  new 
technology, as well as some new installa-
tions in other buildings. Given the accept-
able risk associated with the existing sys-
tem, and the small benefits that could be 
expected with an improved system, there 
existed rational arguments for maintain-
ing status quo. However, these arguments 
had not been obvious for an observer with 
limited knowledge about the case-specific 
context,  approaching the problem from 
outside.  What this change of  perspective 
implies, is that when studying decision 
processes from within, the decision situ-
ation gets more complex and the borders 
between science and practice can no lon-
ger easily be drawn in the sand. In effect, 
the judgement whether or not an argument 
is rational or not becomes contingent of  
what system level that is considered. If  
decision-makers have rational arguments 
for not adopting new technology, then the 
existence of  the science-practice gap, at 
least in its most basic form, becomes con-
tested. A further discussion of  this, as well 
as the implications for further research, 
will take place at the end of  this chapter. 
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4.2. Understanding the decision 
making context
A hypothesis that has shaped the overall 
research design of  this thesis has been 
that in order to develop effective poli-
cies and decision support, there is a need 
to get a more nuanced understanding of  
how decision-making unfold in practice. 
The first specific aim has therefore been 
to understand how decisions are made and ac-
tions are taken in in the specific context of  in-
door climate control in historic buildings housing 
cultural collections. While papers I-II lay a 
ground for understanding the technical 
context for such processes, it is the three 
last papers, and most substantially paper 
IV, that bring new results to reach this aim.

The underlying motivation for the case 
study in paper IV was to get a more thor-
ough understanding of  the science-prac-
tice gap, and thereby open up for the 
development of  more effective decision 
support.  As a case study, I aimed to select 
what Flyvbjerg (2006) calls a critical case. 
Many smaller heritage institutions have 
difficulties to provide adequate indoor cli-
mate control for their collections, due to a 
lack of  competence and funding, but also 
because preventive conservation is not 
considered important in relation to oth-
er objectives. I therefore wanted to study 
how decisions were made in an organiza-
tion where preservation was in focus, and 
where competence and resources were not 
lacking. The historic house museum was 
chosen partly because there were ample 
financial resources and the availability of  
professional expertise did not seem to be 

limiting factor, partly because there were 
many conflicting objectives related to the 
indoor climate. In choosing such a crit-
ical case, I aimed to understand not just 
the case-specific symptoms, but the deep-
er causes to why finding an indoor climate 
compromise emerges as such a challeng-
ing problem in many historic buildings.

The results of   paper IV become salient 
only when projected on the background 
of  the traditional account of  strategic de-
cision-making. This account, commonly 
taken for granted by both researchers and 
practitioners, comprises a specific interpre-
tation of  the anatomy of  decisions as well 
as the relationship to choice, determina-
tion and action (Hendry 2000). Decisions 
are regarded as conceptually unproblemat-
ic and thought to follow the consequential 
logic suggested by normative decision the-
ory. In the introduction it was discussed 
how common interpretations of  the sci-
ence-practice gap are centred on models 
of  change which consider rational choice 
as the basis for action. Such interpreta-
tions are closely linked with the linear 
model of  knowledge transfer, and in effect 
the techno-economic model of  technolog-
ical change which has been described as 
dominating the energy policy discourse 
(Guy and Shove 2000, Lutzenhiser 2014).

The objective of  paper IV was to illustrate 
how the interaction between perceptions 
and experiences of  different professional 
groups are pivotal factors for the man-
agement of  the indoor climate in heri-
tage buildings. The indoor climate control 
strategy that had evolved at the historic 
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house museums had been essentially the 
same for a long period of  time; it could 
be considered a stable practice. To under-
stand why such stability occurs and how 
it is sustained is essential for how, and to 
what extent, changes towards more en-
vironmentally sustainable indoor climate 
control strategies can be achieved. The 
case study revealed a lack of  decisions 
per se, and it became evident that the 
current stable practice was more a prod-
uct of  an historical unfolding of  events 
than the outcome of  rational aspirations. 
Most of  these events had been of  co-
incidental nature, and frequently it had 
been unexpected events that had caused 
a change, rather than strategic thinking. 

The practices concerning indoor climate 
control had emerged and stabilized in 
the absence of  a rational decision pro-
cess comprising the identification and 
evaluation of  alternatives. Instead of  de-
cision process per se, there was on-going 
negotiation about indoor climate control 
where each actor took a unique position 
based on experience and pre-understand-
ing. The study illustrates how discussions 
among and between social actors, as well 
as the way their respective priorities are 
negotiated, are essential features of  the 
actual management procedure and have 
a strong impact on the ability to modify 
it. Instead of  explicit decisions there were 
negotiations taking place about the indoor 
climate, sometimes resulting in action. 
Thus, what was going on is better under-
stood as “issue streams”, a construct pro-
posed by Langley et al. (1995) for under-
standing decision-making in organizations. 

Issue streams are on-going discussions 
which at times result in action, but not 
necessarily due to identifiable decisions. 
Multiple issue streams form a complex 
process which is situated in the specific 
organizational context. The discussions 
of  the indoor climate taking place at the 
museum related mainly to issues about 
preservation and thermal comfort. These 
parallel and sometimes intersecting  “is-
sue streams” were in turn constituted by 
earlier decisions, controversies and at-
tempts to improve the indoor climate.

The responsibilities for the building, the 
collection and the human beings within it 
were distributed among a number of  orga-
nizations. Each organization was represent-
ed by individuals with specific professional 
backgrounds, and with specific responsi-
bilities and priorities with respect to com-
peting objectives regarding the indoor cli-
mate. Several actors had stakes in relation 
to indoor climate control; it was the locus 
of  competing objectives, which in the case 
of  thermal comfort had resulted in a never 
settled controversy. However, despite the 
many competing objectives, there were on 
an overarching level consensus that pres-
ervation was the dominant rationale for in-
door climate control, and it therefore had 
a hegemonic position. This varying degree 
of  priority among the main rationales for 
climate control could be described as a hi-
erarchy, with preservation at the top, energy 
at the bottom, and comfort somewhere in 
between. All actors seemed to share this 
basic horizon of  perception, framing their 
expectations for what was considered 
possible to achieve and decide upon. The 
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difficulty to reach consensual compro-
mises in ways which did not conflict with 
the overarching objective of  preservation 
was decisive for the maintenance of  status 
quo.  One effect of  this was that neither 
energy saving, nor thermal comfort, were 
discussed in explicit or formalised ways.

The level of  acceptable risk was a crucial 
feature of  this discourse, in the sense that 
as long as the criterion for what was consid-
ered acceptable risk was fulfilled, changes 
were considered unnecessary. This actual-
ly hampered a change of  practice, leading 
to only rare and minor adjustments of  the 
existing technology for climate control. It 
is interesting to notice how the level of  ac-
ceptable risk was situated, bound up with 
the specific social and material context. This 
situated level was shared among different 
professionals despite the fact that some 
of  them worked in other contexts where 
acceptable risk was defined differently. 

Adams et al. (2014) showed how the insti-
tutional context is important for framing 
the negotiations between various forms 
of  professional expertise that are central 
for heritage management. The results of  
paper IV emphasize the importance of  the 
institutional context by exposing how it 
shapes the interplay between different pro-
fessionals. This implies that a viable way 
to improve the indoor climate in historic 
buildings is to support decision making 
that pay attention to institutional contexts, 
as well as the case-specific perspectives 
and interests of  the involved actors.

Decision processes related to the indoor cli-

mate compromise are also one of  the focal 
points of  paper VI, but they are studied 
from a different perspective than in paper 
IV. Instead of  studying a specific process, 
I try to zoom out one level and focus on 
the organizational context in which de-
cision processes take place. The indoor 
climate management of  Swedish church-
es was chosen as an object of  study due 
to the central role energy and indoor cli-
mate issues. The management of  Swedish 
churches is still highly decentralised de-
spite the tremendous challenge to balance 
use and preservation on a tight budget. In-
dividual parishes are responsible for their 
own churches, and the decision-making 
regarding renovation is often made by lay-
men. However, all alterations require con-
sent from the County board, which means 
that heritage professionals are involved in 
e.g. new installations of  heating systems.  

A result of  paper VI was the identification 
of  a division between continuous daily 
management and more infrequent projects 
that were relevant for indoor climate con-
trol, e.g. installation of  new heating systems. 
The decentralized structure and the divi-
sion between daily management and one-
shot knowledge intensive projects made it 
difficult to systematically use feedback for 
continuous improvement and knowledge 
sharing. There were weak links between 
the permanent organization responsible 
for daily management and the temporary 
organization that emerges in connection 
with renovation projects. This resulted in 
problems with knowledge sharing within 
the organization as a whole. In connec-
tion with this, a lack of  evaluation and 
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feedback regarding indoor climate control 
was evident at both the level of  individual 
churches, as well as on aggregated levels.

A result which perhaps is not surprising, 
but highly relevant for this thesis as a whole, 
is the limited role standards and guidelines 
generally have had for decisions about the 
indoor climate in  Swedish churches. Stan-
dards and guidelines have not been consid-
ered applicable, either by being too generic 
or too specific. Users have not been able 
to interpret and translate them to fit the 
varying prerequisites of  individual church-
es. Interestingly, there is often a locally 
established, informal way of  determining 
e.g. service temperature or heating system.

A synthesis of  the results from paper IV 
and VI is that we see a lack of  the clear-
ly identifiable situations of  choice which 
I have argued are taken for granted in the 
scientific discourse. The decisive events 
where experts, decision-makers and stake-
holders gather and evaluate the pros and 
cons of  different alternatives are simply 
not there. The complex and largely un-
structured management processes that 
have resulted in action have not offered 
the necessary moments where standards 
and guidelines could be accommodated. 
An implication of  this is that the devel-
opment of  decision support, as conceptu-
alized in the scientific discourse, to some 
extent is based on shifting sands. Rather 
than keeping the complexity and disorgan-
isation of  actual decision-making at arm’s 
length,  I suggest that it could be used to 
underpin the development of  decision 
support.  Broadly, these findings about un-

structured decision processes are support-
ed by studies of  decision-making in or-
ganisations. The rational account of  how 
decisions come about has been shown to 
underestimate the ambiguity, confusion 
and complexity involved in actual deci-
sion-making in organisations (March 1994). 

By looking at indoor climate control as 
the result of  a long-term management 
process, intertwined with other aspects 
of  management, it becomes evident that 
indoor climate issues are affected by and 
affect broader issues which relate to oth-
er aspects of  management of  historic 
buildings. There is therefore a need to 
acknowledge the significance of  indoor 
climate control for sustainable manage-
ment by involving a wider set of  deci-
sion-makers and stakeholders. In par-
allel, to achieve strategic improvement 
a wider set of  performance indicators 
must be used for feedback - monitor-
ing the indoor climate is not sufficient.

In the introduction of  this thesis it was 
implicit how scientific knowledge about 
deterioration had exerted only minimal 
influence on previous decisions about 
the indoor climate in Skokloster castle. 
Instead, ideas about traditional ways of  
doing things – we can call it an intuitive 
approach – had been decisive. I would 
argue that this stance of  the managers 
were not because of  ignorance, but a re-
sult of  conscious considerations of  the 
validity of  scientific knowledge versus 
personal experience.  Recently, partly due 
to accumulated climate-induced deterio-
ration, partly due to conservators trained 
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in preventive conservation gaining more 
influence, there has been a clash between 
this intuitive approach and the alleged-
ly rational approach based on scientific 
evidence. Such a tension between intu-
itive and rational modes of  thinking is 
also discernible in the case study in pa-
per IV. To what extent this is a common 
phenomenon in the management of  cul-
tural heritage remains to be investigated.

4.3. The management of  uncertainty
The second aim of  the thesis is to ex-
plore and discuss how uncertainty relat-
ing to decisions about the indoor climate 
can be managed and communicated to 
support adaptation of  historic buildings. 
Uncertainty pervades all decision-mak-
ing, but in this context it is especial-

ly relevant for the assessment needed 
to determine acceptable levels of  risk 
due to climate-induced deterioration. 

Paper II is a review of  the uncertainties 
that have to be managed when producing 
risk maps of  climate change impacts of  
indoor climate related risks in buildings. 
It contains a categorization of  the sources 
of  uncertainty in risk maps (table 1). Un-
certainty always originates from a lack of  
knowledge, however it is often useful to 
distinguish between epistemic and aleatory 
uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty can be 
reduced with better knowledge while alea-
tory uncertainty stems from randomness in 
nature and cannot be reduced; it is a prop-
erty of  the phenomenon being studied. In 
paper II, a third type of  uncertainty is used 
in the categorization: ambiguity. Ambigu-

Modelling step Major source of uncertainty Dominating nature of 
uncertainty

Forcing conditions Socio-economic pathways Ambiguity, epistemic

Climate models Model deficiencies Epistemic

Internal variability Randomness in nature Aleatory, epistemic

Building simulations

Specification Epistemic

Model Epistemic

Scenario Ambiguity, epistemic

Damage functions

Input Epistemic

Deficiencies of the function Epistemic, aleatory

Interpretation Ambiguity

Table 1. The major sources of  uncertainty in risk maps (paper II).
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ity results from the presence of  multiple 
ways of  understanding or interpreting a 
system and is a type of  uncertainty which 
arguably is relevant when making risk as-
sessments of  cultural heritage, as the inter-
pretation of  risk is contingent on values.

The gold standard in climate change impact 
assessment is to quantitatively describe the 
uncertainties in each modelling step, with 
the ambition to produce risk information 
with a known uncertainty range described 
in terms of  a probability density function 
(Wesselink et al. 2014). However, only few 
studies of  the effect of  climate change on 
buildings have set out to pursue such an 
ambitious approach (Wilde and Tian 2011). 
Complexity as well as the difficulties to as-
sign probabilities are the reasons for this. 
There is disagreement if  assigning prob-
abilities of  the socio-economic pathways 
that make up the forcing scenarios make 
sense at all. The forcing scenarios aim to 
represent different possible future trajecto-
ries.  It has been argued that some of  these 
scenarios are more likely than others, which 
implicates an assignment of  subjective 
probability (Schneider and Kuntz-Durise-
ti 2002, p. 68). There is also disagreement 
to what extent a probabilistic approach 
is relevant for the uncertainty produced 
in climate modelling, as different climate 
models might have the same systematic 
errors (Parker 2010, Frigg et al. 2013). Fur-
thermore, there will always be an unquan-
tifiable range adding to the total level of  
uncertainty in climate modelling, due to so 
called unknown unknowns (Jones 2000).

In paper II it is shown that for the type of  

risk information that is reviewed, it is not 
possible to come close to a probabilistic 
approach to uncertainty with the current 
state of  knowledge.  This is problematic, as 
an unknown level of  uncertainty in the end 
result makes the information difficult to 
use. Still, given that state-of-the-art models 
are used in every step, it will give valuable 
information for policy making. Even if  the 
uncertainty range is unknown, the meth-
od to produce risk maps can be used for 
parameter studies in order to compare dif-
ferent future scenarios and different risks.

The “best guess” approach commonly 
used for climate change impact assess-
ment (Schneider and Kuntz-Duriseti 
2002, p. 68)  and the “worst case-scenar-
io” approach commonly used for heritage 
damage functions (e.g. Bratasz 2013) are 
problematic as the results of  risk assess-
ments based on these approaches risk be-
ing wrongly interpreted by decision-mak-
ers.  With a “best-guess” approach the 
decision-maker might interpret the in-
formation as representing the most like-
ly future scenario. By using a worst-case 
scenario the risk of  damage might be ex-
aggerated which is problematic in a risk 
management context (Paté-Cornell 1996).

With the exception of  the uncertainties 
related to climate change, the findings in 
paper II have wider applications. Predict-
ing the effect of  control on the micro-
climate always (although often implicit-
ly) involves some kind of  hygrothermal 
model of  the building, and estimating 
the various risks resulting from the pre-
dicted indoor climate requires the use of  
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damage functions. Hence, the discussion 
of  uncertainty related to these two steps 
is applicable for all decisions on indoor 
climate control. A conclusion of  the re-
view in paper II is therefore that there is 
a potential to improve the management 
of  uncertainty, as both building simula-
tions and damage functions commonly are 
used in a deterministic way, i.e. the output 
is not described in probabilistic terms or 
even as a range. E.g. the stochastic char-
acter of  mould growth encourages the use 
of  probabilistic methods for modelling 
mould safety in buildings (Pietrzyk 2015).

The lack of  known uncertainty in dam-
age functions (regarding the effects of  
the indoor climate on artefacts) is an im-
portant aspect of  the risk analysis made 
in paper III. The indoor climate in Skok-
loster castle with regard to the fluctuations 
and levels of  T and RH  is far off  what 
is considered safe in standards and guide-
lines. A challenge with the risk assess-
ment based on this “beyond safe” indoor 
climate was the difficulty to estimate the 
change of  the magnitude of  the risk with 
a given change of  the indoor climate. This 
challenge was inevitably the weak link for 
making decisions aiming for optimality. 
What could be suggested was what direc-
tion of  change that would be beneficial.  

Paper V sets out to empirically test some of  
the issues about uncertainty management 
laid bare in paper II. There is a demand 
from policy-makers and adaptation practi-
tioners for more detailed and refined pre-
dictions about climate change impacts to 
cultural heritage, and a scientific commu-

nity keen to supply this demand. However, 
as shown in paper II, the output of  climate 
change impact studies is highly uncertain, 
although it is often presented in determin-
istic ways. Thus, paper V attempts to un-
derstand how heritage practitioners make 
sense of  generic, ambiguous and complex 
climate risk information, in this case risk 
maps from the Climate for Culture (CfC) 
project. The method used is to present risk 
maps to adaptation decision-makers in the 
Church of  Sweden and ask how they inter-
pret the maps. It is a qualitative study aim-
ing to understand how the different indi-
viduals make sense of  the risk information. 

The results of  paper V emphasized two 
important lessons for risk communication: 
first, risk is not a uniform concept; it can 
be conceptualized in many different ways 
and tend to be understood differently on 
either side of  the science-practice divide. It 
was apparent that the notion of  risk varied 
between individuals, rendering the com-
parison of  risk assessments problematic. 
The fact that the risk information used in 
the study was presented in a deterministic 
way (without any indication of  likelihood) 
was not perceived as a major constraint 
for performing risk assessments. Despite 
multiple definitions of  risk simultaneously 
in use, interviewees did not seem to have 
difficulties to elaborate on the informa-
tion. This supports the idea that under-
standings of  risk are contextual and fluid. 
Slovic (1998) has proposed that risk can be 
characterized by a number of  attributes in 
one context, and another number of  attri-
butes in another context. None of  these 
attributes are essential; hence, there is no 
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universal way of  defining risk. Second, the 
importance of  uncertainty, being a crucial 
feature of  risk, was downplayed in the 
sense-making process. It turned out that 
uncertainty was not considered an issue: it 
was the overall impression of  the informa-
tion as being salient and credible that dom-
inated how the information was perceived.

The major conclusion of  paper V is that the 
results from CfC (and similar projects) are 
likely to be interpreted in misleading ways 
if  the acts of  interpretation and assessment 
are bluntly handed over to end-users. The 
dissemination of  risk information, also 
from projects which at the outset have 
aimed at producing knowledge relevant for 
end-users, must be both customized and 
tested for specific target audiences in col-
laborative efforts by stakeholders and sci-
entists. Paper V provides a new methodol-
ogy for performing parts of  this process.

A more fundamental conclusion is that that 
how risk is understood is embedded in the 
institutional and organizational context. 
Boholm et al. (2011, p. 3) have argued that 
conceptions of  risk “are inseparable from 
the mixed influences of  the contexts in 
which they emerge, are communicated, and 
shared”. In this case, it was apparent how 
the interviewees tried to make sense of  the 
risk information by using the organizational 
context as a frame of  reference, e.g. by refer-
ring to existing organizational routines, pre-
vious experiences as well as organizational 
structures available for controlling the risks.

4.4. Standards and guidelines
The final specific aim of  the thesis is to 
explore and discuss how decision process-
es regarding indoor climate control can 
be supported with standards and guide-
lines to achieve a more sustainable man-
agement. Paper  III, IV and VI all explore 
the limitations of  current standards and 
guidelines in various ways. Paper III shows 
shortcomings in current standards regard-
ing their usefulness for informing risk 
assessment at a historic house museum  
where the indoor climate is well beyond 
what is considered a normal museum in-
door climate. Paper IV and VI shows how 
standards might not be used as intended 
by standard makers, or not used at all. 
Finally, paper VI draws on the results of  
the previous papers in an attempt to sug-
gest ways forward for standardization of  
the indoor climate in Swedish churches.

As a precursor to the specific results of  
the papers, I will start with discussing the 
more general dilemmas of  standardiza-
tion, mainly by drawing on the work made 
by Timmermans (2010) and Brunsson and 
Jacobsson (2000). Two fundamental ques-
tions are: what are standards, and what 
are they good for? The general answer to 
the latter question is that standards pro-
vide answers to common problems. The 
wheel does not have to be invented again 
and again. At the surface, standards might 
seem to provide neutral advice on how to 
solve primarily technical matters. Howev-
er, standardization has wider implications 
and standards are rarely as neutral as of-
ten conceived.  For example, standards 
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can bring resolution to debates that might 
encompass different social meanings of  a 
technology (Pinch 2008). Standardization 
is not void of  value judgments: standard 
makers have to negotiate a range of  sub-
jective issues such as choosing between 
contested scientific evidence and what lev-
el of  risk that is deemed acceptable (Tim-
mermans and Epstein 2010). Standards 
can also have other purposes than provid-
ing answers to common problems. They 
are embedded with professional expertise 
and can be used to sanction actions by 
providing authority to the user (Brunsson 
and Jacobsson 2000). Standards are of-
ten understood as being primarily stat-
ic phenomena, resulting in stabilization 
and convergence of  processes. However, 
there is more dynamics in standardiza-
tion than generally believed (Brunsson et 
al. 2012). Standards and practices tend to 
co-evolve. There is no clear-cut line sepa-
rating the domain of  standards from that 
of  conventions, and these two often rein-
force each other in practice (Timmermans 
and Epstein 2010). Brunsson (2000) calls 
standardization a form of  soft law oper-
ating in-between norms and legal order. 

A low carbon future will demand better ad-
aptation of  historic buildings to the local 
climatic conditions, both regarding their 
use and the technology used for indoor cli-
mate control. Thus there will be a need for 
customized solutions that are adapted to 
local conditions. On the other hand stan-
dardization has an inherent tendency to 
push development in the opposite direc-
tion: toward universality across cultures, 
time and geography (Timmermans and 

Epstein 2010). This fundamental challenge 
for standardization originates in the sim-
ple fact that a standard is general whereas 
practice is specific. It does not, however, 
have to be a contradiction between flexibil-
ity and standardization: good standards al-
low for deviation and improvisation (Tim-
mermans and Berg 2003).  Few standards 
work as intended by the designers of  stan-
dards, and most standards are “tinkered 
with”, whether slightly or fundamentally 
(Timmermans and Epstein 2010, p. 81). 

In general, standards can be defined as 
either outcome standards or process standards, 
where the former require the user to de-
liver a certain outcome, and the latter is 
intended for standardizing organizational 
processes (Brunsson et al. 2012). The ef-
fect of  adopting a process standard is, due 
to its flexibility, in general more uncertain 
than the effect of  adopting an outcome 
standard. Process standards are therefore 
increasingly linked to outcome standards 
(Brunsson et al. 2012). A recurring argu-
ment in this thesis is that the traditional, 
outcome-oriented standard, used for in-
door climate control is difficult to apply 
in practice. In paper III, it becomes ob-
vious that current outcome standards are 
unable to guide the user about the risk 
of  deviating from the suggested “safe 
zones”. Managers of  historic buildings 
will value the different objectives of  the 
indoor climate compromise in different ways, 
and outcome standards suggesting ge-
neric, fixed numbers have difficulties to 
support the customized solutions that are 
needed. The notion that universal guid-
ance is problematic, especially for historic 
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buildings, is not new. In paper VI, it is ar-
gued that there is not only a mere techni-
cal explanation for this, but also a social 
one: the ways buildings and collections are 
used and valued have major implications 
for what technical arrangements that are 
chosen. Outcome standards incorporate 
value judgements, such as the setting of  
acceptable thresholds, which might be 
concealed for the user of  the standard.

In the case study made in paper IV, it was 
evident that there was a lack of  decisions 
per se, and hence standards did not play 
an important role for the management of  
the indoor climate: they were not used. 
Again, this puts the finger at a problem 
with existing standards and guidelines: 
who is supposed to be the user? When are 
standards supposed to be used? Existing 
standards and guidelines (with an import-
ant exception in PAS 198:2010) do not 
explicitly address such issues, and a man-
agement perspective is generally lacking. 
This result is supported by the results in 
paper VI, where it is obvious how there is 
a decoupling between the one-shot,  proj-
ect-based, process in which indoor climate 
control systems are designed and imple-
mented, and the long-term management 
process where systems are operated, main-
tained and tuned. In sum, the results of  
paper IV and paper VI shows the need for 
decision support which take such manage-
ment issues into account, i.e. it is a strong 
support for the development of  process 
standards, which aim to substitute or im-
prove unsystematic decision-processes, as 
well as merges the decoupled processes 
regarding design and implementation on 

one hand and operation on the other hand.

In paper VI, the recent development of  
standards for indoor climate control is 
reviewed. The review shows that stan-
dards have multiple forms and multiple 
ways of  intended use. There is a basic 
dilemma for standards makers that end 
users expect general and clear cut advice, 
whereas the complexity of  the problem 
requires individual solutions based on risk 
assessment and negotiation of  objectives. 
To resolve this, standards have evolved 
from simple prescriptions of  universal 
specifications to become more sophis-
ticated, informative and flexible. How-
ever, the lack of  testing and evaluation 
of  how standards are used suggests that 
this development emerges mostly from a 
lack of  success with former approaches. 

The review also points out how the scope 
of  standards is shifting: outcome standards 
are replaced by process standards. To be-
come useful, process standards have to be 
complemented with both expert knowl-
edge and value judgements. They require 
more resources to be implemented than 
outcome standards but promise improved 
end-results. However, if  the organization 
adopting the standard lack the resources 
needed for a successful use of  a process 
standard, it might not lead to improvements.

In paper VI there is a discussion of  the 
relationship between type of  decision 
logic and the type of  standard. The deci-
sion logic implicit in standards is general-
ly rule-based, as standards typically offer 
rules for situations of  choice (Brunsson 
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and Jacobsson 2000). The type of  deci-
sion logic that is invoked by such rules is 
one of  identification. First, the situation 
at hand is identified; second, the appro-
priate rule is identified. Such reasoning 
is not about calculating consequences. 
The judgment needed deals with identify-
ing situations, identities and rules (March 
1994). Such processes of  matching rules 
and situations are often routinized with-
in organizations (Berkhout et al. 2006). 
As a result, many and strong rules with-
in an organization diminishes the need 
for decision-making (Brunsson 2007).

Process standards take a different route 
and encourage consequential logic: the 
decision is framed as a matter of  optimiz-
ing costs and benefits. Such consequential 
logic resonates with the contemporary 
emphasis on quantitative risk assessment 
as a foundation of  conservation decisions 
discussed earlier, as well as the increased 
demand on conservation decisions to be 
transparent and evidence-based (Jones 
and Yarrow 2013).There are, however, 
reasons to be cautious as practitioners 
might be reluctant to use formalized de-
cision frameworks. Risk management in 
organizations tends to be intuitive and 
experience based, despite efforts to for-
malize it (Boholm 2010). If  guidelines do 
not resonate with existing, practical ways 
of  managing risks, there is a risk that they 
will not be used at all (Boholm 2010). Ex-
periences from the construction sector 
show how practitioners base their deci-
sions on previous experience and current 
practice rather than formal decision tools 
and management control systems (Gluch 

2005). These experiences suggest that the 
key question is if  standards which require 
risk-based decision making are power-
ful and usable enough to rectify existing 
decision processes to the extent that in-
formed risk/benefit trade-offs will sub-
stitute local conventions and simple rules.  

Several suggestions for how standards 
could be improved to address the identified 
problems are given in paper VI.  These are 
based on the inquiry of  Swedish churches, 
but they have bearing also on other types 
of  buildings or management organizations.

An overarching result is that standard 
makers and users of  standards should 
embrace the idea that standards with dif-
ferent scopes can be used in parallel to 
serve different purposes at different lev-
els of  abstraction, an idea in line with 
what was proposed by (van Gigch et al. 
1996). At the top level there can be man-
agement standards that define processes, 
duties and roles for the long term man-
agement. The decision process to come 
up with target specifications and technical 
solutions could be the scope of  another 
standard. Outcome standards focusing on 
various damage functions could be used 
as decision support tools, complement-
ing other sources of  risk information. 

Finally, there will probably always be a 
demand for standards and guidelines that 
give simple and universally applicable ad-
vice when possible. I suggest that there is 
a need for all these kinds of  standards; the 
question is when and how to use them. The 
idea of  such a landscape of  standards opens 
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up for the individual standard to be more 
specific about its scope and its intended 
use, and thereby becoming more focused.

As pointed out earlier there is a risk for 
a decoupling between the decision and 
implementation phase, and the follow-
ing operating phase. In order to integrate 
these two kinds of  processes and close the 
feedback loops in-between them, I sug-
gest that the management of  the indoor 
climate should focus more on feedback at 
the overall system level. Today, feedback is 
primarily used at the operational level: it is 
used to check whether the indoor climate 
within specified boundaries, whether cli-
mate control systems work properly etc. In 
order to achieve a strategic improvement at 
the system level there is a need to use feed-
back of  the parameters that are affected by 
indoor climate control. The main feedback 
loops at the system level are about preser-
vation, use and resource use. Inevitably, it 
is more difficult to identify performance 
indicators for these parameters. Still, this 
is something that more or less explicitly is 
done in the design phase. Improvement 
at both operational and system levels and 
their respective feedback loops are illus-
trated in figure 3. I suggest that the impor-
tance of  improvements at the system level 
should be acknowledged and supported 
by standards and guidelines, which today 
are overly focused on the decision-making 
needed for the implementation process.

There is an additional level on which 
feedback can be differentiated, name-
ly depending on if  the feedback is used 
for external observers or for internal use. 

Timmermans and Berg (2003) argue that 
the measuring for judgment (by external ob-
servers) which is nurtured by contempo-
rary management ideals leads to defensive 
actions by professionals, while the mea-
surement for improvement, in which profes-
sionals measure and reflect on their own 
work processes, leads to improved overall 
results. In figure 3, the feedback loops are 
intended for internal use, i.e. not for judg-
ment by external observers. The evalua-
tion procedure at the system level requires 
more competence than at the operational 
level, which means that there still is a need 
for external experts in this evaluation. 

Lastly, there is a potential to use process 
standards as a means to produce local 
guidelines, which are applicable for a set of  
buildings which are similar in construction, 
use and geographic location. This simple 
solution could help to overcome the prob-
lem that process standards are time and re-
source demanding in their implementation. 
In reality such local guidelines are already 
developed, however often in the shape of  
a local praxis, which is not formalized or 
systematically evaluated. This approach 
would overcome some of  the problems 
associated with the production of  indi-
vidual recommendations for each building 
which seems to be utopic given the lim-
ited resources of  most historic buildings.
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4.5. Exploring and bridging the gap
In this final discussion I try to draw on the 
results presented earlier in a broader way. 
How can they contribute to the overall aim 
of  the thesis, to explore and bridge the gap be-
tween research and practice regarding energy effi-
cient indoor climate control in historic buildings? 
How do they relate to previous research?

Qualitative social sciences bring, accord-
ing to Jasanoff  and Wynne (1998), pow-
erful tools for increasing the understand-
ing of  how society can deal with the issue 
of  climate change: critical enquiry can 

show how problems and controversies 
are framed; how risks are identified and 
managed; how knowledge is produced and 
shared in specific, local settings. There is 
a growing field of  critical heritage studies 
but so far the main focus for this field has 
been to engage in fundamental questions 
about the uses of  heritage, exemplified by 
issues of  power, diversity and cosmopoli-
tanism (Smith 2012). As argued through-
out the thesis, there have been relatively 
few scholars engaged in such enquiry of  
conservation practice that fulfils the ex-
pectations posed by Jasanoff  and Wyn-
ne. Critical enquiry of  the ethnographic 

Figure 3. A model for how the management of  the indoor climate in 
historic buildings can be differentiated between operational and system 
levels.
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complexities of  the practices of  heritage 
science is lacking, instead there has been a 
dominance of  normative work which ul-
timately aims to make management more 
rational.  The results presented in this 
thesis provide preliminary insights into 
some of  the issues raised, by exploring 
the interface between science and practice.

The introduction of  the thesis presented 
different perspectives on the existence 
and nature of  gaps between science and 
practice, between what should be done 
and what actually is being done. Given 
the results of  the papers, is there anything 
that can be added to this discussion? In a 
concrete way, the case study in paper IV 
reveals how the perspective of  the ob-
server determines the very existence of  
a gap and how it can be understood. The 
notion of  an “energy efficiency gap” is 
bound up with ideas of  agency and per-
ceptions of  “end users” as responsible 
agents who tries to make the use of  ener-
gy as efficient as possible. In the heritage 
management practices studied in this the-
sis, it is often difficult to pin down who 
this end user is. Conserving energy is a 
peripheral issue for practitioners involved 
in heritage management, and decisions 
about energy and indoor climate control 
are rarely framed as matters of  optimiza-
tion. In addition, the scientific knowledge 
produced by researchers will not become 
usable if  the individual who acknowledg-
es it cannot incorporate it into work pro-
cesses that he or she exerts influence over. 

It is both common and convenient to 
perceive end-users as generic heritage 

“policy-makers” or “decision-makers” 
responsible for incorporating new knowl-
edge into action. These are proxies for a 
diverse group of  professionals: managers, 
architects, conservators, archaeologists, 
engineers, etc. Heritage management is 
an arena for professional expertise where 
the power relations and work process-
es often vary on a case-to-case basis, and 
where sustainability issues are dependent 
on negotiations between different pro-
fessional groups. It is therefore crucial 
to pay more attention to the specific so-
cial and material contexts when trying to 
understand how knowledge is shared and 
how it might have an impact on practice.

An important issue which is not yet dis-
cussed in the present thesis is the impor-
tance of  training and education for profes-
sionals involved in energy-related decisions 
in historic buildings. As previously said, 
energy efficiency is not a major aim for 
any of  the professional groups working 
with historic buildings. Ryghaug (2003) 
identified the same problem among archi-
tects, arguing that architects are unable to 
define energy efficiency on the inside of  
their professional boundary, and that en-
ergy efficiency has to be domesticated by 
the profession in order to change its role 
in building projects. I suggest that it is im-
portant that professionals involved in the 
management of  historic buildings are able 
to step forward and take the lead role re-
garding energy- and indoor climate-related 
issues. These issues play an essential role 
for long-term management and should not 
be left to a “decision-vacuum”, where it is 
unclear who is accountable and responsi-
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ble. A prerequisite for this to be realised 
is proper training: to take the lead role 
requires a sufficient knowledge base and 
an understanding of  the issues at stake. 

The complexity, uncertainty and ambigui-
ty inherent in much of  the knowledge that 
professionals are supposed to draw on in 
decisions about the indoor climate make 
it impossible to draw distinct borders be-
tween what could and should be done, 
hence the size of  a gap between science and 
practice will remain contested no matter the 
perspective of  the observer. In contrast to 
the unclear status of  a gap between science 
and practice, there is a perhaps more inter-
esting and tangible gap between scientific 
discourse and actual practice. The quali-
tative studies in the present thesis reveal a 
mismatch between discourse and practice 
concerning indoor climate control. This 
is illustrated by the two following quotes:

The process of  designing a new or altering an 
existing heating system shall be carried out by 
a multidisciplinary team in close consultation 
with the users of  the building. The team shall 
include all relevant expertise, including those 
professionally qualified in the conservation of  
structures and, heritage items and in all other 
relevant technical aspects involved. (EN 15759-
1)

There is a lot of  incompetence in for example 
parish councils. They are trustees and are sup-
posed to decide in issues ranging from choral 
music to heating systems, and of  course they 
are lacking competence for all this. In those 
cases when it works well it is often mere hap-
penstance: an engaged and competent individ-
ual happens to be there at the right moment in 
time. (building conservator, unpublished quote 
from the study made in paper VI)

The heritage science discourse , here 
represented by the European standard 
15759-1 on heating of  churches, is here 
contrasted with how management pro-
cesses actually can turn out in practice, 
represented by the interview quote where 
a building conservator describes the sit-
uation in some churches. The European 
standard outlines a systematic design pro-
cess in which relevant expert knowledge is 
utilized. The discrepancy to the situation 
described by the building conservator is 
striking.  For example, the ambition to in-
clude all relevant expertise in the design 
process is far off  what can be considered 
reasonable for this case. There is, however, 
no immediate reason to be worried over 
this state of  affairs. The European stan-
dard is not supposed to be descriptive, it 
is a normative document. What the results 
of  this thesis have revealed is that there is 
a potential for a more reflexive inquiry that 
can complement such normative work. 
Otherwise there is a risk that standards, 
management models, decision support 
tools and other normative instruments 
will live a life on their own, separated 
from the practices they try to influence.

Apart from the risk of  producing docu-
ments that remain unused, there are more 
subtle processes taking place. The way we 
think and talk about things has an impact 
on practice in the long run. I would argue 
that the necessary categorizations, lim-
itations, simplifications in standards can 
entrench ways of  framing problems and 
have a long-lasting impact. To be able to 
describe a generic decision process there 
is a need to focus on the core aspects of  
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the process. The decision context must be 
kept within manageable boundaries, and 
certain concepts or relationships have to 
be defined in a way that limits the com-
plexity of  actual practice. In standards 
and guidelines this is often done through 
categorization.  An example is the vari-
ous types of  historic buildings discussed 
in this thesis. In discourse, there is a sep-
aration between “top-class” museums, 
historic house museums, historic church-
es, etc. Standards and guidelines give rec-
ommendations based on a typology of  
historic buildings, uses etc. In practice, 
however, such distinctions are less clear.   

A strong tendency in formal frameworks 
for indoor climate control is to use a risk-
based approach to find rational measures 
and allocate resources in a cost-effective 
way. As argued in paper VI, this shift is 
linked to a change of  decision logic and 
the role of  professional expertise in deci-
sion-making. By going from a rule-based 
logic to a consequence-based logic risk 
assessment is invoked as the neutral tool 
to inform decisions. The primary role of  
professional expertise shifts according-
ly, and is now considered useful for esti-
mating the impact of  different courses of  
action, rather than  for making judgments 
based on a hierarchy of  rules. While, again, 
I think it is irrelevant to judge whether this 
development is desirable or not, I believe 
that there are considerable limits to such 
“rational” approaches, which both scholars 
and practitioners should be made aware of. 

First, science itself  is to uncertain, com-
plex and ambiguous to govern decisions. 

At times there are low-hanging fruits 
where science alone can determine the 
most benevolent way forward. In the case 
of  nature conservation, unambiguous-
ly dangerous environmental and health 
risks led to widespread support of  sci-
ence-based management in the beginning 
(Gregory et al. 2006). However, situations 
where such uncontroversial thresholds ex-
ists have become rare, and the decision to 
act upon a risk is in the majority of  cas-
es a matter of  the level of  accepted risk 
and trade-offs between values (Gregory 
et al. 2006).  Paper IV showed how the 
prioritization between different compet-
ing objectives, and the local perception 
of  what level of  risk that was consid-
ered acceptable were powerful in framing 
what was considered possible and not. 

While risk-based frameworks are not a 
panacea, they provide a potentially power-
ful way of  tackling the complex problem 
of  indoor climate control. Their success in 
transforming practice to become more sus-
tainable relies on more fundamental shifts 
related to discourses, risk interpretations 
and rationales. Risk is bound up in people’s 
understandings of  themselves and their 
lifeworlds (Granderson 2014) and risk has 
practical, social and political dimensions 
far beyond what is considered in positiv-
istic risk management (Boholm 2010).  
Understandings of  what is necessary and 
acceptable are part of  an evolving dis-
course, where not least policy-makers and 
institutions are active in the shaping and 
reproduction of  ideas (Walker et al. 2014).
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climate in historic buildings, it is in partic-
ular explored in papers IV and VI. These 
papers show how a study of  the specific so-
cial and material contexts is crucial for un-
derstanding how change can come about.    

Papers II and V explore some of  the diffi-
culties that arise when uncertain scientific 
knowledge is supposed to inform decisions 
related to indoor climate control. A con-
clusion is that while it will remain import-
ant to reduce uncertainties, it is of  little use 
in doing so if  not more attention is given 
to how residual uncertainties can be man-
aged and communicated in better ways.

Finally in paper VI, which builds on and 
synthesizes the previous papers in the the-
sis, it is suggested how decision process-
es regarding indoor climate control can 
be supported with improved standards to 
facilitate a more sustainable management.  

Returning to the overall aims, the results 
of  the thesis contribute to an expanded 
problem definition and to a better un-
derstanding of  the gap between research 
and practice regarding energy efficient in-
door climate control in historic buildings. 
While papers I-III outline the background 
needed for a technical understanding of  
the involved matters, it is mainly the three 
final papers (IV-VI) that contribute to a 
more nuanced understanding of  the sci-
ence-practice gap. The results of  these pa-
pers point toward a need for a redefinition 
of  the problem. Scientific knowledge alone 
will not be able to guide the transition to 
a sustainable, low carbon future; technical 
research has to be complemented with re-
flexive research approaches that explore the 
actual practices of  heritage management. 

While all papers contribute in different 
ways to a deeper understanding of  how 
decisions are made and actions are taken 
regarding the management of  the indoor 

5. Concluding remarks and future research
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In addition to the results discussed above, 
the present thesis should have implica-
tions for further research. Dillon et al. 
(2014) discuss a “rigor-relevance gap” in 
heritage science. There are demands on 
science from two opposing directions. 
First, it has to live up to the academic rig-
or distinguishing traditional disciplinary 
science, second, it is supposed to be rel-
evant for solving problems in society. To 
achieve the latter there is a standard recipe 
consisting of  more interaction between 
researchers and policy-makers/practi-
tioners, involving stakeholders in research 
design, and putting more effort in dis-
semination of  research results (Owens et 
al. 2006). In the words of  McNie (2013):

The process of  linking the production and sup-
ply of  climate-science information with users’ 
demands is a complex, highly contextual social 
process that requires ample resources and time 
management, research agendas that are ‘’end to 
end’’ and can respond to changing contexts, and 
organizational commitment to support ‘’use-in-
spired’’ research.

Efforts of  such co-production, aiming to 
close the rigor-relevance gap, both risk to 
be accused of  lacking academic rigor and 
require more resources than standard, 
disciplinary research. As Spreng (2014) 
points out, it is often the methodological 
sophistication that legitimizes disciplinary 
research. Transdisciplinary approaches 
are unable to compete in that respect, but 
might potentially bring the novelty and 
relevancy that is asked for. However, the 
research must not be so tailored to user 
requirements that it loses its critical edge 
(Owens et al. 2006). This is not only rele-

vant for the social sciences and humanities, 
but also for natural sciences. My conclu-
sion of  paper III and V, is that aspects of  
uncertainty were downplayed in the mod-
elling processes of  the Climate for Cul-
ture-project to the extent that the meth-
odology lost some of  its legitimacy. With a 
message that is so contested by the general 
public, it is essential that the underlying re-
search is perceived as legitimate. I would 
therefore suggest that further research ei-
ther should have as its primary focus on 
trying to reduce uncertainties, or engage 
with end-users in transdisciplinary ap-
proaches when the resources and engage-
ment are available to go all the way. Doing 
something in-between might delegitimize 
the results of  the specific research project 
in the eyes of  the end-users, and in the 
long run question the scientific enterprise.  

The case study of  paper IV, the method-
ology developed in paper V and the nor-
mative approach taken in paper VI are all 
exploring new arenas for research which 
has the potential to answer some of  the 
fundamental questions raised by Jasa-
noff  and Wynne above, as well as giving 
guidance on how to proceed in the spe-
cific cases that are being researched. I 
would therefore suggest, in accordance 
with Jones et al. (2013, p. 6) that further 
studies are needed that focus on how the 
“complexity of  the practices involved in 
heritage conservation /…/, in particular 
with respect to how different forms of  ex-
pertise and skill coalesce to produce spe-
cific material interventions”. Apart from 
being capable of  raising our understand-
ing of  heritage and conservation practice 
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as such, such studies will be useful for 
informing policy and for educating pro-
fessionals about the complexities of  the 
problems found in conservation practice.

This thesis has provided a broader and 
better understanding of  the relationship 
between science and practice regarding in-
door climate control in historic buildings. 
Except of  the scholarly value, I hope that 
the arguments made in the thesis are rele-
vant to a broad range of  professionals in-
volved in the management of  built heritage, 
such as architects, engineers, policy-mak-
ers, managers, conservators and energy ex-
perts, and that these professionals togeth-
er with researchers in the field will take the 
discussion further about how a transition 
to more sustainable practices actually can 
be achieved. In some way, there will always 
be a gap between science and practice, and 
the aim cannot be to fully close it. But we 
must aim to better understand and navi-
gate this gap in order to facilitate a sustain-
able management of  historic buildings.
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Paper I. 

Two areas of research in particular where there is an 
evident lack of knowledge are identified. First, there is 
insufficient knowledge about the correlation between a 
fluctuating indoor climate and the risk of mechanical 
damage, i.e. the time-dependence of temperature and 
relative humidity fluctuations. Second, there is insuf-
ficient knowledge of how low temperatures affect the 
risk of mechanical damage. 

Keywords
Historic buildings, mechanical damage, intermittent 
heating, low temperature

1. Introduction
The indoor climate in many Scandinavian 
historic buildings such as churches, palaces 
and manor houses often differs markedly 
from the indoor climate recommendations 
given for museums. Nonetheless, many of  
these buildings accommodate vulnerable 
and valuable objects and interiors. It is im-

Preventive conservation climate in historic  
buildings – some gaps in the knowledge

Gustaf Leijonhufvud and Charlotta Bylund-Melin

This paper has been translated from Swedish and was originally pub-
lished in the Scandinavian journal Meddelser om konservering no 1 2009, 

s. 22-30 with the title “Bevarandeklimat i historiska byggnader - några 
kunskapsluckor.”

Abstract
The indoor climate in a number of Scandinavian 
historic buildings such as churches, castles and manor 
houses often differs markedly from indoor climate 
recommendations given for museums. Nonetheless, 
many of these buildings accommodate fragile and 
valuable objects and interiors. A brief review of the 
literature on the risk of mechanical damage to works 
of art caused by fluctuations in temperature and re-
lative humidity is given. Two case studies are presen-
ted to illustrate the problem of indoor climates that 
deviate from common standards. The first is that of 
an intermittently heated church in northern Sweden, 
typical of a Scandinavian rural church used only for 
services. The second is that of a completely unheated 
building with an indoor climate closely following the 
fluctuations of the outdoor climate, including sub-zero 
temperatures in winter. The current state of knowledge 
on the subject of mechanical damage, and gaps in the 
knowledge, are discussed in connection with the two 
case studies. The case studies were chosen because they 
are interesting from an energy-saving perspective.
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portant to be able to assess the risks in-
volved for these objects and to be able to 
predict the consequences that a change in 
the indoor climate may have, irrespective 
of  whether that change has been made 
to improve the preventive conservation 
climate or for other reasons, for example 
to save energy. A sound scientific basis 
for understanding how the indoor climate 
affects the way materials degrade is re-
quired in order to take the right preventive 
measures. In an effort to illuminate some 
gaps in the knowledge within this area, we 
have conducted a review of  the literature 
on research into the risks of  mechanical 
damage to cultural objects caused by fluc-
tuations in temperature (T) and relative 
humidity (RH). On the basis of  this re-
view, we have selected some specific areas 
where knowledge is limited, and we dis-
cuss these areas in greater depth in relation 
to two typical case studies. Finally, we offer 
some suggestions for continued research. 

2. Background
Dimensional changes because of  fluctu-
ations in indoor climate can give rise to 
different types of  mechanical damage to 
objects. Figure 1 shows schematically how 
the stress in a material is affected by the di-
mensional change (strain). Flaking or peel-
ing paint and cracks in wood are examples 
of  what in solid mechanics is referred to 
as fracture, while a permanent change in 
shape that does not result in fracture is 
termed plastic deformation. Plastic de-
formation starts when the stress exceeds 
the yield point (elastic limit), which de-
fines the dividing line between the elas-

tic area and the plastic area. Repeated 
or frequent stress in the elastic area can, 
however, in some cases give rise to defor-
mation and fracture as a result of  fatigue.

Hygroscopic materials absorb and emit 
moisture with changes in RH and T, which 
in turn gives rise to moisture movements 
in the form of  swelling and shrinking re-
spectively. Fluctuations in temperature also 
result in movement because of  thermal 
dimensional change, which in most cases 
is negligible, however. If  the movements 
are sufficiently great, stress can arise in the 
material, which can in turn result in frac-
ture or plastic deformation. This applies 
to a material that cannot freely swell and 
shrink because it is restricted in its move-
ment by another material that does not 
move in the same way, for example a coat 

Figure 1. A typical stress-strain curve.
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of  paint on a wooden surface. In reality 
there are no “free” movements, since cer-
tain parts of  a material experience dimen-
sional change quicker than others, which 
results in stress gradients in the material. 

Figure 2. Moisture coefficients of  expansion for 
cottonwood. The Y axis shows the relative di-
mensional change at a certain equilibrium mois-
ture content. After Mecklenburg et al. (1998).

Figure 3. Sorption isotherm for wood at 
21°C. From the Wood Handbook (1999). 

The degree of  the moisture movement in 
a hygroscopic material for a certain change 
in RH or T depends on what initial mois-
ture content the material has. In general, the 
moisture movement is lowest for an equi-
librium moisture content of  about 50% 
RH, which is illustrated for wood in Figure 
2. This phenomenon occurs because most 
materials emit and absorb least moisture 
when there is a change in RH in this area, 
which is illustrated by the somewhat lower 
inclination of  the sorption isotherm; see 
Figure 3. The moisture content in a hygro-
scopic material is above all dependent on 
RH. The direct effect of  the temperature 
has marginal significance, namely that the 
equilibrium moisture content is only slight-
ly higher in the case of  lower temperatures.

3. Overview of  the knowledge
We have undertaken a review of  the 
literature on research into mechani-
cal damage caused by fluctuations in T 
and RH. In this section we present an 
overview of  some of  the research con-
ducted in this area. In conclusion, we 
point to some less well researched areas 
where there is insufficient knowledge. 

The way in which indoor climate recom-
mendations have been developed for mu-
seums and storage facilities has been de-
scribed elsewhere by, inter alia, Michalski 
(1993), Brown & Rose (1997) and Erhardt 
et al. (2007). Holmberg (2001) has de-
scribed indoor climate recommendations 
in different countries and tried to trace 
their background. A shared conclusion 
is that there is no scientific basis for the 
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recommendations for T and RH that have 
hitherto prevailed. The levels and allowable 
fluctuations that should be used for indoor 
climate control in individual cases is the 
result of  a compromise, where the risk of  
mechanical damage is one of  many factors. 

The ways in which paintings on canvas and 
on wooden panels are affected by the in-
door climate has interested many research-
ers. Berger & Russell (2000) have been car-
rying out tests since the 1980s on canvas 
paintings by measuring the forces that arise 
at the edges of  the paintings. By removing 
the layer of  paint from the canvas, they 
have been able to measure the forces that 
arise also in the composite structure.  Sim-
ilar methods have also been used by, for 
example, Hedley (1988) and Young & Ack-
royd (2001). These studies have resulted in 
a significant increase in our understanding 
of  the forces that arise in canvas paintings, 
and this knowledge can be used to under-
stand the effects of  different conservation 
measures. Where the effects of  indoor cli-
mate are concerned, these studies have the 
character of  basic research into materials 
science and methodological development, 
and it is difficult to draw any conclusions 
that could be applied in practice to the lim-
it values for fluctuations in indoor climate. 

The most influential research group in 
terms of  studying mechanical damage to 
museum objects is represented by Marion 
Mecklenburg and David Erhardt at the 
Smithsonian Institute. For almost 30 years 
they have studied how moisture and tem-
perature affect museum objects, and they 
have produced their own basic data from 

laboratory experiments. A general point 
of  departure for their work has been that 
fluctuations that give rise to stress in the 
material’s elastic area, that is to say that do 
not exceed the yield strength, can be con-
sidered non-harmful. They have demon-
strated that stress that arises in hygroscopic 
materials because of  changes in the mois-
ture content corresponds to the stress that 
arises when an external force exerts stress 
on the material. Thus, they have been able 
to simulate the forces that arise because 
of  fluctuations in T and RH by applying 
reliable mechanics-based testing methods 
(Erhardt et al. 1995; Mecklenburg et al. 
1994). By experimentally determining the 
mechanical properties of  the input mate-
rial and then using numerical methods and 
computer simulations (the finite element 
method), they have established climate 
limits for some of  the most sensitive ob-
jects in museum collections, above all can-
vas paintings and painted wooden objects. 
Their results show that there is no reason 
for the requirement for the very narrow 
climate limits that have prevailed. At the 
same time, they believe that some ex-
tremely sensitive objects should always be 
kept in humidity controlled display cases, 
where the climate can be kept as stable as 
possible (Erhardt & Mecklenburg 1994). 
Since the mid-1990s, they have worked 
to develop their own methods and to ver-
ify their studies. The climate limits and 
the method have been criticised but no-
one has published any other alternatives 
(Erhardt et al. 2007). Their methods and 
their results have not, however, been ex-
tensively verified by other research groups. 
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The research into materials science has 
been a necessary, but thus far inadequate, 
basis for developing generally workable 
recommendations for a sound preventive 
conservation climate. Evaluations are re-
quired from qualified professionals, based 
on existing knowledge, experience and risk 
analysis. An important individual in this 
connection is Stefan Michalski at the Ca-
nadian Conservation Institute (CCI), who, 
while assuredly having done a large number 
of  his own experimental studies of  how 
objects are affected by indoor climate, has 
been primarily engaged in reviewing oth-
er people’s results (Michalski 1991,1993). 
Amongst other things, his work has con-
tributed greatly to the current ASHRAE 
Standards. Michalski advocates the con-
cept of  “proofed fluctuation”, which can 
be used to determine limits for fluctuations 
in RH. The theory is based on the idea that 
the risk of  new mechanical damage occur-
ring is slight as long as an object is not ex-
posed to greater fluctuations than those it 
has previously been exposed to (Michal-
ski 1993, 2007). In order for this theory 
to apply, the climate history of  the object 
must be known. Bratasz et al. (2007b) rea-
son according to the same principle, al-
though with different results, when they 
propose a method to determine allowable 
fluctuations based on the historic climate. 
Bratasz et al. emphasise the importance of  
limiting the short-term fluctuations, while 
Michalski views these as less important. 

It is evident that the research done to date 
into mechanical damage is not particu-
larly extensive and that what is lacking is 
a holistic approach that covers different 

categories of  objects and indoor climate. 
Unfortunately, a characteristic feature 
of  the research is often that of  differ-
ent groups of  researchers pursuing their 
own theses and persisting in their own 
methods. Here, we will point to some as-
pects that have been inadequately studied.

Much of  the research that has been done 
applies to a normal museum climate 
with a temperature of  around 20°C and 
with a relatively stable RH. In many his-
toric buildings the conditions vary very 
greatly, and the question is how this af-
fects the allowable limits for T and RH. 

Most researchers have not studied what 
effect a fluctuating indoor climate has 
on the incidence of  mechanical damage, 
but experiments have been carried out 
with materials that have been allowed to 
approach equilibrium with ambient air. 
It is often pointed out that fluctuations 
over a long period can be great without 
the risk of  damage occurring since the 
input materials have time to adapt. The 
speed at which a material is stressed can 
affect the degree of  stress that occurs if  
the material is viscoelastic. There is little 
knowledge of  how great this effect actu-
ally is for different historic objects. There 
is no common conceptual apparatus to 
describe the speed of  fluctuations. Oc-
casionally, they are divided into season-
al, 24-hour and short-term fluctuations, 
but how rapid a fluctuation is should in 
general be judged in relation to the reac-
tion time of  the affected object. It is not 
clear how this should be done in practice.
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Much of  the research done thus far has 
been based on laboratory experiments. 
There are no statistical studies examin-
ing the relationship between mechani-
cal damage to objects in historic build-
ings and fluctuations in indoor climate.

There are no studies examining and 
quantifying the risk of  deviating 
from currently recommended limits. 

In the following section, we will discuss 
some of  these aspects in greater detail. We 
have chosen to discuss the current state of  
knowledge on the basis of  two typical cas-
es: how painted wooden objects are affect-
ed in, on the one hand, an intermittently 
heated building, and, on the other, in an 
unheated building. These case studies have 
been chosen since they are of  particular 
interest from an energy-saving perspec-
tive and because they also bring some of  
the problems mentioned above to a head.

4. Case studies
4.1. Intermittent heating

As early as the end of  the 19th century, stud-
ies had been made of  intermittent heating 
of  churches (Fischer 1890), and in Scan-
dinavia intermittent heating was for many 
years a commonly used heating strategy in 
many rural churches. The method involves 
rapidly heating the church so as to make it 
reasonably comfortable for congregations 
at church services and for visitors involved 
in other activities. Between these heating 
episodes the heating is turned off  fully or 
partially. The advantages of  this method 
compared with heating the church perma-

nently are thought to be that it uses less 
energy and also that intermittent heating 
prevents the risk of  excessively low RH 
in the winter. The rapid heating certainly 
gives rise to strong and short-term fluctu-
ations in both T and RH, but several au-
thors, for example Künzel & Holz (1991), 
take the view that sensitive objects are 
exposed to climate fluctuation for such a 
short period that they do not have time 
to react to the change. This view has been 
criticised by Camuffo (2006), amongst oth-
ers, who believes that the repeated phases 
of  heating can cause mechanical damage 
over time. Whether intermittent heating in 
general may cause damage has not, how-
ever, been proven in any scientific study.

Figure 4. An intermittently heated church in northern Sweden. 
The curves show temperature and relative humidity in the cen-
tral part of  the church during one heating episode.
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Figure 4 shows a typical variation in T 
and RH during intermittent heating. The 
air temperature increases rapidly when 
the heating is turned on. At the same 
time, RH decreases and the RH curve is 
almost a mirror-reflection of  the tem-
perature curve. The absolute air humid-
ity is, however, affected depending on 
the humidity exchange, primarily at the 
external walls. In some cases even the 
moisture emitted by a visitor can signifi-
cantly add to the humidity. Humidity ex-
change with walls has been studied by 
Padfield et al. (1994) and Broström (1996). 
How objects inside churches are affected 
has not been studied to the same extent. 

When a hygroscopic material is exposed to 
fluctuations in T and RH, a moisture gra-
dient develops in the material as well as a 
temperature gradient. As we have seen in 
the previous section above, this phenome-
non has not been studied to any great de-
gree, but the focus has been on the max-
imum forces that can arise between two 
equilibrium states.  Moisture gradients are, 
however, highly relevant in connection 
with intermittent heating. In recent years, 
many researchers have become interested 
in studying the internal forces that can arise 
in wooden objects because of  moisture 
gradients. The problem is highly complex 
and some factors that must be taken into 
account in analysing these forces are the 
moisture transport inside the material, the 
rate of  diffusion in the surface layer, and 
the mechanical properties of  the material. 
All these properties are dependent on both 
T and RH. The moisture transport at the 
surface is also affected by air movements. 

Wood is furthermore anisotropic, which 
means that it moves in different directions 
to different degrees. A further complication 
is the difficulty of  measuring the moisture 
content at different depths in a material.

Olstad & Haugen (2007) have studied 
whether small movements in the surface 
of  the wood, caused by intermittent heat-
ing, can cause damage to the paint layer. 
Their review of  the research on the re-
sponse time of  different materials, that is 
to say how quickly the materials react to 
changes in T and RH, shows that the sub-
ject has been poorly investigated. Dioni-
si Vici et al. (2006) studied how 4cm thick 
boards of  Poplar (Populus alba) wood re-
acted to step variations in RH, in order to 
understand how panel paintings react to 
fluctuations in indoor climate. The results 
of  the study showed that the boards that 
were given a waterproof  layer on one face 
reacted within minutes to climate fluctua-
tions by changing shape because of  internal 
differences in moisture ratio, while at the 
same time the adaptation to the equilibri-
um moisture content took several weeks. 

Jakiela et al. (2008a) have shown, with the 
aid of  numerical modelling, the distribution 
of  the moisture ratio in wood for the du-
ration of  dynamic moisture sorption and 
desorption, and the intensity of  the forces 
that arise, precisely in order to investigate 
the risk of  damage because of  intermittent 
heating. The numerical modelling was done 
for a solid wood cylinder, imitating the 
symmetry in a sculpture carved from a tree-
trunk. This geometric shape was chosen to 
simulate the instances that give rise to the 
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greatest internal stresses.  The modelling 
results were used to determine which fluc-
tuations in RH give rise to reversible and 
irreversible shape changes respectively. The 
results were compared with measurements 
taken both of  wood samples in the labora-
tory and in situ in a church in Rocca Pietore, 
in northern Italy. Two painted wooden ob-
jects from the church’s altarpiece were ex-
amined, one a head with a diameter of  15.5 
cm, and the other a finger with a diameter of  
0.5 cm. Acoustic emission was used to mea-
sure stress levels in the objects, and dimen-
sional changes were measured with laser in-
struments (Jakiela et al. 2008b; Bratasz et al. 
2007a). The results of  these studies point to 
the possibility of  using numerical modelling 
as a method for determining safe limits for 
fluctuations in RH and T. This does, how-
ever, require the model to be developed and 
validated by means of  more experiments. 

An important precondition for simulation 
modelling of  objects is that one has the 
correct input data. These data can be diffi-
cult to obtain using non-destructive meth-
ods, but one practicable approach is to car-
ry out tests on replicas of  historic objects. 
Allegretti & Raffaelli (2008) examined the 
moisture-transporting properties for dif-
ferent historic paint treatments on wood 
using this procedure. The results of  their 
investigations could be used to, inter alia, 
simulate the effect of  a fluctuating indoor 
climate. One circumstance that complicates 
the simulation of  deformation and damage 
in old, painted wooden objects is that, un-
like newly made objects, old objects have 
often developed cracks which greatly af-
fect the moisture and heat transport as well 

as the intensity of  the stresses that occur.

In view of  the fact that intermittent heat-
ing is a much-used heating strategy, which 
also brings with it significant energy sav-
ings, there is a need to be able to establish 
safe limits for the fluctuations in T and 
RH. Some key questions in this respect are:

- What heating rate is just right? How long 
can heating continue after the desired 
temperature has been reached? This has 
an impact on both the amount of  ener-
gy consumed and the dimensioning of  
the heating system. Rapid heating in-
creases the risk of  damage because of  
moisture gradients, while slow heating 
increases the risk of  damage because 
thin objects will approach equilibrium.

- Given the complexity of  the prob-
lem, is it possible to arrive at a set of  
criteria that are generally applicable?

- How will the initial RH level affect the 
allowable fluctuations? The dimen-
sional change coefficient is lowest at a 
moisture ratio of  around 50 % RH, so 
the initial moisture ratio in the mate-
rial should be of  decisive importance.

- Is there cumulative material degra-
dation because of  repeated heating 
cycles and to what degree has the ob-
ject adapted through deformation? 
Is there a risk of  material fatigue?

The knowledge we have today is not 
sufficient to enable us to answer these 
questions. In order to find an optimal 
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compromise between comfort, preser-
vation and energy-saving, more research 
is required on the effect of  intermit-
tent heating on objects and buildings.

4.2. Low temperatures

Many historic buildings in Scandinavia are 
not used in the winter. Consequently, climate 
management during the cold period can only 
be done based on the needs of  the objects 
and the building. Figure 5 shows the climate 
over the course of  a year for an unheated 
wooden church in the far north of  Sweden. 
The indoor climate in winter is typical of  
an unheated building, cold and damp. For a 
large part of  the winter, there are below-zero 
temperatures inside the building. The ques-
tion is to what extent this climate gives rise 
to mechanical damage, and how the risk of  
damage can be reduced through climate con-
trol? The current recommendations are fre-
quently for a lower temperature limit, aimed 

at improving the preventive conservation cli-
mate, which makes the question interesting 
from an energy-saving point of  view, since 
energy consumption is proportionate to 
the temperature difference between outside 
and inside. Low temperatures also reduce 
the rate of  chemical degradation, which for 
some materials can be extremely important. 

The effect of  low temperatures on museum 
objects has primarily been studied in connec-
tion with fighting insect infestations, when 
objects have been subjected to very low tem-
peratures for short periods in order to kill 
pests. A review of  the literature on how this 
affects objects has been undertaken by Carr-
lee (2003). One important detail in this con-
nection is that the wooden objects that under-
go low-temperature treatment are wrapped 
in close-fitting polythene bags, which reduces 
the amount of  available moisture that can 
condense in the material. This is a decisive 
difference compared with the objects in a 
cooled building. Composite objects made of  
different materials with different thermal ex-
pansion coefficients run the risk of  damage 
in the event of  temperature fluctuations. This 
effect should be negligible compared with 
the moisture-related dimensional changes in 
the case of  objects that have contact with 
ambient air (Mecklenburg & Tumosa 1991).

One of  the factors that influence the ef-
fect of  temperature on different materials is 
glass transition temperature (Tg). This is the 
temperature at which polymers and organic 
materials transition from a less hard state at 
higher temperatures to a harder and more 
brittle state at lower temperatures. This hap-
pens at the same time as the material shrinks. 

Figure 5. An unheated church in northern Swe-
den. The curves show temperature and relative humidi-
ty in the central part of  the church for a period of  one year.
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Tg is affected by different factors; for exam-
ple, age can increase Tg, while slow cooling 
can lower Tg. Elastic deformation normally 
occurs only when the temperature exceeds 
Tg (Carrlee 2003). Mecklenburg & Tumosa 
(1999) take the view that damage that occurs 
in painted objects may well be attributable 
to low temperatures because paint materials 
often have a relatively high Tg. Where tem-
peratures are lower than Tg, objects are par-
ticularly sensitive to mechanical forces that 
arise from handling. One factor that should 
be able to balance this out is that low tem-
perature often coincides with high RF and 
thus a high moisture ratio in the material. 
Since most materials become more flexi-
ble at a higher moisture ratio, this reduces 
the risk of  mechanical damage somewhat. 

The risk that objects will suffer frost damage 
as a result of  low temperatures is often men-
tioned as an argument in support of  main-
taining an above-zero indoor temperature in 
winter.  The amount of  water absorbed by 
the material, the physical phase it is in, and 
how the water is bound to the pore walls 
of  the material determines whether it will 
freeze, expand and thus damage the object. 
The risk that objects will be damaged be-
cause of  frost damage in unheated historic 
buildings is probably very small, however, be-
cause even at very high RH the pores do not 
contain sufficient moisture (Carrlee 2003).

The rate of  diffusion of  water vapour be-
tween the object and the air, like the rate of  
diffusion in the material itself, is highly de-
pendent on temperature. Thus, it takes longer 
for an object to absorb and emit moisture at 
low temperatures, which means that dimen-

sional changes caused by fluctuations in RH 
are not as strong and rapid, as it takes much 
longer for the moisture ratio in the materi-
al to adapt to the surroundings and achieve 
equilibrium moisture content. The way in 
which the internal moisture buffering of  the 
surface is affected by low temperatures, that 
is to say what temperature and moisture gra-
dients will arise, appears largely to be un-re-
searched. Carrlee (2003) claims that most of  
the existing information on the risk of  mois-
ture-related damage occurring at very low 
temperatures is theoretical and extrapolated 
from research done at higher temperatures. 

5. Discussion
While the amount of  research done on the 
risk of  mechanical damage to cultural objects 
caused by fluctuations in temperature (T) 
and relative humidity (RH) is extensive, the 
area of  research itself  is still emerging. For 
certain practical applications, there is no crit-
ical mass of  research on which rational deci-
sion-making ought to be based. Uncovering 
the connection between indoor climate and 
damage to objects is no simple task. Every 
object is unique and has its own history and 
origin and its own climate history. Laborato-
ry tests on individual materials cannot sim-
ply be transferred directly to complex and 
aged artefacts. On the other hand, it can be 
extremely difficult to carry out non-destruc-
tive measurements in the field, especially 
of  the stresses that arise in objects because 
of  a fluctuating indoor climate. Statistical 
studies comparing damage to objects and 
different indoor climates is one alternative 
that has not been tried to any greater extent. 
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tions. The European Climate for Culture 
project (www.climateforculture.eu) uses 
this approach and applies it across all of  
Europe. Instead of  using specific, actual 
buildings, a set of  generic buildings are 
used to transfer outdoor conditions to 
indoor conditions. In this way it is possi-
ble to produce maps of  future climate-in-
duced risks to historic buildings and their 
interiors. The information can be used for 
climate change impact assessment and for 
adaption planning of  the built cultural her-
itage. A significant amount of  uncertainty 
is generated in the process of  combining 
projections of  future climate, building sim-
ulations and damage functions. In this pa-
per we attempt to disaggregate the sources 
of  uncertainty involved in this process.

Climate scenarios describing the future cli-

Abstract
A significant amount of uncertainty is generated in 
the process of combining projections of future climate, 
building simulations and damage functions to pro-
duce risk maps for historic buildings. The objective of 
this paper is to identify and qualitatively describe the 
main uncertainties in the production of such maps. 
The main sources of uncertainty for each modeling 
step are identified. It is concluded that the level of 
uncertainty in risk maps is so high that deterministic 
approaches have severe limitations, and that further 
research is needed to assess the levels of uncertainty in-
troduced by each modelling step.

1. Introduction
Climate change projections and building 
simulations can be combined to produce 
scenarios of  future indoor climates in his-
toric buildings. Risks to the building or 
the interiors related to the indoor environ-
ment can be assessed with damage func-

Paper II. 
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mate are associated with uncertainty, rising 
from inadequate knowledge of  the climate 
system, imperfections in the numerical cli-
mate models and inherent variability in the 
climate system e.g., [1]. Building simulations 
and damage functions do not only propa-
gate uncertainties in the climate scenarios 
but also add new elements of  uncertainty.  

In a review of  probabilistic approach-
es for climate change impact studies on 
buildings, Wilde and Tian [2] conclude 
that although there are strong reasons 
for such studies to be of  probabilistic 
nature, only a few studies consider un-
certainty explicitly. With an unknown, 
but presumably high level of  uncertain-
ty, the results might be practically useless. 

The lifespan of  building services, changes 
in use, interventions to the building enve-
lope and other changes in the building and 
its context play a significant role in long-
term prediction of  building performance. 
These changes may overshadow the im-
pact of  climate change and therefore limit 
the applicability of  climate change impact 
and adaption studies to buildings [2]. His-
toric buildings, particularly if  they are un-
heated, change less in these respects than 
standard commercial or residential build-
ings. Climate change impact and adaption 
studies therefore seem especially useful 
for historic buildings. Generally, cultural 
heritage management aims at preserving 
for the far future, which further motivates 
the study of  the impact of  climate change. 

The approach of  simulating the future in-
door climate of  historic buildings based 

on regional climate projections has been 
used in a number of  recent studies [3–7].  
Essentially these studies present a meth-
od. The uncertainty in the results is not 
dealt with, with the exception of  Lank-
ester and Brimblecombe [5], who com-
pare three different emission scenarios.

If  the propagation of  uncertainties is not 
dealt with there is a risk that data will be 
used in ways that cannot be supported. 
If  uncertainties are obscured in the final 
output and described in a deterministic 
way, decision-makers might come up with 
adaption strategies that are worse than if  
no information had existed [8]. The way 
forward is to address the uncertainties in 
every step by means of  reduction, quantifi-
cation and communication. A natural start-
ing point for this is to analyze the sources 
of  uncertainty throughout the process. 

The objective of  this paper is to iden-
tify and qualitatively describe the 
main uncertainties in the production 
of  risk maps based on predicted in-
door climates and damage functions. 

2. Uncertainty in Risk Maps
Much effort has been made to describe and 
categorize uncertainty in climate change 
impact and adaption studies e.g., [9,10], and 
a consistent and transparent treatment of  
uncertainty is a prioritized task for the cli-
mate change research community e.g., [11]. 
A common division of  the nature of  un-
certainty is between epistemic and aleatory 
uncertainty.  Epistemic uncertainty comes 
from a lack of  knowledge about a process. 
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It could therefore, in theory, be reduced 
with a more complete understanding. In 
practice, it is not always possible to reduce 
the uncertainty of  complex systems, such 
as the global climate. Aleatory uncertainty, 
also known as stochastic uncertainty, orig-
inates from randomness in nature and the 
inherent variability in systems. The word 
aleatory is derived from the Latin word for 
die, ālea, and the randomness in a closed 
system such as a pair of  dice illustrates this 
kind of  uncertainty. Aleatory uncertainty 
cannot be reduced; it is a property of  the 
phenomenon being studied. Refsgaard et 
al. [9] suggest a third kind of  uncertainty, 
ambiguity, which ‘results from the pres-
ence of  multiple ways of  understanding 
or interpreting a system’. To some extent, 
it is possible to represent both epistemic 
and aleatory uncertainties with probabili-
ties; this is not the case with ambiguity. Ul-
timately all kinds of  uncertainty stem from 
a lack of  knowledge, and in practice there 
is no clear division between the different 
natures of  uncertainty discussed here. 

The uncertainty cascade of  producing risk 
maps is shown step-by-step in figure 1. 
The sources of  uncertainty in each step 
will be discussed in the following sections.

2.1. Uncertainty in forcing conditions

Changing concentrations of  greenhouse 
gases and aerosols in the atmosphere lead 
to changing radiative properties of  the at-
mosphere. Changing land use has an im-
pact on surface albedo and surface heat 
and water fluxes. Changes in the intensity 
of  solar radiation and large volcanic erup-

tions also have an impact on the climate. 
Historically, it is clear that anthropogenic 
forcing agents have dominated over the 
last centuries and that the result is global 
warming [12]. The uncertainties are com-
paratively small concerning the influence 
of  greenhouse gases while they are much 
larger for the aerosol forcing and also, rel-
atively, for changes in the solar insolation.

For the future, uncertainties in the forcing 
conditions are related to all of  the forc-
ing agents mentioned above. Emission 
scenarios like the ones suggested in  the 
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios 
(SRES) [13] from the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change, or  the more 
recent Representative Concentration Path-
way (RCP) scenarios [14] all include a large 
number of  different possible pathways 
into the future and there is no judgement 
about their likelihood. The SRES scenar-
ios do not include mitigation scenarios, 
while the RCP scenarios do. Hence, the 
total uncertainty range is in fact somewhat 

Figure 1. The uncertainty cascade in risk maps.
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larger in the newer RCP scenarios. These 
scenarios pertain only to the anthropogen-
ic forcing agents; changes in solar forcing 
and volcanic activity are not included. 

2.2. Uncertainty in climate models

Climate models are highly complex numer-
ical models of  the climate system. Due to 
limitations in computer power, the mod-
els cannot resolve all relevant processes 
and those that are included are often de-
scribed in a simplified way. Horizontal grid 
spacing of  typically 100-300 km in global 
models and 10-50 km in regional models 
implies that phenomena at smaller scales, 
including for instance clouds and turbu-
lence, cannot be treated explicitly in the 
models. Instead, they need to be described 
by large-scale parameters that are available 
in the models. This is referred to as param-
eterization and is one of  the main sources 
of  errors in the climate models. Other un-
certainties are related to the fact that we do 
not know how the climate system works 
in all its details. Also, all relevant process-
es may not be included due to computa-
tional limitations. For instance, it is only 
recently that carbon-cycle models have 
been coupled to climate models with a po-
tentially strong impact on the results [15].

As a result of  differences in their for-
mulation, different climate models will 
project slightly different climates. This 
is true both in today’s climate but also 
in future and past climates. Differences 
between models result in both different 
long-term global average conditions and 
different regional details in the climate, 

including extreme conditions. Further-
more, different climate models respond 
differently to changing forcing conditions. 

2.3. Uncertainty related to internal variability

The climate is highly variable with varia-
tions at many different time scales. Part of  
the variability is driven by changes in ex-
ternal forcing as described above (e.g., vol-
canoes, solar irradiation, etc.). But, even 
if  there is no external forcing, the climate 
will undergo changes. Such variability is re-
ferred to as internal variability and it can be 
associated with different phenomena such 
as the El-Nino affecting a large part of  the 
Pacific Ocean and surrounding continents 
e.g.,[16]; or the North-Atlantic Oscillation 
that has a profound impact on weath-
er and climate in much of  Europe [17]. 

As climate models are designed to sim-
ulate the climate system they also in-
clude internal climate variability e.g.,[18]. 
An implication of  this is that in simula-
tions when external forcing is changing 
over time, as in the twentieth and twen-
ty-first centuries, there is a component 
of  internal variability that is part of  the 
overall climate change signal. In some 
cases such internal variability can ampli-
fy the externally driven climate change 
signal and in some cases it can reduce it.

Climate model integrations often span the 
time range from c. 1850 to 2100, thus in-
cluding both historical changes and a fu-
ture scenario. Starting conditions in 1850 
are taken from a control integration with 
the same model run for several hundred 
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years with constant pre-industrial forc-
ing. These starting conditions will differ 
from the state of  the real climate system 
at that time. This, in turn, means that the 
internal variability in the model integra-
tion will not be in phase with that of  the 
real climate system. Another experiment 
with different starting conditions will not 
be in phase with the first one and the dif-
ferences between these simulations can 
be taken as a measure of  the uncertainty 
related to internal variability. Recent find-
ings indicate that the contribution of  in-
ternal variability may account for at least 
half  of  the inter-model spread in pro-
jected climate trends during 2005-2060 
in the multi-model ensemble used in the 
fourth assessment report by the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change [19]

2.4. Uncertainty in building simulations

Based on projected future outdoor climate 
and building properties, the future indoor 
climate is predicted through building sim-
ulation. The simulation model can be more 
or less complex, ranging from whole build-
ing simulations to linear functions based 
on a statistical analysis of  measurements. 

Whole hygrothermal building simula-
tions with large datasets are time-con-
suming and it is unrealistic to perform 
them for all locations that can be han-
dled by regional climate models. A short-
cut is to use rather simple transfer func-
tions, which give the indoor climate 
as a function of  the outdoor climate.

Lankester and Brimblecombe use a linear 
function [3,5]

y=a+bx  where 

y = indoor temperature or mixing ratio
x = outdoor temperature or mixing ratio
a, b = regression coefficients determined 
for each month

This transfer function gave a reliable es-
timate for temperatures but for relative 
humidity the estimate was less reliable. 
Bratasz et al. [4] also use the same kind 
of  transfer function but they introduce a 
time delay for temperature. Nik et al. [20] 
show that the hygrothermal conditions 
inside four attics in Sweden are com-
plex non-linear functions of  the outdoor 
conditions, i.e., the variability inside does 
not follow the outside variability. A lin-
ear transfer function would consequent-
ly not be able to model this behavior. 

The linear fit methodology provides a 
first-level approximation but there are 
other methods that better reproduce hys-
teresis cycles, especially the daily one. In 
an approach used by Camuffo et al. [21] 
the forcing factor is an external (dai-
ly or seasonal) temperature cycle, and 
the indoor temperature is obtained by 
means of   a conduction heat transfer 
based on the heat diffusion equation in 
Cartesian coordinates. The method re-
sults in a time-dependent equation that 
expresses the heat flux in terms of  the 
current temperature and the past histo-
ries of  both temperature and heat flux.
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Huijbregts et al. [6] use the building sim-
ulation model HAMBase to calculate the 
indoor climate from the predicted outdoor 
climate. The model gives a good agree-
ment with measured values for tempera-
ture. For relative humidity the agreement 
is better than for the simple transfer func-
tions, but there is still a significant error.

To produce risk maps it is advantageous 
to use generic building types for the 
simulation of  indoor climates. One ge-
neric building type is supposed to rep-
resent a category of  actual buildings, an 
approach previously used by Crawley 
[22]. Although this methodology seems 
to have potential, it has not been wide-
ly used and the common approach is to 
use selected case study buildings [2]. 

Essentially, there are three sources of  un-
certainty in building simulation, irrespective 
of  the complexity of  the used model [23]: 

1) Specification uncertainty due to discrepan-
cies between the building and the model. 
In general, this uncertainty is higher for 
historic buildings as the composition of  
the building envelope might not be known 
and the physical properties of  old building 
materials vary more within and between 
buildings. The use of  generic building 
types for simulation introduces a high 
level of  specification uncertainty. The lev-
el of  this uncertainty is a matter of  how 
well the types represent actual buildings. 
It can be reduced with the use of  a larg-
er set of  generic buildings, thereby better 
representing groups of  actual buildings. 

2) Modeling uncertainty due to deficiencies 
in the model itself. This includes uncer-
tainty of  microclimates in the building. 
The level of  modeling uncertainty with 
transfer functions is higher than for whole 
building simulations. Nik et al. [20] stud-
ied the effect of  climate change on typ-
ical Swedish attics. They showed that 
the difference between three different 
emission scenarios was insignificant for 
the risk of  mould growth. Interestingly, 
this could be explained with the higher 
shortwave radiation intensity of  the low 
emission scenario that showed less cloud 
than the other scenarios. With the use of  
a simpler model, omitting solar radiation, 
this effect would have been obscured. 

3) Scenario uncertainty due to uncertainties 
about external conditions, such as climate 
conditions and changes to the building or 
the use of  the building. Included in this 
category is the conversion of  data from 
climate projections to the temporal and 
spatial resolution needed for building sim-
ulation, usually hourly values for a given 
location. Climate model projections de-
liver values representative of  an area, 
which have to be downscaled to a specif-
ic location. This additional downscaling 
adds further uncertainty, which can be 
high, particularly for locations with com-
plex topography. In a long-term perspec-
tive, changes can be expected in the use 
of  a building, in climate-control systems 
and in the building envelope. Any model 
validated for the present conditions will 
thus be more or less valid for the future. 

In summary, it is clear that the use of  ge-
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neric buildings and transfer functions, 
as opposed to real buildings and whole 
building simulations, introduces more un-
certainty. Despite the added uncertainty it 
seems as if  this approach is the most via-
ble option for the production of  risk maps. 
By comparing case-study buildings with 
generic buildings, as well as transfer func-
tions with whole building simulations, it 
would be possible to assess the difference. 

2.5. Uncertainty in damage functions

In this paper we use the term damage 
function to describe a quantitative ex-
pression of  cause and effect relation-
ships between environmental factors 
and material change. We suggest that 
uncertainties in damage functions orig-
inate from three fundamental sources:

1) Input uncertainty. This is uncertainty of  
the properties of  objects as well as uncer-
tainty of  input data. Many damage func-
tions are based on the behavior of  one sin-
gle material and are not representative of  
the wide variety of  forms in which differ-
ent materials are found in heritage objects. 
For example, the material ‘paper’ could be 
old, new, acid, alkaline, have high or low 
lignin content and be in the form of  a 
single sheet or a book.  All these factors 
would affect the response, but they may 
not be included in the damage function. 

The uncertainty of  input data arises from 
uncertainties in measured or predict-
ed data. One problem is the formation 
of  microclimates, i.e., the climate might 
differ significantly within a room and 

therefore not be representative for the 
deterioration mechanism of  concern. An-
other problem is that in hygroscopic ma-
terials several deterioration mechanisms 
e.g., swelling-shrinking, hydrolysis, corro-
sion, mould growth, hydration and min-
eral transformation, depend on moisture 
content. However, as moisture content 
is difficult to measure, relative humidity 
is often used as a proxy in damage func-
tions. In reality the relationship between 
moisture content and relative humidity is 
dynamic, characterized by cycles and fluc-
tuations and the temperature of  an object 
is not the same as the air temperature. In 
addition, heat diffuses faster than moisture 
in hygroscopic materials, causing internal 
unbalances under dynamic conditions.

2) Deficiencies of  the function itself  and the 
natural variability of  the deterioration pro-
cess. There might be synergistic effects 
that are not included in the function. 
This uncertainty is rarely quantified but 
it should be possible to produce proba-
bilistic damage functions in many cases. 

3) The interpretation of  the output, i.e., the pre-
dicted material change. This is a significant 
source of  uncertainty due to ambiguity. 
Most damage functions will only predict 
a relative change. If  generic buildings are 
used this is not necessarily problematic, 
as there are no actual objects for which 
absolute damage could be predicted. 
Furthermore, it is uncertain to what ex-
tent a material change will be interpret-
ed as damage; it is by nature subjective. 

The significance of  uncertainties in the 
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predicted indoor climate resulting from cli-
mate projections and building simulation 
will vary for different types of  cause-effect 
relationships, as these are not equally sensi-
tive to variability or extreme climatic events. 

The type of  relationship that is most 
straightforward to model with a damage 
function is one where the effect can be 
expressed as the product of  the intensi-
ty of  a physical variable and its duration, 
which is known as a dose-response rela-
tionship. One example is colour fading 
which depends on the product of  light 
intensity and time. Most deterioration 
mechanisms are not strict dose-response 
relationships although there may be cu-
mulative effects over time. Some of  these 
can be described with relatively simple 
functions depending on one or more 
variables. One example is the chemical 
deterioration of  paper due to cellulose 
hydrolysis, which can be approximate-
ly predicted by combinations of  relative 
humidity levels and temperature resulting 
in the same relative rate of  deterioration.

When the cause-effect relationship is nei-
ther a dose-response, nor a simple function 
of  one or more physical variables, the prob-
lem is more complex. Furthermore, the 
functional variables might be mixed and in-
volve synergisms. In these cases it becomes 
more difficult to mathematically describe 
the relationship with a damage function. 

An example of  one such complex cause-ef-
fect relationship is mould germination and 
growth. Most models use a combination 
of  relative humidity, temperature and time 

for prediction e.g., [24]. The germination 
of  mould is a threshold phenomenon and 
therefore sensitive to extreme conditions 
for a limited period of  time. Mould growth, 
on the other hand, is cumulative. Although 
it is not well established how variability in 
temperature and relative humidity affect 
mould, it has been shown that fluctuat-
ing relative humidity decreases growth of  
mould also in relation to cumulative time at 
relative humidity levels that permit growth 
at constant moisture conditions[25]. 

Given the fundamental differences in 
time-dependency and cumulative effects 
between different damage functions 
it seems plausible that uncertainties in 
predicted indoor climates will play dif-
ferent roles for different types of  func-
tions. For example, uncertainty about 
variability and extreme events will be 
of  less concern for cellulose hydroly-
sis than mould germination and growth. 

Further research is needed to estab-
lish the sensitivity of  damage func-
tions in relation to upstream uncer-
tainties. With the current state of  
knowledge this is more or less guesswork.

This overview has pointed at possible 
sources of  uncertainty in damage func-
tions but not discussed their magnitude. 
Although the sources are many, it is not 
the case that most damage functions are 
saturated with uncertainty. Many damage 
functions which are derived from labora-
tory work perform well when tested on 
heritage objects in a museum environment.   
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3. Discussion 
As shown in the previous section, there 
are significant uncertainties introduced at 
each modeling step in the production of  
risk maps. The sources of  uncertainty and 
their dominating nature are summarized in 
table 1. The relative levels of  these uncer-
tainties and how they propagate through 
the process to produce risk maps are to 
a large extent unknown.  Furthermore, 
little is known about how important this 
gap in knowledge is for the final assess-
ment of  risk maps, both in the case of  es-
timated impact and for adaption planning. 
A common definition of  risk is probabil-
ity times consequence. Actually the term 
risk map is misleading for the type of  
map discussed in this paper, if  the aspect 
of  probability or likelihood is excluded.  

An intuitive direction of  research to 
bridge this gap would be to quantify un-
certainties for the whole chain. In this 
vein, Tian and Wilde [26] outline the 
methodological steps needed for a proba-
bilistic treatment of  building performance 
in relation to climate projections, based 
on global sensitivity analysis. This meth-
odology could be extended to include 
damage functions. As mentioned above, 
there is a need for sensitivity analysis to 
analyze how damage functions are affect-
ed by upstream uncertainties from cli-
mate projections and building simulation. 

The use of  building simulation and damage 
functions as an extension to climate pro-
jections is a top-down approach where the 
output is a predicted value (with the pos-
sibility to add a probability range). There 

Modelling step Major source of uncertainty Dominating nature of 
uncertainty

Forcing conditions Socio-economic pathways Ambiguity, epistemic

Climate models Model deficiencies Epistemic

Internal variability Randomness in nature Aleatory, epistemic

Building simulations

Specification Epistemic

Model Epistemic

Scenario Ambiguity, epistemic

Damage functions

Input Epistemic

Deficiencies of the function Epistemic, aleatory

Interpretation Ambiguity

Table 1. The major sources of  uncertainty for each modeling step in the production of  risk maps and the 
dominating nature of  uncertainty for each source. Adapted from [9].
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is a possibility to use a bottom-up process 
instead, where intolerable risk is expressed 
as a combination of  thresholds for differ-
ent climatic parameters. The likelihood of  
exceeding these thresholds would then be 
analyzed and used for risk assessment [27]. 

However, it is only possible to quanti-
fy a limited part of  the whole uncertain-
ty range, as shown in figure 2.  In effect, 
there will always be a large amount of  
residual uncertainty left, despite the best 
efforts of  research. Whereas aleatory and 
epistemic uncertainty can be quantified to 
some extent, ambiguity is not amenable to 
quantification at all. From the summary in 
table 1 it is evident that there are import-
ant sources of  uncertainty in risk maps, 
which are by nature ambiguous. As point-
ed out by Dessai and Hulme [28], uncer-
tainties about future climate change will 
always be subjective and conditional, and 
further research might actually increase 
uncertainty as new unknown uncertain-
ties are discovered. This is a strong argu-
ment that adaption planning should not 
rely on increasingly precise predictions, 
i.e., reduced uncertainty. Instead, adap-

tion measures could be implemented that 
are robust for a range of  possible future 
climates and states of  the world [29, 30].

All risk management decisions, and con-
sequently all adaption planning decisions, 
do not require the same level of  treat-
ment of  uncertainty; sometimes best-es-
timates or worst cases are sufficient for 
decision-making [31]. The use of  worst 
cases is widely used for decision-making in 
preventive conservation, and many dam-
age functions are based on this concept. 
Even though worst cases are appealing 
because of  the intuitive ease with which 
they seem to inform decision-making, they 
are most useful in the case of  a negative 
result, i.e., that climate change will not 
matter for the object under consideration. 
However, this result will be obvious if  a 
wider range of  probability distributions 
are considered.  Furthermore, it is not an 
easy task to define the worst case given the 
many modeling steps needed to produce 
risk maps. For each modeling step some 
moderation of  the worst case is need-
ed in order to ignore extremely unlikely 
outcomes.  This moderation results in a 

Figure 2. The relationship between damage projections, a projected range and a total range of  uncertain-
ty. Adapted from [10].
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quasi-worst case that represents a trunca-
tion of  the probability distribution. Both 
quasi-worst cases and best-estimates can 
be problematic when used for policy de-
cisions [31, 32]. The limited resources 
available for cultural heritage make trade-
offs between risks a necessity, and such 
trade-offs are best done in a risk manage-
ment framework where the overall mag-
nitudes of  different risks are compared.

A final question is how risk maps should be 
designed and selected, given the high lev-
el of  uncertainty involved. To answer this 
question, there is a need to define who the 
likely end-users are. If  politicians are the 
intended audience it may be necessary to 
conceive a few generic risk combinations 
that summarize changes due to climate 
change. Conservation students would want 
as many maps devoted to hazard-materi-
al interaction as possible. The stakehold-
er with administrative responsibility for a 
given site or group of  sites would prob-
ably not need the generalized output of  a 
map but require specific data about that 
one location, as maps only can give gen-
eralized views over large geographic areas. 

Despite the many challenges ahead, it 
should be the aim of  research to assess 
the relative importance of  different uncer-
tainties and to communicate uncertainties 
effectively to decision-makers [33]. How 
uncertainties should be communicated 
in risk maps is a further topic of  study. 
Effective communication of  uncertain-
ty is a challenging task, even when full 
probability distributions are known [34].

4. Conclusion 
The objective of  this paper was to iden-
tify and qualitatively describe the main 
uncertainties in the production of  risk 
maps based on predicted indoor cli-
mates and damage functions. The main 
sources of  uncertainty in each step of  
the modeling process were disaggregated 
and discussed. The key findings are that:

- the level of  uncertainty in risk maps is 
so high that deterministic approaches have 
severe limitations. As an alternative, uncer-
tainty could be addressed by the use of  a 
probabilistic approach. However, there will 
always be a significant amount of  residu-
al uncertainty that cannot be quantified.

- each modeling step introduce significant 
uncertainty, and the relative levels of  these 
uncertainties need to be further studied. 

Although the final level of  uncertainty 
in risk maps will be high regardless of  
whether a deterministic or a probabi-
listic approach is used, risk maps based 
on state-of-the-art scientific knowledge 
are valuable as indicators of  future risks 
to cultural heritage and they will play an 
important role in informing mitigation 
and adaption planning at different levels.
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Paper III. 

reduce the mould risk, conservation heating and/or 
dehumidification would be needed. 

Keywords
Indoor climate, risk assessment, historic buildings, 
museums 

1. Introduction 
Skokloster castle, located on a peninsula 
in Lake Mälaren north of  Stockholm is 
a heavy stone and brick building, com-
pleted in 1767 see fig. 1. The impressive 
four-storey building forms a quadran-
gle around a central courtyard with oc-
tagonal towers in each corner. An inner 
corridor, which is in direct connection 
with outdoor air through the staircases, 
connects the rooms. The castle is built 
with brick walls on a granite foundation. 
The façade is rendered and has lead-
glass windows with limited air tightness. 

The indoor climate in Skokloster castle
Tor Broström and Gustaf Leijonhufvud

Published in Historical buildings as museums: Systems for climate 
control and heritage preservation. Edited by Davide Del Curto, 

84–93. Firenze: Nardini Editore.

Abstract 
Skokloster castle is a heavy stone and brick building 
without any active climatization. It houses a large col-
lection of artefacts shown in their historic environme-
nt without any showcases. The objective of this study is 
to analyse the indoor climate, make a risk assessment 
and to propose interventions to improve the indoor cli-
mate with respect to the long term preservation of the 
collection. Relative humidity and temperature have 
been monitored within the castle for more than one 
year. Air exchange in selected rooms has been measured 
quarterly using diffusive sampling. The indoor clima-
te is characterized by extremely low temperatures and 
high relative humidity in the winter. Even though the 
building does reduce the effect of outdoor variations, 
the variations in the indoor climate are larger than 
one would prefer in a museum. The primary risks as-
sociated with the indoor climate are mould growth, 
mechanical damages and chemical degradation. The 
variations in RH can be reduced by enhancing the ef-
fective hygrothermal inertia of the building through a 
reduction of the air exchange. In order to substantially 
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The castle is open for visi-
tors mainly during the summer

The castle contains about 50000 objects, 
mainly from the 17th century. Of  these are 
about 20000 in the library on the fourth 
floor. “Wrangel’s Armoury”, also on the 
fourth floor, contains about 2000 objects, 
mostly weapons, but also ethnographic 
and natural history artefacts. In addition to 
these collections, the castle is extravagantly 
furnished with stucco ceilings, woven tap-
estries, furniture and works of  art. Since 
1716 a detailed catalogue of  the artefacts 
room by room has been kept, including 
comments on the condition of  the arte-
facts. The artefacts are shown in their his-
toric environment without any showcases.

The indoor climate and the collection 
at Skokloster castle have been under 
observation for centuries. It is wide-
ly known as a building with stable in-
door climate and a relatively good indoor 
climate with respect to preservation. 

In many rooms there are open fireplaces 
and ovens, but the upper floors have had 
practically no heating for 300 years. Now-
adays, some rooms in the ground floor are 
heated all year round, but apart from this no 
active climatisation in the castle. An excep-
tion is a small electric heater that was put 
in the library after an outbreak of  mould. 
On the upper floors, the doors are closed 
and opened to control air exchange and 
curtains are used to control solar radiation.

The objective of  this study is to: 

- Make a quantitative description 
and analysis of  the indoor climate,

- Assess the indoor climate  in rela-
tion to major risks to the collection,

- Understand how building prop-
erties and outdoor climate varia-
tions influence the indoor climate,

- Propose interventions to improve the 
indoor climate with respect to the long 
term preservation of  the collection.

This is first step in a series of  investigations 
aiming to facilitate a long term sustainable 
management of  the castle and to generate 
more knowledge on low energy climate 
control strategies for this type of  buildings.

Fig. 1. Skokloster castle. The rooms are numbered in the 
same way on all floors, e.g. room 2A is situated under room 
3A.
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2. Method 
In order to describe the indoor climate 
with high resolution, relative humidity and 
temperature have been monitored within 
the castle for more than one year. Air ex-
change in selected rooms has been mea-
sured quarterly using diffusive sampling. 
All events in the castle that may influence 
the indoor climate, such as the use of  cur-
tains and the opening of  doors to enhance 
air circulation, have been logged daily. 

Measurements have been made in 44 lo-
cations covering 27 rooms. Most of  the 
loggers were placed in the middle of  the 
room at a height of  1,8m. In the present 
analysis, the heated rooms on the bottom 
floor were excluded. The following twelve 
rooms on floors 2 - 4 were selected, 2A, 
2K, 2R, 3A, 3K, 3R, 4A, 4C, 4K,4R (Fig. 1).

Starting June 2008, temperature and rel-
ative humidity is logged every hour. The 
present investigation is focused on data 
for one year: August 2008 until July 2009. 

Gemini data loggers of  type Tinytag 2 Plus 
were used with a recording interval of  one 
hour. The loggers were new and factory cal-
ibrated within the following specifications:

Resolution: 0,01 °C / RH <0,3 %, 

Inaccuracy: 0,45 °C /  RH 3 %. 

For RH, the logger has an estimated time 
constant of  25 minutes. 

The temperature sensors were not 
shielded, thus the recorded values will 

Fig. 2. RH in room 2A compared to outdoors.

Fig. 3. AH in room 2A compared to outdoors.
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reflect the operative temperature in-
cluding radiative effects of  the walls.

For the outdoor measurements, a Testo 
6681 transmitter with a Testo 6614 heat-
ed probe was used to eliminate conden-
sation problems at low temperatures. At 
some times, RH outdoor values may have 
been influenced by indirect heating from 
the sun. The outdoor measurements have 
been compared to data from the weather 
station in Uppsala 20 km north of  Skok-
loster, provided by the Swedish Meteo-
rological and Hydrological Institute. No 
major differences were found.  Measure-
ments of  wind speed are from the weath-
er station in Uppsala Air exchange was 
measured using a tracer gas test accord-
ing to NORDTEST Standard VVS118. 

3. The present indoor climate in 
Skokloster castle
Fig. 2-4 shows time series of  temperature 
(T), relative humidity (RH) and absolute 
humidity by volume (AH) in room 2A, se-
lected to be representative for the whole 
building. It can be seen that all three param-
eters follow both the seasonal and short 
term variations of  the outdoor climate but 
that the building does reduce the effect of  
short term outdoor variations significantly. 
It does appear as if  T is more stable than 
RH and this is also verified by a statistical 
analysis. However T readings are influenced 
by the walls, as mentioned above, and there-
fore can be expected to be more stable.

Fig. 5 shows statistics for RH in 12 rooms 
from floors 2, 3 and 4 and outdoors. RH 

Fig. 4. T in room 2A compared to outdoors.

Fig. 5. RH in twelve selected rooms: seasonal range (light grey), 
range of  30 day moving average (dark grey). The line in the 
middle of  each bar is the seasonal average.
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is on an average 9 % lower inside than 
outside; the annual average RH of  all 
rooms is 70 % as compared to 79 % out-
side. Going back to fig. 2 it can be seen 
that RH in the room is lower through-
out the year. In the wintertime this is 
due to heat dissipating from the heated 
rooms on the first floor. In the summer, 
solar radiation is the most likely cause.

An analysis of  the variations in RH 
confirms that the variations inside 
are reduced as compared to the out-
door climate and that there are consid-
erable differences among the rooms.

The hourly values show that:

- For all rooms, the average sea-

sonal variation inside is 48 % 
as compared to 85 % outside. 

- The annual average RH among the 
rooms varies between 66 and 74 %. 

- The minimum values of  RH are 
in the range of  33 to 56 %, with 
an average among the rooms of  
43% as compared to 15 % outside. 

- The maximum values of  RH are in the 
range of  87 to 97 %, with an average 
of  91 % as compared to 100 % outside. 

In order to describe the seasonal variations, 
excluding the effect of  short term varia-
tions, a moving 30 day average was used:

- The average seasonal varia-
tion among the rooms is 23 % 
as compared to 34 % outside. 

- The minimum RH inside is in the 
range of  54 to 66 % with an average 
of  59 % as compared to 58 % outside.  

- The maximum RH inside is in the 
range of  75 and 87 %, with an average 
of  82 % as compared to 92 % outside. 

Fig. 6 shows maximum variations in 
RH for 24 hours and one week respec-
tively during one year. The variations 
are remarkably high and there is a con-
siderable difference among the rooms. 

- The 24 hour variations are in the range 
of  10 – 28 %, with an average of  19 
%, as compared to 59 % outside. 

- The weekly variation is in the range 
of  17 – 38 %, with an average of  27 
%, as compared to 67% outside. 

Fig. 6. Maximum variations in RH recorded for 24 hours and 
one week respectively during one year for 12 selected rooms.
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Fig. 7 shows statistics for T for the 12 se-
lected rooms.

- The average T of  all rooms is 9,2 °C as com-
pared to the outdoor average of  6,7 °C. 

- Among the rooms the average T 
varies between 8,0 and 10,2 °C. 

- The minimum values of  T are in the 
range of  -7,4 to -3,6 °C, with an average 
of  -5,5 as compared to -15 °C outside. 

- The maximum values of  T are in the 
range of  23 to 29 °C, with an average 
of  25 as compared to 35 °C outside. 

Fig. 8 shows statistics for AH in the 12 rooms. 

- The average AH of  all rooms 
is 6,6 g/m3  as compared to the 
outdoor average of  6,3 g/m3. 

- Among the rooms the average AH 
varies between 6,5 and 6,8 g/m3. 

- The minimum values of  AH are 
in the range of  1,7 to 2,0 as com-
pared to 1,5 g/m3 outdoors. 

- The maximum values of  AH are in 
the range of  13,2 to 14,2 g/m3 as 
compared to 15,9 g/m3 outdoors. 

As compared to other masonry buildings in 
the region, the moisture surplus, in terms 
of  AH, in the building is low. This would 
indicate that there is very little moisture 
added to the building from the ground or 
driving rain in relation to the air exchange.

The graphs above show that there are sig-
nificant differences in the indoor climate 
among the rooms. Table 1 shows average 
values for January and July in the 12 rooms, 
divided by floor and orientation. Rooms fac-
ing south are slightly warmer, resulting in a 

Fig. 7. The seasonal range of  T in twelve selected rooms. 
The line in the middle of  each bar is the seasonal average

Fig. 8. The seasonal range of  AH in twelve selected rooms. 
The line in the middle of  each bar is the seasonal average.
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lower RH in the summer but not in the win-
ter. In the winter the second floor is slightly 
warmer and drier than the other due to heat 
dissipating from the heated rooms on the 
first floor. During the winter, the average 
temperature on the third and fourth floors 
are practically the same as the outdoor tem-
perature. In the summer the indoor tempera-
tures are significantly higher than outdoors.

January July

RH (%) T (°C) RH (%) T (°C)

Facing south 80 -1,1 60 21,9

Facing north 80 -1,9 65 20,7

2nd floor 77 -0,9 65 20,8

3rd floor 81 -1,7 60 21,7

4th floor 83 -1,9 63 21,0

Outdoors 88 -1,8 73 18,7

Table 1. Average RH and T during January 
and July.

Horizontal gradients were measured in 
rooms 2A and 2R. Within the rooms, the 
microclimate was rather homogeneous 
throughout the year, with a maximum tem-
perature difference (∆T) of  less than 0,5 ºC, 
and with no significant difference of  AH. 

Surface T on the inside of  exterior walls 
has been measured in five rooms. ∆T 
between the wall and air were generally 
small. The differences in a south-facing 
room (4K) and a north-facing room (2V) 
are shown in figure 9. In the north facing 
room the average wall surface temperature 
was 0,6 ºC lower than the average room 
air temperature. For the south facing 
room there was no difference in the aver-
age temperatures of  wall and air. In both 
rooms, ∆T stays within ±1°C most of  the 
time.  ∆T was more stable over the year 
on the north side than on the south side. 

The air change rate per hour, ACH 
was measured in room 2A and room 
3R during four periods. The results are 
shown in table 2 Outdoor average wind 
speed and the temperature difference 
between indoor and outdoor are also 
presented as these are the main driv-
ing forces for the infiltration. Room 
2A has a volume of  530 m3, 3R 350 m3.

The ACH in both rooms is in the range 
of  0,4- 0,6. Measurements in adjacent 
rooms confirm that the overall ACH in 
rooms on the first and second floor at 
Skokloster are around 0,5 with the ex-
ception that rooms in the corner towers 
have a much larger ACH. There is not 
enough data to establish a general correla-

Fig. 9. Temperature differences between wall and room air on 
a north facing wall in room 2V and on a south facing wall in 
room 4K.
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tion between air exchange and the varia-
tions in the indoor climate. This will be 
the subject of  a future study, with the use 
of  air exchange data from more rooms.

4. Risk assessment
In the following we will identify and assess 
risks to the collection and the building based 
on the description of  the indoor climate. 
The objective is to indicate in which direc-
tion the indoor climate should be improved 
to reduce or eliminate the primary risks. 

We have deliberately not based the anal-
ysis on the state of  the collection or the 
ongoing decay of  individual artefacts. This 
makes a quantitative risk assessment based 
on a prediction of  the loss of  value to the 
collection impossible [1]. Nevertheless, 
given the mixed nature of  the collection, 
we believe that estimates about the magni-
tude of  risks can be made based on general 
knowledge of  deterioration mechanisms.  

Conventionally, the basic procedure for 
evaluating the indoor climate is to use a 
standard. However, the present indoor 
climate is beyond even the most relaxed 
standard used today for indoor climate 
in museums, the ASHRAE Class D 
[2], with the only requirement that RH 
is below 75 %.  In order to identify the 
potential for improvement of  the pres-
ent indoor climate, we will discuss bio-
logical, chemical and mechanical decay.

The primary consideration is to avoid 
mould growth. Whereas mould not always 
causes material damage, the health aspects 
and visual impact could eventually render 
the building unfit as a museum. In addi-
tion to this, the cost of  removing mould 
is so high that preventive measures are 
always a good investment. The three ma-
jor parameters governing mould growth 
are RH, T and time.  Fortunately, the very 
high RH during winter is combined with 
a low T that reduces the risk for growth. 
Each room has been analyzed with so 
called isoplets defined by Sedlbauer[3], (fig 
10). A drawback with this approach is that 
the influence of  dynamic conditions is not 
considered. During the present period of  
measurements, only two rooms showed a 
high or very high risk for mould growth. 
However, the climate in many rooms is 
close to the risk zone almost all year round, 
and a small change in the outdoor climate 
could move them into the risk zone. This 
is clearly a substantial risk to the collec-
tion, and it is necessary to avoid the com-
bination of  RH and T in the risk zone.

Period Jul
08

Oct/
Nov
08

Feb
09

Apr/
May
09

ACH 2A 0,45 0,40 0,46 0,46

± ACH 2A 0,03 0,02 0,03 0,04

ACH 3R 0,52 0,44 0,62 0,62

± ACH 3R 0,04 0,03 0,04 0,04

∆T (°C) 4,1 1,4 2,1 3,1

Wind (m/s) 3,0 3,8 2,4 3,2

Table 2. Air Change Rate per Hour in room 2A and 3R. 
∆T is the mean difference between the temperatures in the 
rooms and the outdoor temperature. Wind is the average wind 
speed over the period.
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Chemical degradation increases at high RH 
and decreases at low T. For some chemical 
reactions, such as metal corrosion and glass 
deterioration, high RH-levels are critical. 
Therefore, a general advice would be to 
reduce the high RH-values, even if  it is dif-
ficult to assess the magnitude of  this risk.

Mechanical degradation is due to fluctua-
tions in RH and, to a lesser extent, T. A 
key question is how to take into account 
the rate of  change, i.e. how to define the 
duration of  long and short term variations. 
The average seasonal variation of  the 30-
day moving average of  RH is 23 %; at 
the same time we find 24 hour variations 
that exceed this range in many rooms. It 
would be possible to assess the risks for 
each individual object by determining its 
mechanical response, and define the time 

constant based on the properties of  the 
objects. In most cases this is not a realistic 
option. An interesting alternative is to use 
the concept of  “proofed fluctuations” [4]. 
Most of  the artefacts have been exposed 
to almost the same indoor climate for cen-
turies. Plastic deformation and failure have 
occurred in many objects and these struc-
tural changes now act as expansion joints 
that reduce the stress levels. This does not 
mean that the decay has stopped and that 
the objects are safe, but suggests that as 
long as the variations do not exceed the 
historic levels, the risk for further damage 
is low. As a general safety measure in or-
der to achieve this, both long and short 
term variations of  RH should be reduced. 
There are reasons to achieve this reduction 
by lowering the upper limit. Firstly, the 
coefficient of  expansion for most hygro-
scopic materials increases with increasing 
RH. This has a dramatic impact on the 
tolerable range of  fluctuations. Second-
ly, many materials change their material 
properties in the high humidity region and 
become more susceptible to damage [5].

Even though the winter 2008-2009 was 
mild, all of  the rooms had temperatures be-
low 0 °C. This may very well be below the 
glass transition temperature for traditional 
oil paints, varnishes, lacquers and the like. 
This is not damaging in itself, but the paint 
film becomes brittle and is therefore sus-
ceptible to forces from handling or fluctu-
ations. The brittleness in combination with 
the high humidity level and the short term 
RH fluctuations during winter constitute 
a risk for the painted objects. This is an 
area where further investigations are need-

Fig 10: RH and T in room 3K. The area above the curve is the 
risk zone for mould growth-
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ed to gain a better understanding the risks.

In conclusion, these are the general di-
rections for the improvement of  the in-
door climate with respect to preservation:

- Control T and RH to avoid mould growth.

- Reduce the high RH-levels.

- Reduce both seasonal and 
short term variations in RH

Reduce the prevalence of  very low tem-
peratures in combination with fluc-
tuations in the high humidity range.

5. Interventions
Given that there is practically no ac-
tive climate control in the building, 
the indoor climate is governed by:

- The outdoor climate as a driving force:
o Temperature
o RH
o Wind
o Solar radiation

- The building envelope as a moderating 
force:

o Insulation
o Air tightness
o Hygrothermal buffering

- Other factors influencing the indoor 
climate are:

o The location of  the 
rooms: orientation and 
floor

o The use of  the building 
as documented in the log 
book

Given the long tradition without active cli-
mate control in Skokloster castle, the pri-
mary option is to reduce the influence of  
the outdoor climate by enhancing the pas-
sive function of  the building. As a second-
ary, and at this stage hypothetical option, 
active climate control will be considered.

5.1. Reduce seasonal variations in RH

The large RH variations over the year can 
be attributed to short-term variations su-
perimposed on seasonal variations. The 
seasonal variations based on the 30 day 
moving average, are modest with an av-
erage value of  23 %. The range of  vari-
ations among the rooms is 13 – 31 %. 
This suggests that there is a potential to 
reduce seasonal variations in most of  the 
rooms. These differences between the 
rooms can be explained in terms of  heat 
input, air exchange and buffering capacity. 

The duration graph below (fig. 11) shows 
the distribution of  RH for rooms on 
floor 2 and 4 in relation to outdoor val-
ues. The slight difference between the 
rooms has a dramatic effect on the du-
ration. In the room on the second floor 
RH exceeds 80 % for around 500 hours 
as compared to 2 500 hours in the upper 
room. The same numbers for the 70 % 
level are 3 500 and 4 500 hours respec-
tively. If  conservation heating or dehu-
midification were to be used to reduce 
the most extreme values of  RH, the op-
eration time would vary considerable with 
the target level and between the rooms.
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5.2. Reduce short term variations in RH

In order to assess the short term varia-
tions and identify extreme events we have 
used an approach proposed by Bratasz 
et al to determine a target range for RH 
based on the climate history of  a spe-
cific building [6]. The mean target value 
for RH is calculated as a moving aver-
age over a 30 day period, from measure-
ments for at least one year. The aim is to 
identify harmful fluctuations in relation 
to the seasonal average.  A fluctuation 
from the seasonal average is considered 
outside the safe range when the magni-
tude is more than one standard deviation. 

The result of  this analysis was carried out 
for room 2A as shown in fig. 12. All the 
events that deviate from the target range 
were analysed. It was concluded that all de-
viations can be explained from variations 
in the outdoor climate. Variations in T, AH 
and wind speed would separately cause the 
RH to vary inside. A combination of  them 
causes the most extreme variations. There 
were no extreme events that seemed to be 
caused by the use of  the building or any 
active interventions according to the log 
book. Most of  the events are of  longer du-
ration than 24 hours, but there are also di-
urnal variations outside of  the target range.

The range of  variations among the rooms 
(fig. 5 and 6) indicates a potential to re-
duce short term variations by passive 
measures only. A realistic target would be 
to reduce the high levels and variations 
in RH to the levels for the best rooms:

Fig. 11. Duration graph for RH in selected rooms on floors 2 
and 4 as compared to outdoor values.

Fig. 12. RH hourly values, moving 30 day average and target 
range for room 2A.
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- Maximum value:    <85%

- Seasonal variation:  <35%

- 24 hour variation     <15%

- Weekly variation <20%

5.3. Reduce the prevalence of  very low tempera-
tures in combination with fluctuations in the high 
humidity range.

By reducing air exchange, as suggested 
above, the effective thermal buffering will 
increase. Reduced air exchange should 
eliminate the extreme values, but in or-
der to raise winter temperatures inside 
the castle, heating is the only option. Fig. 
13 shows the duration of  temperatures 
in room 2A. To keep room T above 0 °C 
throughout the year would require heat-
ing for around 1000 hours. Conservation 
heating would of  course also reduce RH.

5.4. Control T and RH to avoid mould growth.

The main challenge for preventing mould 
growth is to come up with a truly proac-
tive system but yet appropriate in terms of  
costs and technical complexity. Once the 
problem has been detected it is too late. 
Controlling the air exchange, as discussed 
below, will reduce the influence of  unfa-
vorable short term variations that would 
otherwise move the indoor climate into 
the risk zone. On the other hand, more sta-
ble conditions might increase the rate of  
growth within the risk zone [7]. In room 
3K, (fig. 10), the highest risk for mould 
growth occurs between October and 
April at relatively low temperatures; below 
10°C. In this regime, conservation heat-
ing would be an efficient countermeasure. 
Unfortunately, most rooms investigated 

are uncomfortably close to the risk zone 
throughout the whole year. Experience 
tells us that conservation heating in the 
summer is not acceptable in public build-
ings. Dehumidification in combination 
with controlling the air exchange would be 
the recommended option in the summer. 

As the climate within the rooms is quite ho-
mogeneous risks associated with microcli-
mates in corners, behind paintings and fur-
niture etc. are less than in heated buildings.

5.5. Controlling air exchange

Given the limited use of  the building, 
ventilation for comfort is not a prima-
ry concern. During events with many 
visitors, which would occur mostly in 
the summer, air exchange can be in-
creased by opening windows and doors.

Fig. 13. Duration of  temperature for room 2A. 
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In order to reduce variations in indoor cli-
mate, we can reduce air exchange. This is 
a strategy that has been used with good 
results in museum stores [8,9]. The air ex-
change in the castle is moderate as com-
pared to other historic buildings, but it 
could be further reduced by closing vents 
and improving air tightness of  windows 
and doors. It should be noted that the flue 
pipes of  all stoves have been kept open 
throughout the period of  measurement.

On important aspect to consider is wheth-
er reduced ventilation would increase the 
risk for mould growth. On an average over 
a year, AH is practically the same inside as 
outside. The average value inside is in the 
range 6,3 – 6,6 g/m3 as compared to 6,4 g/
m3 outside. This suggests that there are no 
significant moisture sources inside. Some 

rooms have been exposed to moisture 
from leaking roofs and they will need con-
tinued air exchange on the present level.  
Given the complexity of  the matters and 
the high risks, one should proceed carefully. 

Moisture controlled ventilation has been 
tried in historic buildings and museum 
stores [10]. Whenever AH is lower out-
side than inside, the ventilation is turned 
on. Fig. 14 shows the duration for differ-
ence in AH. When the value is positive, 
ventilation will reduce AH in the build-
ing and vice versa. The driving force, ex-
pressed in difference of  AH, is generally 
quite low, less than 1,0 g/m3 most of  the 
time. The difference in AH varies over 
the short term so there is no seasonal 
pattern that would motivate manual inter-
ventions by opening doors, flue pipes etc.

6. Conclusions and discussion
On the general issue of  using historic 
buildings as museums, we don’t see any 
major climatic problems in Skokloster cas-
tle related to the visitors. The question is 
rather how well the building is suited to 
house the objects and what can be done 
to improve the preservation conditions. 

The climate measurements and the risk 
assessment identified four general targets:

1. Control T and RH to avoid mould 
growth

2. Reduce high RH levels
3. Reduce variations in RH
4. Reduce the prevalence of  low tempera-

tures 

Fig. 14. Duration for the difference in AH between the inside 
and outside.
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The basic strategy for controlling the in-
door climate in a museum store should 
be to minimize the disturbances from 
the outdoor climate through the pas-
sive function of  the building envelope.

The different behavior among the 
rooms indicates that the variations in 
RH can be reduced by enhancing the 
effective hygrothermal inertia of  the 
building through a reduction of  the air 
exchange. In a second step of  investi-
gations this hypothesis will be tested. 

In order to substantially reduce the mould 
risk temporary conservation heating and/
or dehumidification is needed. Given the 
long history without active climate control, 
an in depth risk assessment must be made 
before such measures can be proposed.  In 
a forthcoming investigation, the risk for 
mould growth in relation to the variabil-
ity of  the indoor climate will be studied, 
based on more refined methods [11,12]. 
Also a systematic damage inventory will be 
made to investigate the extent of  mechan-
ical damage related to high RH and low T.

Looking at the operative process dealt 
with in the present paper; measurements – 
risk assessment – interventions, it is clear that 
risk assessment is the weak link. A quali-
tative assessment allows us to change the 
climate in the right direction, but we are 
very far away from any kind of  cost-ben-
efit analysis. Furthermore we need stan-
dards to describe and analyze the indoor 
climate as an input to risk assessment. 
Finally, the engineers need tools to assess 
load for various types of  climate con-

trol. The duration graphs presented in 
this paper are one step in that direction.

In relation to commonly used standards 
and guidelines for historic buildings and/
or museum stores, the indoor climate 
in Skokloster appears to be problemat-
ic. However since the state of  preser-
vation is better than the climate would 
suggest, Skokloster serves as an interest-
ing example of  sustainable climate man-
agement in terms of  allowable ranges, 
building properties and passive control.
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Paper IV. 

preservation have reinforced a state of stability. This 
explorative study opens up for a re-framing of how a 
more sustainable management of historic buildings 
can be achieved. 

Keywords
Environmental management; decision making; prac-
tices, preventive conservation

1. Introduction
With a long-term perspective there is 
much in favour of  a shift toward indoor 
climate control strategies which use less 
energy and thereby also are robust to a 
range of  possible future developments. 
Uncertainty regarding future energy 
prices and the societal goal of  reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions from build-
ings are factors that make a transition 
toward low-energy solutions an import-
ant goal for both practice and policy. 

Rethinking indoor climate control in historic  
buildings: The importance of negotiated priorities  

and discursive hegemony at a Swedish museum
Gustaf Leijonhufvud and Annette Henning

Published in Energy Research & Social Science 4 (0): 117-23. 
doi: 10.1016/j.erss.2014.10.005.

Abstract
Much effort has in recent years been directed to sup-
port sustainable indoor climate control strategies in 
historic buildings. In this paper we show the necessi-
ty to complement the dominant technical approaches 
with research that take a wider interest in specific 
contexts, social practices, and negotiated decisions. The 
objective of the paper is to illustrate how the interac-
tions between perceptions and experiences of different 
professional groups are pivotal for the management of 
the indoor climate. An ethnographic study of decision 
making in an historic house museum was carried out 
in 2009 and 2012. Interviews were made with indi-
viduals who either took part in management or were 
affected by the indoor climate. The findings show how 
discussions among social actors and the way their re-
spective priorities are negotiated are essential features 
of the management of the indoor climate and have 
a strong impact on the ability to modify it. It turns 
out that a hegemonic discourse about preservation as 
the dominant rationale for indoor climate control in 
tandem with “acceptable” conditions with respect to 
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Decisions concerning indoor climate 
control tend to revolve around two basic 
questions: What type of  indoor climate 
is preferred and how can it be achieved? 
However, particularly for historic build-
ings housing valuable collections, these 
questions are at the crossroads of  conflict-
ing objectives regarding the use and pres-
ervation of  the building and the collec-
tion. Furthermore, they often turn out to 
be complicated to deal with in practice, de-
spite a plethora of  guidelines [1]. Diffuse 
power relations between different profes-
sional groups (e.g. architects, conservators, 
engineers), and the interdisciplinary nature 
of  the problems involved, make indoor cli-
mate control an intriguing challenge which 
goes beyond techno-economic analyses. 
With this paper, we present a complemen-
tary perspective to the discussion on how 
indoor climate control in historic build-
ings housing valuable collections can be 
made more environmentally sustainable.

Researchers and practitioners have gener-
ally perceived the issue of  indoor climate 
control in historic buildings through a 
technical lens, focusing on aspects such as 
how the indoor climate affects the dete-
rioration of  materials [2].One dominant 
task for scientists has been to identify 
dangerous thresholds for different param-
eters, especially temperature and relative 
humidity of  which the latter is crucial for 
preservation [3]. Another has been to in-
vestigate how technical innovations may 
be used to avoid these thresholds e.g.[4]. 
Scientific results from these areas of  ex-
pertise have been assumed to support 
key decision-makers, such as collection 

managers, to make informed and rational 
decisions about indoor climate control. 

The way in which expert knowledge has 
been shared has shifted in parallel with the 
development of  preventive conservation. 
Attempts to guide collection managers 
on indoor climate control used to come 
in the form of  guidelines, handbooks and 
standards suggesting universal numbers 
for different parameters. This approach 
was based on precaution and what was 
considered possible to achieve with best 
practices [5]. More recently there has 
been a tendency toward risk based ap-
proaches which acknowledge significant 
problems connected with the notion of  
an “ideal climate” [6,7]. The most recent 
development in standardization opens up 
for a wide range of  strategic choice - the 
advice given essentially provides a frame-
work for a risk based decision process [8].

Despite the fact that the attempts to give 
advice to decision-makers about indoor 
climate control have differed widely in 
terms of  scope, sophistication and scien-
tific backing [9,10], we argue that they have 
been grounded in an understanding that 
fits with Hendry’s [11] account of   “the 
traditional perspective” on strategic deci-
sion making. Decisions are conceptually 
unproblematic in this perspective. They 
are seen as the output of  attempts at ratio-
nal choice, and as something which form 
the main basis for strategic action. How-
ever, several studies have shown that deci-
sion processes in organizations can hardly 
be understood in terms of  the tradition-
al perspective [11,12]. Not only are deci-
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sions hard to pin down empirically, their 
relationships to other constructs such as 
choice, determination and action are far 
from the ready-made account suggested by 
normative decision theory [11–13]. Given 
that the literature on indoor climate con-
trol for collections is foremost technical or 
normative, it should come as no surprise 
that it tends to be based on the traditional, 
presumably rational, account of  how de-
cisions are made and actions come about. 

Social scientists have suggested that the 
failure of  energy reduction policies can 
be tied to a simplistic understanding of  
energy users, characterized as purposive 
and rational individuals or organizations 
[14]. It has further been argued for a wid-
ening of  such techno-economic perspec-
tives on energy users, with an emphasis  
on the importance of  considering how 
practices are shaped, adjusted or recreated 
among and between organizations, pro-
fessional groups, and other social actors 
e.g. [14–18]. Moezzi and Janda [19] have 
discussed a notion of  ‘social potential’ 
for energy savings as a strategy which is 
not restricted to untapped ‘technical po-
tentials’, largely focused on how to get 
people to buy energy efficient things, or 
to the untapped ‘behavioural potentials’ 
supposedly found in individual consump-
tion, choice-making, or life style. Rather, 
the ‘social potential’ give credit to the fact 
that social groups have enabling, medi-
ating and aggregating functions which 
affect other actors in meaningful ways.  

In social practice, differing goals tend 
to be incompatible to varying degrees 

[20,21]. Thus, in a specific context and 
situation, one goal may be considered 
more legitimate than another, and one 
actor may have more to say on a certain 
decision than another. Different goals 
may be negotiated, fought about, or sim-
ply ignored or played down. We focus 
here on situations when individuals, who 
represent different organizations or pro-
fessional groups, need to collaborate in 
a setting where claims of  knowledge are 
contested and power relations are diffuse. 

Each relevant social actor carries culturally 
embedded pre-understandings of  certain 
situations of  choice and decision making. 
For each individual or professional group, 
choices are framed, not only by their vary-
ing roles and responsibilities, but by vary-
ing experiences, and horizons of  percep-
tions and expectations [13]. Consequently, 
when decisions evolve through interaction 
within or between organizations or pro-
fessional groups, the varying perceptions 
and practices need to be considered in 
each particular case. We therefore suggest, 
in accordance with Berkhout [22], that 
organizations should be analysed with an 
inside-out rather than an outside-in ap-
proach, and take as a point of  departure 
the complex reality of  the organization 
itself. Based on the above, we argue that 
a wider interest in specific contexts, so-
cial practices, and negotiated decisions is 
a necessary prerequisite for understanding 
the emergence, stabilization and change 
of  indoor climate control practices, and, 
in the end, to inform policy-making.

Even though we, in this paper, do not pay 
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specific attention to the building itself, nor 
to the art collections and immovable inte-
riors within, these are intrinsically linked 
to the professional groups we describe, 
as well as to their respective tasks, per-
spectives and priorities. A recent article 
by Walker, Shove and Brown [23] shows 
some similarities to ours in that respect, al-
though their aim is to illustrate the growth 
of  a perceived need for more air condition-
ing. A case study at a hospital in Northern 
UK illustrates, in their article, how build-
ings are not merely the locus of  ongoing 
practices, but also materially bound up in 
those practices. ‘Building project dynam-
ics’, they say, ‘are to a significant degree 
subject to what goes on within them’ [23]. 

The objective of  this paper is to use a 
case study to illustrate, in some detail, 
how the interaction between perceptions 
and experiences of  different professional 
groups are pivotal factors for the man-
agement of  the indoor climate in heritage 
buildings. Rather than exploring how un-
sustainable practices emerge and evolve, 
as in the cited study of  air conditioners, 
we here use a case of  stability. To under-
stand why such stability occurs and how 
it is sustained is essential for how, and 
to what extent, changes towards more 
environmentally sustainable indoor cli-
mate control strategies can be achieved.

2. The case study
As case study, we have chosen a large his-
toric house museum in Sweden, a build-
ing of  medieval origin. As a state-owned 
monument, the building, as well as the 

collections within it, has plenty of  re-
sources in terms of  money and know-
how for issues related to preservation. 

The museum was chosen for this study 
partly because of  its complex manage-
ment structure. Separate organizations, 
in this paper called B, C1 and C2, are 
responsible for different aspects of  the 
conservation of  the building and collec-
tions. Organization B is responsible for 
the building and its immovable interior, 
C1 for most of  the movable objects such 
as furniture, and C2 for a large collection 
of  paintings. C1 and C2 share the respon-
sibility for the visiting services. These 
organizations differ in their claims and 
responsibilities regarding indoor climate 
control. The explicit use of  a multi-disci-
plinary team of  professionals for decision 
making about indoor climate control in 
the museum makes it an interesting case 
to investigate, especially concerning pro-
cesses of  negotiation and collaboration. 

3. Methods 
In order to gain a better understanding of  
the varying perspectives concerning the 
indoor climate control of  the museum, 
a number of  semi-structured interviews 
were carried out in 2009, with one com-
plementary interview made in 2012. Each 
interview lasted between one and three 
hours. The aim was to interview individ-
uals at each level of  management.  All the 
interviewees either took part in decision 
making concerning the indoor climate or 
were affected by it in some way. The size 
of  the staff  varies throughout the year 
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and it also depends on how much con-
servation work that is going on. The per-
manent staff  that had the visitor areas as 
their main place of  duty during the whole 
year (all except one housekeeper) was in-
terviewed as well as the individuals in the 
managing organizations which were most-
ly involved in indoor climate issues. In to-
tal, eleven individuals were interviewed: 

Organization B: two building manag-
ers and one indoor climate specialist. 

Organization C1: two conservators, one 
curator, two guides and one housekeeper. 

Organization C2: one conservator.

Minutes of  meetings from the preserva-
tion group and archival records have been 
used as complementary sources of  infor-
mation. The interviews revolved around 
how the interviewees perceived their and 
other actors’ roles in relation to the indoor 
climate. One central issue was how they 
described and related to the current indoor 
climate and the technical equipment for 
control, another was their opinion on how 
decisions about indoor climate control 
were made and how they perceived their 
own and others’ influence on this process.

4. The growth of  an indoor cli-
mate control strategy 
The building has an interesting history of  
indoor climate control with respect to pres-
ervation. A heating system was installed in 
the late 1920´s to lower the humidity. The 
system comprised electric resistance heat-
ers installed inside existing fireplaces and 
tiled stoves. The heating was to be turned 

on in the evening with a central switch in 
order to use the low tariff  during the night. 
There was a constant power output and no 
temperature control, except the possibili-
ty of  shortening the heating time during 
night. Experiments had shown that the 
installed power would increase the indoor 
temperature to around ten degrees above 
the outdoor temperature. The heating sea-
son was supposed to start either when the 
indoor temperature fell below +4 degrees 
or when the relative humidity exceeded 85 
%.  During the course of  time the radi-
ators have been supplemented with indi-
vidual thermostats. The current control 
regime states that the radiators should be 
turned on in October. The temperature 
setting is 10-12 degrees, but each ther-
mostat has to be fine-tuned in order to 
achieve this level in the room. The same 
setting is then used throughout winter 
until the radiators are turned off  in May. 

In 2005 a project was initiated with the aim 
of  investigating the indoor climate. The in-
vestigation was conducted by a consultant 
in collaboration with one of  the conser-
vators. Temperature, relative humidity, and 
UV-radiation were monitored. Although 
the indoor climate was reported as ac-
ceptable in relation to preservation in the 
final report, a few problems with the in-
door climate were identified. The constant 
temperature setting was reported to cause 
a seasonal fluctuation of  relative humidity, 
with too low values during winter. Gradi-
ents of  temperature and relative humidity 
within the building were also described as 
problematic.  To solve these problems, it 
was suggested that the temperature should 
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be centrally controlled to a temperature of  
six degrees above the outdoor tempera-
ture, in the range of  8-18 ºC. This sugges-
tion was never realized due to a conflict 
regarding thermal comfort for the staff. 
Another suggestion was that a ‘preser-
vation group’ should be formed, where 
representatives from the different orga-
nizations could discuss issues related to 
preventive conservation. This suggestion 
was realized and a group was constituted, 
consisting of  the three organizations with 
varying responsibilities towards the mu-
seum building and its historic collections. 
Even though these organizations were 
continuously represented in the preserva-
tion group, the individuals who represent-
ed them varied over the studied period.

The core group included the two inter-
viewed building managers from B and 
one conservator from C1 and C2 re-
spectively. The guides and housekeep-
ers were represented in the preserva-
tion group only by their employer, who 
attended the meetings intermittently.

5. Perspectives on the indoor 
climate
When all interviewees are taken into ac-
count (also those who have little saying 
and do not themselves attend the pres-
ervation group), it becomes clear that, 
among the professional groups, there are 
some very different ways of  relating to 
the building’s indoor climate. Responsi-
bilities and ability to have an influence 
differ, as do their respective embod-
ied experiences and the amount of  

time they tend to spend at the museum. 

For instance, the building managers, who 
share the overall responsibility for the 
building, make regular visits to the mu-
seum but do not spend extensive periods 
there. The conservators from C1 are work-
ing in the museum part time depending 
on the workload, while the conservators 
and curator from C2 spend less time in 
the museum. They generally make visits 
in the spring to “open” the collection for 
the summer season, and in the autumn to 
“close” it. The guides and housekeeper have 
the museum as their daily work place 
all year round, but have few options to 
have an impact on the indoor climate.

The following section explores ways by 
which interviewees experience the indoor 
climate, as well as how they feel responsi-
ble for, and give priority to, different as-
pects of  indoor climate control. The sec-
tion is structured around the three most 
salient indoor climate issues that emerged 
during the interview analysis: preservation, 
comfort, and energy. These issues also 
constitute the three dominating rationales 
for the extent of  indoor climate control.

5.1. Preservation – keeping status quo

One of  the conservators from organiza-
tion C2 is more involved in the control 
and monitoring of  the indoor climate 
than the others. This conservator seems 
to be the person who is most “in charge” 
of  the indoor climate of  the museum, 
although this is not an official responsi-
bility; she represents the interests of  or-
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ganization C2 only. For her it is clear that 
the preservation aspect of  the indoor 
climate is the overarching priority. Still, 
even though she states that the indoor 
climate is generally good with respect to 
preservation, she is also of  the opinion 
that the current indoor climate control 
system is not entirely unproblematic, and 
that there is no comprehensive picture. 

The conservator describes several prob-
lems with the current indoor climate. 
The old thermostats do not allow for any 
fine-tuning of  the temperature, and there 
are temperature and humidity gradients 
both within and between rooms partly 
because of  this. Consequently, there have 
been problems with condensation on tex-
tiles in some rooms during mild autumns, 
and during cold winter periods it can be-
come too dry.  The high humidity in some 
rooms is also thought of  as contributing 
to increased problems with pests. It is also 
problematic that the relative humidity be-
comes higher in some rooms where the 
unheated period is extended. The back-
ground to this is that it takes time to vac-
uum all the unshielded radiators that have 
collected dust during summer, something 
which has to be done since dust is a fire 
hazard and add to the soiling of  surfaces. 

The conservator describes two previous 
unsuccessful attempts to adjust the cur-
rent system. One concerned a replace-
ment of  the thermostats which stranded 
due to technical problems. The other was 
the cancelled attempt to lower the win-
ter temperature to a minimum of  eight 
degrees, mentioned above in section 4. 

These disappointing experiences, in com-
bination with a lack of  time, have dis-
couraged this conservator from further 
efforts to improve the existing climate 
control system. Most of  her time is now 
spent on acute problem-solving, and the 
strategic work is limited to a few dedicat-
ed projects, such as risk assessment of  a 
storage facility and the introduction of  
a new climate control system in a pre-
viously unheated part of  the museum.

The building managers, on their hand, 
work closely together with the manage-
ment of  the building and they both regard 
preservation of  the building fabric as their 
main responsibility. They seem to share 
an understanding that the heating system 
has worked well throughout the years. 
From their perspective it is evident that, 
despite some minor problems, the present 
heating strategy has proved to be good for 
the preservation of  the building fabric. 

One of  the building managers refers to 
similar buildings which have suffered 
from problems related to new technical 
systems. He goes on to state that even 
though the present system is not the opti-
mal one, it is acceptable and has proven to 
be good for the building in the long run:

 I think it is very dangerous to start experiment-
ing with the indoor climate without knowing 
what you end up with… first you do one thing 
to improve something else and then you have 
started a chain reaction and you never know 
what to do in the end. […] [the indoor climate 
control system] does not need to be good, it 
should be acceptable and we ought to be rather 
satisfied if  we make an old building acceptable 
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in this respect, both concerning energy use and 
climate and other things… if  you find that bal-
ance you have come a fairly long way. (Building 
manager)

His colleague shares this view and argues 
that with current priorities there are reasons 
to doubt if  a change would be beneficial:

Yes, we could make [the control of  the radia-
tors] even better… /…/ make this relative hu-
midity curve even tighter, this range that we can 
accept. But then is the question, and that is a 
matter of  discussion, how much is gained from 
something like that? The energy issue has not 
been a matter of  concern; it is the indoor cli-
mate for preservation and relative humidity that 
we have discussed [in the preservation group]. 
The question is how much better it will be and 
that is something we don´t know and still it is 
acceptable as it is now, there is nothing that is 
directly damaged as it is now, except in the [un-
heated part], where it is totally uncontrolled. 
(Building manager)

In addition to having the responsibility for 
the preservation of  the building fabric, one 
of  the building managers is also respon-
sible for how the building is displayed to 
visitors and how interventions are carried 
out. This includes decisions on lighting, 
new installations etc. Since the appearance 
of  the building to visitors is paramount 
for him, he is satisfied with the limited 
visual impact of  the present heating sys-
tem. According to him, a new hot-water 
heating system is out of  the question both 
from a visual and a physical point of  view. 

Among the guides and housekeepers, 
there is a common understanding that 
the climate is controlled with the aim to 
improve preservation, and that other 

aims are more or less disregarded. How-
ever, in general, they do not seem to be 
well informed about how the indoor cli-
mate affects deterioration, or the rationale 
for the current heating regime. On the 
question of  why twelve degrees has been 
chosen as set point, one of  the guides an-
swers that he is not really sure, that it is 
related to humidity but concludes that this 
knowledge is not communicated. He ex-
presses a lack of  involvement and that the 
discussion is taking place above his head. 

Preservation, both of  the building and the 
collection, is clearly the dominating ratio-
nale for indoor climate control. The differ-
ent arguments laid out above reveal sub-
tle, but important differences in how the 
various professional groups interpret the 
means and ends of  cultural heritage man-
agement and how they rationalize their re-
spective positions. The building managers 
focus on the well-being of  the building 
as a whole and on avoiding irreversible 
changes from new installations. They base 
their judgments foremost on the track re-
cord of  the existing heating system, which 
they compare to less successful attempts at 
other sites. One of  the building managers 
is also focused on the experiential values 
of  the building and the present system is 
favourable in that respect. The conserva-
tors pay, in comparison, more attention to 
damage at the micro level and show less 
interest in experiential values. They can 
imagine possible improvements with re-
spect to preservation but lay out several 
arguments for why they are not pursuing a 
change.  The guides and housekeepers, for 
their part, play an important role for pres-
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ervation but their understanding about the 
role of  the indoor climate is rather vague. 

5.2. Comfort – embodied experiences

The varying perceptions of  what con-
stitutes a problem are also related to the 
differing embodied experiences that are 
built into the various professional prac-
tices. The comfort issue shows how the 
indoor climate is experienced, understood 
and communicated in completely different 
ways depending on whether one work in 
the museum building or not. Among those 
who have the museum as their daily work 
place, the current thermal comfort is con-
sidered unacceptable. Their ability to cope 
with the low temperature is also seen as 
limited due to factors as diverse as a mal-
functioning technical system and expec-
tations of  ‘appropriate clothing’. A quite 
contrary view is found among those who 
only make occasional visits to the museum. 
For them, the current thermal comfort is 
acceptable, and the ability to cope with the 
low temperature during winter is perceived 
more as a matter of  individual adaptation. 

Among guides and housekeepers, it is a dai-
ly, routine activity to experience and relate 
to the indoor climate. It is a reference point 
for small talk and central for activities, such 
as preparing for a work session in the cas-
tle by putting on warm clothing or regain-
ing heat when work is finished. The staff  
working in the museum generally thinks 
that the present system performs poorly in 
terms of  thermal comfort. In focus is the 
low general temperature level during win-
ter, which makes sedentary work, such as 

some cleaning tasks, difficult to cope with.  

If  you are to stand still and work /…/ some 
areas are to be considered as dangerous to one’s 
health, this is something that has gotten worse 
with age. (Guide)

The housekeeper describes how she is hy-
pothermic after a full day working in the mu-
seum during winter and how it “takes hours 
to thaw out after I have arrived at home”. 

Apart from the low temperature level 
during winter, there is a general concern 
among the guides and housekeepers that 
the control system is outdated and tech-
nically malfunctioning. One of  the guides 
says that “the thermostats do not work 
well, the set point can be 8 degrees but it is 
still 18 degrees in the room”.  They say that 
you clearly can feel the difference in tem-
perature between rooms you walk through 
during the heating season. The seasonal 
change is also noticed: “In the reception it is 
terribly cold. October is worst, it is cold and 
humid.” Sometimes it happens that some-
one who feels cold changes the thermo-
stat setting in a room without permission.

The dress code for the staff  in the mu-
seum is considered problematic in terms 
of  thermal comfort. It is important for 
the staff  to look neat and tidy when 
there are visitors around, a fact that lim-
its the possibility of  putting on warm 
enough clothing. There is no official dress 
code, but there is a strong informal one.

Also the conservator from C2 spends a 
lot of  time working in the museum, and is 
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concerned about the thermal comfort – it 
is often very cold. Still, she considers this to 
be a feature of  these kinds of  buildings and 
a part of  the job which she has accepted.

Contrary to the guides, housekeepers and 
some of  the conservators, the building 
managers perceive the indoor climate from 
a physical distance as they do not have the 
museum as their daily workplace. They 
describe the thermal comfort in terms of  
a necessity which is as much dependent 
on the staff  as the actual indoor climate: 

…for sure it can be perceived as cold but /…/ 
there is a part /…/ which is kept at normal 
room temperature. And then they have protec-
tive clothing /…/ but then it is up to the peo-
ple working there if  they put on their jackets. 
(Building manager)

When the suggestion to lower the win-
ter temperature to eight degrees is dis-
cussed, they stress the importance of  
informing the staff  who work in the mu-
seum about the reasons behind a change 
in the thermostat setting. In their opin-
ion, it is necessary that there is common 
agreement about such a change, especial-
ly since the thermostats are individual-
ly controlled: “…so that no one enters a 
room and feels that, oh, how cold, here 
we have to turn up, turn on some heat”.     

The issue of  thermal comfort is, by the 
time of  the interviews, dominated by a 
latent conflict caused by a suggestion to 
lower the winter temperature. The guides 
and housekeepers have thermal comfort at 
the top of  their personal agendas, but they 
are aware of  the fact that thermal comfort 

is seen as a necessary evil by other more 
powerful actors. They also feel neglected 
and excluded from decision making, an 
exclusion that probably entrenches their 
negative position.  From the building 
manager’s and the conservator’s points 
of  view, the negative consequences from 
opening this Pandora’s Box outweigh po-
tential benefits. We see here how the “an-
ticipation of  the intention of  Others” 
[24] polarizes positions and contribute 
to a state of  indecision and uncertainty.

5.3. Energy – subordinate degree of  priority

Energy use is considered subordinate to the 
other rationales for the extent of  indoor 
climate control. Even though the cost and 
environmental impact of  energy use are 
part of  an ongoing discussion, they are not 
considered important enough to actually 
have an impact on the various positions.

For instance, the building manager who 
has the financial responsibility for the 
building, including the cost for energy, 
does not consider the fact that the heat-
ing uses a lot of  electricity to be a major 
problem. Even though he would like to 
decrease the use of  energy, he can only 
do that if  there is no risk to the build-
ing fabric, and if  the organizations who 
are responsible for the movable objects 
agree. Furthermore, at present there are 
other buildings in his stock where they 
can more easily carry out efficiency mea-
sures and lower the total energy use. 

The other building manager, who has 
more the role of  an architect, argues in 
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favour of  electric radiators. There is also 
a suggestion to install these in a pre-
viously unheated part of  the building: 

It could be considered strange that electric 
heaters are proposed; they are maybe the least 
energy efficient, but with regard to installation 
work and the consequences it brings it is still 
the measure that we have prioritized. We have 
thought that the benefits outweigh the possible 
energy loss. (Building manager)   

One of  the conservators answers the ques-
tion if  they have any policies on energy 
efficiency in their organization as follows: 

Yes, we think energy efficiency is good! Joking 
apart, a lot of  the things we want are things that 
actually use energy, we want heating and dehu-
midifiers and such. (Conservator) 

With this ironic reflection, he points at 
the difficulties of  incorporating a reduc-
tion of  energy use in his practical work. 
Apparently, the limit for what is con-
sidered to be an acceptable indoor cli-
mate with respect to preservation has 
been pushed in a direction where ener-
gy using machinery is often inevitable. 

Taken together, it is clear that the need to 
reduce energy is considered subordinate to 
other needs. Instead, it becomes manifest 
as a general, looming and uncertain pres-
sure with impact more on the conscience 
of  individuals than on their actions.     

6. Discussion 
It is easy to take it for granted, that organi-
zations and individuals with responsibility 
for historic buildings will more or less auto-

matically make decisions to accommodate 
their indoor climate control system to rec-
ommended thresholds for temperature and 
humidity. This case study is an example of  
the difference between this ideal image of  
decision making and the much more messy 
and opaque process found in practice [13]. 

When studying the varying practices and 
sequences of  events at the historic house 
museum, it has been remarkable to note 
how small effect strategic decisions have 
actually had on the climate control sys-
tem and the overall control regime over 
a period of  close to a hundred years. 
Interestingly enough, this situation of  
stability remains today despite the fact 
that individuals from all the profession-
al groups have strong opinions about 
the indoor climate, and despite the fact 
that considerable interests are at stake. 

Throughout the years, there have been few 
noticeable changes. Still, a continuum of  
minor adjustments is carried out on a daily 
basis, often as direct responses to exter-
nal stimuli; condensed water is discovered 
on the textiles in a bed and it is decided 
that the room should be fitted with an ex-
tra radiator, a window is leaking and has 
to be made watertight, thermostats no 
longer function correctly and have to be 
replaced. These actions, however, are ad-
hoc; they are not the result of  strategic 
decision making. Frequently it is the un-
expected that impel action: the vacuuming 
of  the radiators which inhibits the drying 
effect in autumn; changed fire protection 
measures in the form of  closed doors be-
tween heated and unheated rooms which 
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lead to moisture problems; a prohibited 
change of  temperature settings results in 
a need of  shielded thermostats, and so on. 

Someone still may argue that the fact that 
the indoor climate control system has 
been kept more or less intact for so many 
decades certainly must be a result of  con-
scious decisions. The evasive answers on 
the direct question of  the rationale for the 
current heating practice do not support 
this, however. It seems more plausible to 
explain the current practice as a product 
of  an historical unfolding of  events than as 
the outcome of  rational aspirations. Most 
of  these events seem to be of  coincidental 
nature, for example that the building was 
chosen for a state-supported intervention 
in the 1920´s (motivated by a surplus of  
power during night-time from the new na-
tional power grid), or that the replacement 
of  thermostats lead to negative experiences. 

Thus, taken together, we have not seen 
much which supports the ‘traditional per-
spective’ on strategic decision making [11], 
touched upon in the introduction. One 
way of  giving a more realistic picture of  
the processes we have seen here, is to ap-
ply Langley et al’s concept ‘issue streams’ 
[25] on the discussions and perceptions on 
preservation, comfort and energy. Their 
description of  these processes as “continu-
ing and interacting streams of  issues that 
spin off  actions, sometimes through iden-
tifiable decisions” [25] is more in line with 
our results, and clarifies how negotiations 
about the indoor climate are part of  a more 
complex process, partly dependent on ear-
lier decisions, controversies and actions.

First of  all, it is important to note that the 
indoor climate has to fulfil several purpos-
es which are not always readily compatible. 
Naturally, the temperature and humidity 
should be adapted to the building in order 
to preserve it, but also to make it possible 
to open up for visiting tourists. The same 
applies to the varying kinds of  artefacts 
within the museum; the textiles, art col-
lections, furniture etc. All of  these should 
be preserved for future generations, but 
also be exhibited to the general public. 
Furthermore, the indoor climate should 
provide plausible working conditions for 
the guides and housekeepers who work in 
the museum on a daily basis and, prefera-
bly, the climate control technology should 
meet these multiple demands in an energy 
efficient way. As a consequence, responsi-
bilities for the building, and the artefacts 
and human beings within it, are spread out 
among a number of  organizations. Each 
of  these is represented by individuals with 
specific professional backgrounds, and 
with specific responsibilities and prior-
ities with respect to the purposes above. 

Thomas [26] and Henning [20] have ar-
gued that one reason why certain conflicts 
will not easily be resolved through mutu-
al understanding is that different worlds 
are occupying, or at least overlapping, 
the same physical space. This statement 
seems most applicable to the situation 
at the studied house museum, where the 
different social actors relate to the same 
space in entirely different ways. We have 
seen for example, that for those who work 
at the museum on a daily basis, the ques-
tion of  appropriate indoor temperature fill 
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up a large part of  their time; as a subject 
for conversation, as a worrying daily em-
bodied experience, and as a number of  
practical tasks to handle. Latent conflicts 
are now and then threatening to surface 
due to incompatibilities between the re-
quirements of  this staff  and the manage-
ment objective to preserve the building. 

Even so, guides and housekeepers do not 
seriously contest the managers’ and con-
servators’ interpretation of  how preser-
vation may best be achieved. Despite the 
fact that there are damages caused by the 
indoor climate today, there is a shared un-
derstanding that the current situation is 
within the confines of  an acceptable risk 
level. Thus, on an overarching level, there 
is consensus and acceptance of  the fact 
that preservation must be the dominant 
rationale for indoor climate control, and 
all actors seem to argue for the keeping of  
status quo, albeit in different ways. This 
varying degree of  priority among the three 
main rationales for climate control could 
be described as a hierarchy, with ‘preserva-
tion’ at the top, ‘energy’ at the bottom, and 
‘comfort’ somewhere in between. The two 
last are clearly subordinate to the preserva-
tion task, and all interviewees seem to share 
this basic horizon of  perception, framing 
their expectations for what is considered 
possible to achieve and decide upon [13].

The situation is partly in line with the 
previously mentioned article by Walker, 
Shove and Brown [23]. Their article shows 
how a certain kind of  motives, ‘clinical 
priorities’, had become an institution-
alised rationale for why air conditioning 

should readily be accepted in an increasing 
amount of  situations. In our case, the aim 
of  preserving the building and collections 
has a similar hegemonic position. Howev-
er, the effect is almost the opposite: rather 
than pushing the growth of  new indoor 
climate technologies, as in the North UK 
hospital case, we see here how “accept-
able” conditions with respect to the he-
gemonic motive of  preservation actually 
hamper a change of  practice, leading to 
only rare and minor adjustments of  the 
existing technology for climate control.

Through a technical lens, the advantag-
es and energy-saving potential of  using 
more sophisticated temperature control to 
stabilize relative humidity may seem ob-
vious. However, from an inside perspec-
tive, such alterations are less self-evident. 
Both conservators and managers are well 
aware of  the risks involved in each adjust-
ment of  the indoor climate. To preserve 
heritage buildings and cultural collections 
with mixed materials is a delicate matter, 
and some of  the conservators and man-
agers have had bad experience of  previ-
ous attempts to intervene. Therefore, any 
attempt to reduce energy consumption 
presents a new threat to the achieved bal-
ance of  temperature and humidity. An-
other perceived risk to the building and its 
preservation lies in the suppressed conflict 
with the permanent staff, who opposes 
further decreases in temperature. Guides 
and house-keepers are both formally and 
informally excluded from discussions 
about preservation, which are reserved for 
professionals such as architects, managers 
and conservators.  However, when the low-
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ered temperature setting was to be realized 
they still had the final saying, by protest-
ing about worsened working conditions.

This case study has illustrated how discus-
sions among and between social actors, as 
well as the way their respective priorities 
are negotiated, are essential features of  the 
actual management procedure and have a 
strong impact on the ability to modify it. 
In this case, several interrelated aspects 
tend to reinforce the stability of  current 
practice. Maybe most important is the 
fact that the different professionals have 
difficulties in reaching consensual com-
promises in ways which do not conflict 
with, or threat, the overarching objective; 
to preserve the building and its content. 
One effect of  this is that neither ener-
gy saving, nor thermal comfort, are dis-
cussed in more explicit or formalised ways. 

Although it could be argued that there 
are more optimal technical solutions 
available in this case, it is also clear that 
the present solution has proven to be 
a durable one, and hence, sustainable 
from the viewpoints of  the involved or-
ganizations. From a systems perspective, 
there is a risk in leaving a state of  sta-
bility, as there might be unknown risks 
connected with the transition [27]. Fur-
thermore, to solve problems by increas-
ing the complexity of  the system might 
have adverse effects in the long run [28].

Moezzi and Janda [19] suggest that re-
search exploring technical or behavioural 
potentials for energy-efficiency tends to 
generate too simple solutions, while the 

use of  “social potentials” increases the 
complexity of  solution sets. Our findings 
support this by exposing how social as-
pects are paramount for enabling change. 
Still, we suggest that the viable way to im-
prove the indoor climate in heritage build-
ings, and to do so in an energy-efficient 
way, is to support decision making that 
pay attention to the case-specific perspec-
tives and interests of  the involved actors. 

7. Conclusion
The objective of  this paper is to show 
how the interaction between perceptions 
and experiences of  different professional 
groups are pivotal factors for the man-
agement of  the indoor climate in heritage 
buildings. As described in the introduc-
tion, the academic discourse about indoor 
climate control takes for granted the idea 
that action is subsequent to a situation of  
choice and that the fundamental role for 
research is to produce expert knowledge 
which can guide decision-makers in such 
situations. The main conclusion from 
this study is that this idea has substantial 
limitations. In this case study the present 
practice has emerged and stabilized in the 
absence of  a rational decision process 
comprising the identification and evalu-
ation of  alternatives. Instead of  decision 
process per se, there is a discourse about 
indoor climate control that forms sep-
arate, but linked, “issue streams” where 
each actor take a unique position based 
on experience and pre-understanding. 

If  the indoor climate control in the mu-
seum had been analysed from a techni-
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cal viewpoint, it is likely that an observer 
from outside had identified several inter-
ventions, either to improve the indoor 
climate or make its control more energy 
efficient. It is also likely that this observ-
er would be puzzled about why such in-
terventions had not yet been realized, and 
discussed this in terms of  a “gap” which 
ultimately could be attributed to the irra-
tional behaviour of  individuals. We have 
taken another route and approached the 
organizational setting from within, by 
focusing on each actor’s perceptions and 
experiences. In the light of  our findings, 
the very existence of  the “gap” could be 
contested and the arguments given by dif-
ferent actors turn out as rational. This is 
imperative from a policy perspective: if  
there is an ambition to change practices 
towards more sustainable trajectories, then 
there is a need to transcend mere techni-
cal approaches and include social factors.

We therefore propose, for this field, an in-
creased use of  research which focus on the 
interaction between relevant social actors 
(and their varying habits, experiences and 
modes of  thinking) and the social and ma-
terial prerequisites for their respective abil-
ity to act. This would provide a much more 
informed basis for further actions in mu-
seums and heritage buildings concerning 
the delicate balance between preservation, 
thermal comfort, and energy efficiency.

Despite being an isolated, single case study 
in the Swedish context, we further sug-
gest that the findings from this case study 
have international relevancy. The manage-
ment of  historic buildings is organized in 

different ways across countries, but the 
challenge to combine low energy use with 
preservation is universal. The management 
of  built and movable heritage has become 
a highly professionalized enterprise [29] 
with an increasingly globalized community 
of  practitioners. Among heritage profes-
sionals there is a nascent understanding 
of  sustainability as a key issue and aim for 
conservation practice e.g. [30]. There is 
however a tendency that sustainability as 
a theme is used to legitimize the actions 
of  heritage professionals via a change in 
discourse, without profound changes of  
actual practice [29]. The case study in this 
paper reveals the complexities surrounding 
such a change and opens up for a re-fram-
ing of  how a more sustainable manage-
ment of  historic buildings can be achieved.
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Paper V. 

projects which at the outset have aimed at producing 
knowledge relevant for end-users, should be both custo-
mized and tested in collaborative efforts by stakeholders 
and scientists.

Keywords
Risk communication; Cultural heritage management; 
Sensemaking; Adaptation

1. Introduction
In recent years there has been much ef-
fort invested to assess the impact of  cli-
mate change to cultural collections and 
built heritage in Europe. The predominant 
approach has been to use top-down mod-
eling where the outcome is predictions of  
how deterioration rates and patterns will 
change in the future. This is a necessary but 
not sufficient condition for the planning 
and implementation of  adaptation and 
mitigation measures. In order for the risk 
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Abstract
Organizations and institutions managing built herita-
ge have to make use of increasingly detailed, elaborate 
and complex climate change impact assessments. It is a 
challenge to determine how, when and by whom clima-
te predictions should be translated into risk estimates 
usable for decision-making. In this paper results from 
the Climate for Culture project are used to study how 
heritage decision-makers interpret future indoor cli-
mate-related risks to Swedish churches. Different sets of 
risk maps were presented to ten engineers, ten building 
conservators and five experts on indoor climate related 
risks. Interviews were used to understand how the inter-
viewees made sense of the presented information and if 
they associated it with a perceived need for adaptation. 
The results show that the risks were interpreted and as-
sessed largely dependent on their pre-understanding and 
familiarity with the individual risks. The magnitude of 
change and the lack of uncertainty estimates were su-
bordinate to the overall impression of the information 
as being credible and salient. The major conclusion is 
that the dissemination of risk information, also from 
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assessments to have an effect they must be 
communicated to the end users. The over-
all problem addressed in this paper is how 
generic, complex and uncertain risk infor-
mation should be disseminated to adap-
tation practitioners in the heritage sector.  

The impacts of  climate change on built 
heritage have been studied both for indi-
vidual sites e.g. (Grossi et al., 2011) and 
for geographic areas e.g. (Sabbioni et al., 
2010). The NOAH’s ARK project (Sab-
bioni et al., 2010) assessed the effects of  
climate change to cultural heritage in Eu-
rope by applying damage functions to pro-
jections of  the future climate. The main 
result of  the project was a collection of  
maps over Europe, where key environ-
mental variables were linked to potential 
damage for heritage materials. Recently, 
there have also been studies on how the 
indoor climate in selected historic build-
ings and the related risks will be affected 
by climate change (Bratasz et al., 2012; 
Brimblecombe and Lankester, 2012; Lank-
ester and Brimblecombe, 2012b, 2012a). 
Huijbregts et al (2012) showed how sim-
plified building simulation of  generic 
buildings is a feasible methodology to 
produce maps of  future indoor climates. 
The methodology was applied at a large 
scale in the recently finished project Cli-
mate for Culture (Leissner et al., 2014), 
which aimed to produce information use-
ful for the management of  historic build-
ings and cultural collections in Europe.

Organizations and institutions responsi-
ble for cultural heritage management now 
face the challenge of  how to make use of  

increasingly detailed, elaborate and com-
plex impact assessments in decision-mak-
ing for climate change adaptation. It 
has been suggested that predictions of  
earth-system processes are most useful 
for decision making when they are relat-
ed to near-term events and when predic-
tive skill is known (Sarewitz et al., 2000). 
Predictions of  climate change impacts are 
both highly uncertain and relate to events 
which, in a heritage management perspec-
tive at least, are located in the distant fu-
ture.  Despite this there is a demand from 
policy-makers and adaptation practitioners 
for more detailed and refined predictions 
about climate change impacts to cultural 
heritage, and a scientific community keen 
to supply this demand. However, to what 
extent existing predictions of  impacts 
to cultural heritage have been useful for 
adaptation planning remains largely un-
known. This situation calls for an urgent 
need to understand how researchers and 
stakeholders can collaborate to trans-
form abstract and complex information 
about uncertain climate change impacts 
into actionable knowledge for adaptation 
decision-makers in the heritage sector. 

The point of  departure for this paper is the 
intersection between results from Climate 
for Culture (CfC), a research project sup-
plying risk information, and the Church of  
Sweden, an organization in need of  risk in-
formation for adaptation planning. In this 
intersection, concerns were raised about 
how the risk information should be select-
ed, packaged, and assessed, and to what 
extent it actually was rendered as useful 
by decision-makers. To better understand 
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the process of  how the quantitative results 
of  this and other climate change impact 
projects should be communicated, this ex-
ploratory study uses qualitative interviews 
to get a better understanding of  how com-
plex and uncertain risk information is sub-
jectively interpreted by decision-makers.

The CfC project used climate model-
ling and building simulations to produce 
a set of  European maps depicting future 
changes of  deterioration for materials 
kept inside historic buildings. The proj-
ect set out to produce results relevant 
for end-users by involving stakeholders 
throughout the research process. Dis-
semination of  results was inscribed as a 
critical factor for reaching the project’s 
aims. Questions about the identities of  
the end-users and the ways in which the 
results could be used received some atten-
tion in the initial phase of  the project. A 
quite heterogeneous user group could be 
anticipated, ranging from policy makers 
at the national level to private owners of  
historic buildings. It was decided that the 
main strategy for dissemination should be 
to make results of  the project easily acces-
sible for decision-makers to choose based 
on their own needs (Leissner et al., 2014).  
There had been a process internal to the 
project where technical experts collaborat-
ed with stakeholders in the design of  the 
maps. This kind of  procedure is known to 
be insufficient to guarantee effective com-
munication (Morgan et al., 2001, p. 19).

The Church of  Sweden is responsible 
for the majority of  historic churches in 
Sweden. During 2014, the organization 

investigated potential ways of  re-orga-
nizing their building management. An 
assessment of  climate change impacts 
to churches was considered necessary in 
order to understand the future need of  
adaptation. The results of  the recently 
finished CfC project became a timely op-
portunity for delivering the kind of  infor-
mation sought by the Church of  Sweden. 

In the researcher-stakeholder dialogue that 
followed, a key question was identified: 
how the quantitative information pro-
duced by CfC should be transformed into 
statements about risk usable for adaptation 
planning. The results from CfC are meant 
to be used by heritage professionals whom 
have the necessary knowledge about local 
circumstances to judge the relevancy of  
the information in relation to specific cas-
es. Building management expertise from 
within the Church of  Sweden had to be 
involved in the risk assessment process to 
contribute with the necessary local knowl-
edge – but it was uncertain how this should 
be carried out. Therefore, it remained a 
challenge to determine how, when and 
by whom the predictions made by CfC 
should be translated into risk estimates 
usable for the decision-making process.

How scientific information successfully 
translates into action has been described 
as a key question for climate risk manage-
ment (Travis and Bates, 2014, p. 1). Em-
pirical research has shown how the use 
of  information in decision making can be 
dependent of  a range of  factors, such as 
institutional barriers, resolution of  the in-
formation, level of  skill among users, trust 
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between producers and users, etc. (Kirch-
hoff et al., 2013). It has been suggested 
that to create actionable knowledge, in-
formation about climate change must fit 
into existing contexts to close the usability 
gap between what scientists understand 
as useful information and what users rec-
ognize as usable in their decision-making 
(Lemos et al., 2012).  To achieve this, there 
is a need to tailor climate information 
through sustained interactions between 
researchers and decision-makers (Lemos et 
al., 2012, p. 789; Moss et al., 2013, p. 697). 
Previous studies addressing the usefulness 
of  climate risk information for heritage 
practitioners have pointed out the neces-
sity to contextualize climate change in-
formation in order to make it relevant for 
practical management (Cassar and Pend-
er, 2005; Haugen and Mattsson, 2011). 

There is no shortage of  advice for how to 
communicate risk and uncertainty effec-
tively e.g. (Morgan et al., 2001, p. 19; Renn, 
2008; CCSP, 2009; Fischhoff, 2011; Mas-
trandrea et al., 2011; Fischhoff  and Davis, 
2014). One thing that different strategies 
have in common is that risk communi-
cation should focus on issues that are 
relevant for the target audience. Another 
commonality is the importance of  testing 
communications before final dissemina-
tion. Despite the abundance of  advice, 
there is little empirical evidence on the 
efficacy of  different strategies for climate 
communication (Pidgeon and Fischhoff, 
2011). Furthermore, there are compet-
ing understandings of  what constitutes 
good risk communication and different 
ends will require different sets of  best 

practices (Demeritt and Nobert, 2014).

It has often been argued that uncertain-
ties in climate change impacts should be 
characterized, quantified (based on histor-
ic data or expert judgment) and communi-
cated to the end user in order to improve 
decision-making e.g. (Mastrandrea et al., 
2011),  although the procedures, scope 
and purpose of  this enterprise is debated 
(Adler and Hirsch Hadorn, 2014).  Most 
impact studies on indoor climate risks 
to buildings have been of  a determinis-
tic nature, despite calls for probabilistic 
approaches where at least some of  the 
uncertainties are quantified (Wilde and 
Tian, 2011).  Uncertainties in one model-
ling step will propagate to the subsequent 
step. As an example, Nik (2012) shows 
how uncertainties in global climate models 
have substantial impact on building sim-
ulations. The prediction of  future indoor 
climate-induced damage in buildings in-
troduces an additional layer of  uncertainty 
(Leijonhufvud et al., 2013).  The functions 
used for modelling damage to cultural 
heritage are rarely probabilistic (Strlič et 
al., 2013).  As an example, a recent review 
concluded that all mould growth models 
are deterministic (Vereecken and Roels, 
2012).  There remains the possibility to 
address other (known) uncertainties. Of  
interest for this paper is a study by Nik 
et al (2012), which takes into account the 
uncertainty of  future emissions when pre-
dicting future mould growth in ventilat-
ed attics in Sweden. The study by Lank-
ester and Brimblecombe (Lankester and 
Brimblecombe, 2012b) on the impact on 
future climates on historic interiors also 
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compared different emission scenarios. 

While addressing known uncertainties is 
considered good practice, it will always 
increase the amount of  modelling and 
analysis needed. In the already complex 
CfC-project it was considered unfeasible 
to introduce more modelling parame-
ters. Consequently, the CfC-project pro-
duced single point estimates of  future 
damage (with the exception that two ac-
tually quite similar forcing scenarios were 
used). In practice, the results can be said 
to be based on a “series of  best guesses”, 
which means that there is no uncertainty 
range coupled to the final result (Schnei-
der and Kuntz-Duriseti, 2002, p. 68). This 
is problematic as a decision-maker might 
interpret the information as representing 
the most likely future scenario. Further-
more, the high resolution of  the result 
might lead to false reductionism, i.e. that a 
more detailed model creates an illusion of  
realism (Dessai et al., 2009). There is also 
a risk that the map format in itself  adds 
to a sense of  precision and legitimacy ob-
scuring uncertainty (Preston et al., 2011).

The deterministic approach used by CfC 
does not preclude the results from being 
usable for decision-making – but who 
should do the necessary transformations 
from point estimates to risk assessments, 
and under which circumstances? On the 
one hand it has been suggested to let 
those with most knowledge make subjec-
tive estimates of  risk instead of  passing 
uncertainty on to lay-people (Schneider 
and Kuntz-Duriseti, 2002). On the other 
hand scientists should refrain from sum-

marizing complex and uncertain informa-
tion on behalf  of  policy makers (Stirling, 
2010).  The risk information produced 
by CfC integrates expertise from several 
fields (i.e. climate science, building phys-
ics, conservation) and both scientists and 
stakeholders have collaboratively contrib-
uted to determine the procedures for es-
tablishing the end result in the form of  
European maps. Consequently, the lines 
between producers and users, experts and 
lay-people are not easily drawn in this case.

Much of  the literature on best practices 
in risk communication is based on an un-
derstanding where the overall goal of  risk 
communication is to transmit “risk mes-
sages” without distortion to inform, and 
not influence, decisions (Demeritt and 
Nobert, 2014, p. 315). As an example, risk 
communication has been described as in-
tended to help decision-makers to make 
informed, independent judgments about 
risks (Morgan et al., 2001). It is common 
that psychological factors such as cogni-
tion and emotion are used to explain how 
risk messages are misunderstood and bi-
ased, while the cultural and social nature 
of  risk is downplayed (Boholm and Cor-
vellec, 2010; Granderson, 2014). Con-
ceptualizations of  risk as a transferable 
message correspond to objectivist ap-
proaches to knowledge, in which knowl-
edge is unproblematically separable from 
the scientist who produced it and the 
practitioner who may use it and where 
communication is essentially one-way and 
linear (Greenhalgh and Wieringa, 2011).

The risk message model fits into more 
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overarching ideas of  governance as a 
matter of  “predict-then-act” (Adler and 
Hirsch Hadorn, 2014). However, practical 
risk governance tends to deviate from the 
prescriptions and ideas conveyed in for-
mal risk management protocols (Boholm 
et al., 2011). Boholm et al (2011) show the 
importance of  sense-making processes 
when planners deal with risk, and how sci-
entific assessment procedures advocated 
in risk management guidelines are substi-
tuted by social processes of  negotiation.

The lack of  uncertainty estimates in the 
CfC maps, the complexity of  the modelled 
processes and the blurred line between 
producers and users make it difficult to 
test how well the information, understood 
as a risk message, is transferred to a user. 
It is impossible to examine to what extent 

the information is “biased” as there is no 
objective yardstick to compare with. This 
ambiguity inherent in the information 
does not imply that there is no use in try-
ing to understand how it is interpreted and 
understood by users. On the contrary, it 
could be argued that it is even more im-
portant than if  there was consensus among 
experts about the magnitude of  the risk. 

To better understand the processes in-
volved in the communication of  the risk 
maps there is a need for an exploratory 
and qualitative way of  inquiry, and the 
Church of  Sweden serves as a relevant 
case study for this aim. Hence, the major 
objective of  the paper is to explore and 
understand how the generic, ambiguous 
and complex climate risk information 
produced in the CfC-project is interpret-

Fig 1: The method to produce risk maps developed in the Climate for Culture-project (Leissner et al., 
2014). 
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ed by decision-makers in the Swedish 
church. A secondary objective is to devel-
op a methodology for how to select ad-
aptation-relevant parts of  the risk infor-
mation produced by CfC and pre-test its 
dissemination to a specific target audience. 

2. The Climate for Culture project 
The Climate for Culture project (CfC) was 
a five year Large Scale Integrated Project 
within the EU Seventh Framework Pro-
gram completed in 2014. The general ob-
jectives of  the project were to quantitative-
ly assess the effects of  climate change on 
cultural heritage in Europe and to discuss 
mitigation strategies in connection to this. 
One main outcome of  the project was a 
method to produce risk maps for Europe. 
A brief  introduction to the method is given 
below, more details can be found in Leiss-
ner et al. (2014) and Leissner et al. (2015).

The climate model REMO, developed at 
the Max Planck Institute of  Meteorology, 
was used to produce regional simulations 
of  the climate on a grid of  about 11 km. 
Two global circulation models were ap-
plied as driving force (ECHAM5-MPI-
OM and MPI-ESM) (Leissner et al., 2014). 
The simulations were carried out for three 
30-year periods: 1961-1990 (recent past), 
2021-2050 (near future) and 2071-2100 
(far future). The simulations for the future 
were forced with two different emission 
scenarios (A1B and RCP 4.5), while the 
simulations of  the recent past was forced 
with observed greenhouse gas emissions. 
Past and future climate data in the form of  
hourly values for the whole 30-year periods 

were produced on a European grid with 
more than 900 locations.  The modelled 
climate data sets were verified with obser-
vational data sets to check their applicabil-
ity for building simulation. Systematic de-
viations and other issues related to the use 
of  modelled climate data were identified.

Indoor climates in 16 different gener-
ic buildings were simulated in a subset 
of  these locations by the use of  a sim-
plified hygrothermal building model. A 
state-space model was used comprising 
a mathematical function, derived from 
a statistical analysis of  measurements, 
that calculates the indoor climate from 
the outdoor climate. The model has 
been validated by (Kramer et al., 2013).

Changes in future damage were assessed 
based on damage functions, i.e. equations 
or algorithms that relates quantifiable fac-
tors in the environment to quantifiable 
changes within the object. The damage 
functions that were used by CfC include:

- Mechanical damage: wood, painted 
wood

- Chemical damage: paper, textiles, pho-
tographic material

- Biological damage: mould growth, in-
sects

Finally these changes were present-
ed as maps over Europe either show-
ing the absolute values for the three 
time periods or the change in damage 
in relation to the recent past (see fig.2).
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3. Method
The methodology used in the present pa-
per consisted of  two steps. The first step 
was to roughly identify the subset of  the 
risk information produced by CfC that 
was relevant for adaptation planning of  
historic churches in Sweden. The combi-
nation of  two emission scenarios, differ-
ent timescales, 16 building types used for 
building simulation and a range of  damage 
functions had resulted in a total of  55650 
risk maps. Only a limited number of  these 
were relevant for the Church of  Sweden. 
The selection was done in a collabora-
tive workshop with researchers from CfC 
and stakeholders from the Church of  
Sweden. The constitution of  the stake-
holder group was chosen by the Church 
of  Sweden and comprised both top-level 
management and engineering and con-
servation professionals directly involved 
in management. Based on the discus-
sions in the workshop, a set of  risk maps 
was chosen by the researchers from CfC.  

After the selection of  risk maps made in 
the workshop, the next step was to study 
how adaptation decision-makers interpret-
ed the selected maps, how the information 
fitted into their existing decision context 
and if  it translated into a perceived need 
for adaptation. Based partly on the stake-
holder experience of  knowledge acqui-
sition within the Church of  Sweden, it 
was decided that the most efficient way to 
elicit information was to use telephone in-
terviews. The interviews were semi-struc-
tured, revolving around a questionnaire that 
was sent to the interviewees beforehand.

The questionnaire was divided in three 
sections. The first section described 
the aim of  the study and gave back-
ground information about the CfC-proj-
ect and the production of  risk maps. 

The second section contained pairs of  
maps, depicting climate change impacts 
for the generic building type representing 
an unheated small stone church (fig.2). 
The pairs consisted of  one map showing 
the recent past, and one map showing the 
difference between the recent past and 
the near future. For each pair of  maps 
there were three identical questions. The 
first question considered risk assessment. 
The rationale for using an ordinal scale 
is that such scales are commonly used in 
practical risk assessments, for example 
when doing environmental impact assess-
ments (Boholm, 2010). The two other 
questions were about the need for adap-
tation measures and what kinds of  adap-
tation measures that were considered rel-
evant for the risk in question. The pairs 
of  maps (mould growth, insects and salt 
damage) were chosen to represent differ-
ent degrees of  severity and uncertainty. 

The third section consisted of  questions 
of  indoor climate control and indoor cli-
mate-related risks in churches today. They 
were constructed to reveal problems and 
opportunities with existing management 
processes as well as identification of  both 
technical and non-technical barriers to im-
proved indoor climate control in churches. 
There were both questions with predefined 
answers and open-ended questions. 
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The rationale for the chosen format of  
the interview (a combination of  qualitative 
interview and survey) was the qualitative 
and exploratory character of  the research 
question. The aim was to understand how 
the risk information conveyed in the sur-
vey-like questions was interpreted by de-
cision-makers. The risk assessments are 
interesting on their own but the focus is 
here on sensemaking: the process in which 
the interviewees renders the information 
as intelligible and relate to it (Weick, 1995). 
The interviewees were therefore instructed 
to “think aloud” and explain the rationale 
for all answers, a method often used for 
pre-testing surveys (Collins, 2003). In cas-
es where the interviewer felt that the verbal 
accounts didn’t reveal enough information, 
interviewees were probed with cues such 
as “explain how you came up with that 
answer”, “what are your thoughts on…?”. 

A category of  key actors regarding adap-
tation planning in the Church of  Sweden 
were identified at the workshop. At the 
Diocese level there are engineering and 
heritage professionals employed to sup-
port parishes with all aspects of  the man-
agement of  churches. Typically, there is 
one engineer and one building conser-
vator employed by each of  the thirteen 
Swedish Dioceses. These professionals 
give support to the often layman-led 
management of  the individual churches, 
both regarding daily operation and reno-
vation projects. They have good, aggre-
gated, knowledge of  risks to churches in 
their geographic region because of  their 
strategic position and tight collaboration 
with individual parishes. However, they 

are not specialized in indoor climate-re-
lated problems. Interviews were made 
with ten engineers and ten building con-
servators. In the rest of  the paper these 
are referred to as “decision-makers”.

To compare the assessments made by 
decision-makers, five experts regarding 
indoor climate risks were also inter-
viewed. Two mycologists, one entomolo-
gist and two engineers specialized in cli-
mate-related damages in buildings were 
interviewed regarding the pairs of  maps 
that were within their area of  expertise.

The interviews were made over telephone 
in August-September 2014. Each inter-
view lasted between 30-80 minutes with 
an average of  45 minutes. The interviews 
were recorded and notes were taken. All 
quotes have been transcribed verbatim 
and translated into English by the author.

4. Results and analysis of  the 
interviews
The following analysis begins with some 
general reflections on the perception and 
interpretation of  the risk information as a 
whole, and continues with a more in-depth 
analysis regarding how two specific ques-
tions in the questionnaire were interpreted.

Most interviewees seemed to have read 
the material carefully and tried to answer 
the questions with care, despite a low de-
gree of  familiarity with the technical de-
tails.  All but one of  the 21 decision-mak-
ers that were contacted for the interviews 
were able to participate with short notice, 
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which indicates that they had an interest in 
the subject matter. There was consensus 
among decision-makers and experts that 
the presented risk information was rele-
vant. They could all relate to the content 
and found it interesting. Despite perceiv-
ing the information as relevant, two of  
the experts did not perceive the informa-
tion as reliable enough to be of  any use.  

Most of  the interviewees expressed that 
it was relatively easy to understand what 
the risk maps showed. However, as dis-

cussed in more detail below, the way they 
referred to the maps indicated that their 
technical comprehension sometimes was 
flawed. Most interviewees were hesitant 
to make any kind of  risk assessment, as 
they perceived the information to be too 
abstract, unspecific and uncertain. How-
ever, in the end only a minority chose to 
use the “unable to assess” option. One 
building conservator expresses her con-
cerns about assessing the maps in this way:

Mould growth. The picture to the left shows the reference period and the figure to the right the difference between the reference period and the near 
future. The mould growth has been calculated on the basis of  temperature and relative humidity. Scale: mm/year. One example: In Gothenburg 
there is in the reference scenario a mould growth of  100-125 mm/year in the building. The growth is expected to increase with between 0-20 mm/
year in the near future. Observe that there is expected mould growth already today in this type of  building, except in the northwest of  Sweden. 

how do you assess the changed risk level? (negligible, small, substantial, serious, unable to assess)

should this information lead to any adaptation measure? (yes, no, unable to assess)

what kind of  measure would that be?

Figure 2. Excerpt from the questionnaire. Question on mould growth (translated from Swedish).
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It is difficult to interpret, expert knowledge 
is needed… difficult to relate to the num-
bers. I understand that all this is dependent 
on a lot of  hypothesizing at the drawing ta-
ble… there is a need of  a pre-interpretation.

The main objectives of  the interviews were 
to understand how the interviewees inter-
preted the different pairs of  maps, how 
they assessed the risks and if  they related 
the information to a need for adaptation 
measures. The questions regarding mould 
growth (fig. 2) and salt damage (fig. 4), will 
be used here as examples. These ques-
tions were chosen because of  their dif-
ferences regarding the familiarity of  the 
type of  damage and the strength of  the 
climate change signal. Mould growth is a 
common problem in Swedish churches, 
with a cause-effect relationship assumed 
to be well known to decision-makers. 
Salt damage, on the other hand, is not as 
common, and the understanding among 
decision-makers of  the cause-effect rela-

tionship was assumed to be lower. Further-
more, while the predicted climate change 
impact on mould growth is significant, 
the impact on salt damage is negligible.

The quantitative distribution of  answers 
is to illustrate the variety of  responses. 
An analysis of  how individuals explained 
their reasoning behind their answers, in 
some instances after being cued to do so, 
is used to interpret the quantitative results. 

The mould growth maps (fig 2) show pre-
dicted mould growth for the A1B emis-
sion scenario for the recent past (left) and 
the change between recent past and near 
future (right).  Mould germination and 
mycelium growth were calculated on hour-
ly values for the 30-year periods, using RH 
and T isolines from Sedlbauer (2002). The 
maps show the average growth per year for 
the whole 30-year period. For the recent 
past, the map shows a predicted mould 

Fig 3a and 3b. Mould growth.  Decision-makers (n=20) in dark grey, experts (n=4) in light grey.
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growth between 0-125 mm over Swe-
den, with the lowest values in the north-
west, and highest in the southwest. The 
change map shows an increase with 0-20 
mm over the whole country, implying a 
possible maximum relative increase in the 
southwest of  about 20 %. However, the 
change can also be zero as the value can be 
anywhere in the range between 0-20 mm. 

The risk assessments for this pair of  maps 
varied considerably (fig 3a). Only one of  
the decision-makers assessed the risk as 
negligible, while the other answers were 
about evenly distributed between small, 
substantial and serious risk. One deci-
sion-maker was unable to assess the risk. 
The assessments from the experts , in 
this case two mycologists and two engi-
neers working with moisture problems 
in historic buildings, were quite varying 
in that the mycologists considered them-
selves unable to assess the risks, and the 
engineers assessed the risk as small and 
substantial, respectively. The question if  
the information on mould growth should 
lead to an adaptation measure was an-
swered affirmatively by 75 % of  both 
decision-makers and experts (fig 3b). 

The results show that the level of  as-
sessed risk for the mould growth maps 
varied both within and between the 
groups of  decision-makers and ex-
perts. In the following, a number of  in-
dividual accounts are used to illustrate 
how the same information is interpret-
ed in different ways within the groups. 

The reasoning of  one of  the decision-mak-

ers shows how the combination of  a per-
ceived weak signal, high uncertainty and a 
skeptical attitude toward the method re-
sults in an outlier assessment. This deci-
sion-maker assessed the increased risk lev-
el for mould growth as small and answered 
the question of  the need for adaptation 
measures negatively.  He reportedly had a 
long experience with mould problems in 
churches. On the basis of  his experiences, 
he suggests that the link between mould 
problems and climate change is weak com-
pared to the influence of  other factors: 

…we see changes [of  the extent of  mould 
growth] already today but it is nothing that wor-
ries me, there are much bigger problems con-
cerning other aspects [that affects the risk for 
mould problems in churches].

He expressed an overall skepticism re-
garding the possibility to at all doing these 
kinds of  predictions, claiming them to 
be “too general” and “too uncertain”. 
At the same time, he seemed to be able 
to interpret the maps in a technically cor-
rect way and paid attention to technical 
details. In sum, this individual seemed to 
perceive the information as lacking in sa-
liency (the change being too small) and 
credibility (too much uncertainty), and 
therefore did not consider it as usable.

In contrast to the technical and rather crit-
ical approach represented by the former 
example, there were several decision-mak-
ers whose risk assessments seemed to be 
biased by a preconceived impression of  a 
negative development. Hence, the details 
of  the information regarding the specific 
question were downplayed in relation to 
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the overall impression. An example was 
one decision-maker, also with long expe-
rience of  mould problems in churches, 
who assessed the mould risk as serious 
and answered affirmatively on the need 
for adaptation measures. This engineer 
seemed to make his assessment with-
out paying attention to the actual details 
of  the maps. Rather, he reasoned that 
mould problems already today was a sig-
nificant problem, and that any change in 
the direction to a warmer and more hu-
mid climate would be a serious problem. 
In a way, then, the conveyed information 

strengthened his already internalized im-
pression of  the negative impacts of  cli-
mate change. He explained his reasoning 
by referencing to general phenomena only 
loosely coupled to the presented infor-
mation. In his case, the risk information 
was perceived as both salient and credible.

The assessments of  the experts were 
quite diverging. One of  them, a mycol-
ogist, was skeptical to the usefulness of  
the information, claiming the underlying 
science to be too uncertain. Consequent-
ly, he had a negative stance towards the 

Salt damage: Number of  occurrences when the relative humidity passes 75 % (NaCl crystallizes). The picture to the left shows the reference 
period and the figure to the right the difference between the reference period and the near future. An example: In Gothenburg the 75 % relative 
humidity threshold will be passed 150-200 times per year. In the near future this number is expected to increase with 0-10 times per year.

how do you assess the changed risk level? (negligible, small, substantial, serious, unable to assess)

should this information lead to any adaptation measure? (yes, no, unable to assess)

what kind of  measure would that be?

Figure 4. Excerpt from the questionnaire. Question on salt damage (translated from Swedish)
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methodological approach taken by CfC, 
grounded in skepticism towards the pos-
sibility to predict mould growth in build-
ings as a function of  the outdoor climate:

I consider the uncertainties too large for mak-
ing an assessment of  the risk possible. Further-
more, I do not think that small differences in 
the outdoor climate have an impact as the dif-
ferences which are specific for each building are 
much more critical [for mould growth].

This verdict did not seem to be due to 
skepticism about climate change in gen-
eral, but rather due to a lack of  faith in 
the overall research approach. Hence, 
he did not perceive the information as 
credible and refrained from making any 
assessments based on the information. 

This can be contrasted to the views of  an-
other expert, an engineer specialized in in-
door climate-related risks in churches. This 
expert was more positive of  the usability 
of  the results and assessed the predicted 
increase in mould growth as substantial. 
As a reference point for his assessment, 
he explained that many churches in the 
southern parts of  the country were close 
to a threshold for developing mould prob-

lems, and that even a small change could 
have major consequences. Interestingly, he 
commented on his own assessment that it 
was biased by his experience of  an increase 
in mould problems in churches during the 
last 5-10 years, according to him likely due 
to a changed outdoor climate. His thoughts 
about this illustrate how all risk assess-
ments are based on personal experience:

Expert: The way in which I make my assess-
ment is affected by my personal experience. If  I 
didn’t know anything [about problems today] I 
wouldn’t be worried over these numbers. Actu-
ally, the best would be to find someone without 
preconceived notions.

Interviewer: It is difficult to find an expert on 
mould growth in buildings lacking experience 
with mould problems.

Expert: Yes, it is a dilemma

The salt damage maps (fig 4) show the 
predicted number of  NaCl salt transitions 
for the A1B emission scenario for the re-
cent past (left) and the change between 
recent past and near future (right). The 
number of  transitions over 75 % RH (the 
equilibrium RH for NaCl) were calculat-

Fig 5a and 5b. Salt damage.  Decision-makers (n=20) in dark grey, experts (n=2) in light grey.
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ed on the hourly values and averaged for 
the whole 30-year period. For the recent 
past, the map shows a predicted number 
of  150-200 transitions per year for most 
of  Sweden. The change map shows an in-
crease of  0-10 transitions in the south and 
northeast, and a decrease of  0-10 tran-
sitions in the rest of  the country. These 
changes are very small in relation to the 
overall uncertainty of  the simulations.

The salt damage maps are different from 
the mould growth maps in the respect 
that it is difficult to determine if  salt 
damage will decrease or increase in the 
near future.  Despite this difficulty, 55 
% of  the decision-makers made the as-
sessment that the information implied a 
small or substantial level of  risk. On the 
question if  the information on salt dam-
age should lead to any adaptation mea-
sure, 25 % of  decision-makers answered 
no, 30 % yes and 45 % unable to assess.  

How can it be explained that a map which 

objectively shows a negligible impact of  
climate change is assessed as depicting a 
substantial risk? One of  the decision-mak-
ers gives a hint: he argues that it is difficult 
to estimate a risk as the indicated change 
is very small, but as the uncertainty is high 
he still think the risk is substantial. Anoth-
er reason might be that several interview-
ees had difficulties in understanding the 
difference between the baseline map and 
the change map. The information shown 
in the reference scenario seems to be used 
as the dominating basis for the risk assess-
ment and little attention was paid to the ex-
pected change. Related to this, it was clear 
that several interviewees based their risk 
assessments on how problems were expe-
rienced today, ignoring the information in 
the maps. One decision-maker argued in 
this way when explaining the difficulty in 
using the information for risk assessments:  

all questions are intertwined /…/ it is like this 
that you have to base your interpretation on the 
situation today, when there is such a wide scope 
for interpretation.

Both experts assessed the changed 
risk level as negligible, referring to the 
small change as well as the uncertain-
ty inherent in the damage function. 

Fig 6 shows that most of  the decision-mak-
ers thought that the presented informa-
tion was likely to affect their own acting/
decision-making.  The overall impression 
was that the information was perceived 
as strengthening the need for already ex-
isting ways of  adapting to climate change:

We already have these problems, but this shows 

Fig 6. Answers from decision-makers (n=20) to the question 
“Do you estimate that the aggregated information about risks 
for mould/insects/salt damage will affect your own acting/deci-
sion-making?”. 
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that it is likely going to become even worse. 
This gives us a stronger argument for continu-
ing with what we already do [to reduce indoor 
climate-related risks] . (decision-maker)

The notions of  risk that emerged in the 
interviews diverged from the common 
technical definition of  risk as a product 
of  likelihood and expected outcome. The 
way the interviewees reasoned revealed 
how the term risk was used in different 
ways by different individuals and how 
ideas of  risk, consequence, probability, 
uncertainty and vulnerability were inter-
mingled. Risk was for example referred to 
as dominated by expected outcome: “the 
risk might become serious in rare cases” 
(decision-maker), or the other way around, 
emphasizing likelihood: “big conse-
quences but small risk” (decision-maker). 

A confounding factor for making risk as-
sessments was the difference in the poten-
tial for risk reduction for different kinds 
of  risk. This can be exemplified with that 
mould growth potentially can lead to big 
damages, but it is relatively inexpensive 
and simple to reduce the risk with pre-
ventive measures, e.g. dehumidification. 
Then, in a case where effective risk re-
duction measures are already in place, 
it is intelligible to assess the risk as low.

Finally, and related to the definition of  
risk, there were few decision-makers who 
seemed concerned about the absence of  
probability estimates or uncertainty inter-
vals. Actually, the label “risk maps” used 
by CfC is misleading as they are deter-
ministic accounts of  future damage, albeit 

with a presumably large amount of  uncer-
tainty. However, this did not seem to both-
er decision-makers. There were only a few 
of  them who discussed or questioned the 
uncertainty of  the information. The op-
posite was true of  the experts, for whom 
uncertainty and the accuracy of  predic-
tions seemed to be the dominating issue.

5. Discussion
The methodology used in this paper pro-
vided a manageable way of  understanding 
if  risk information at all makes sense to de-
cision-makers and if  it is perceived as us-
able in their decision-context. In contrast 
to a survey, it was possible to get in-depth 
understanding on how the interviewees 
interpreted complex information and 
how they argued for giving their answers. 
The results can be used for customizing 
risk communication in a subsequent step. 
Furthermore, the methodology provided 
a cost-effective way of  eliciting knowl-
edge on the organizational constraints and 
possibilities for adaptation (this aspect is 
however out of  the scope of  this paper). 

The interviews showed that the deci-
sion-makers and experts in general were 
interested in the risk information. For 
most of  them, the information made 
sense in such a way that they could relate 
it to their own decision context. There was 
also in general a high level of  trust vis-à-
vis the provider of  the risk information. 
These two factors – that the information 
related to topical issues and the trust giv-
en to the information provider - could ex-
plain why a majority of  interviewees ex-
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pressed that the information would have 
an impact on their own future behavior. 

The magnitude of  the predicted change 
and the accuracy of  predictions were 
subordinate to the overall impression of  
the information as being credible and sa-
lient, factors which previous research has 
shown to be crucial for increasing usability 
(Cash et al., 2003; Kirchhoff et al., 2013). 

Previous research in risk communication 
points out the need to evaluate how risk 
information is perceived in order to cus-
tomize the presentation of  risks and to 
guide future research (Renn, 2008). The 
risk maps were in this case ambiguous 
to the studied group, resulting in a broad 
range of  interpretations. For example, in 
the case of  the mould growth maps, the 
assessed risk levels were ranging from 
negligible to serious. Both decision-mak-
ers and experts were, however, generally 
hesitant about making risk assessments, 
claiming the information to be abstract, 
complex and ambiguous. In the end, a 
majority chose to give an assessment rath-
er than selecting the “unable to assess” 
option. This indicates that the risk maps 
gave rather weak cues in comparison to al-
ready established individual beliefs about 
the issue at stake, for example their opin-
ions concerning the impact of  climate 
change in general (Morgan et al., 2001) . 

A complicating factor when interpreting 
the interviews was the elusive nature of  
risk itself. There are many different types 
of  risks as well as conceptions of  how they 
are constituted (Renn, 2008; Blennow et al., 

2014). Experts and lay-people tend to use 
the concept in different ways, with experts 
preferring a technical definition where risk 
is characterized as a product of  probability 
and negative consequences (Slovic, 2000). 
From the verbal reports of  the interviews 
it was apparent that the understandings of  
risk varied considerably between individu-
als, and in general they did not adhere at 
all to the technical definition. In addition, 
when interviewees were asked to rational-
ize their risk assessments, they referred to 
existing or possible risk management ac-
tions, such as the extent of  indoor climate 
control.  These results points at the lack of  
realism in a position which states that the 
ideal of  risk communication is the unbiased 
transfer of  a “risk message”, as discussed 
in the introduction. They also support pre-
vious research that shows how actors in-
volved in practical risk governance tend to 
merge risk analysis, risk management and 
risk communication (Boholm et al., 2011).

An intricate problem with the risk infor-
mation used in this study is that it shows 
possible future harm without giving any 
information about the likelihood. Appar-
ently, this was not perceived as a major 
constraint for performing risk assessments. 
This indicates that the focus within the sci-
entific community on reducing and com-
municating uncertainties, which was briefly 
described in the introduction, might have 
little impact on the usefulness of  research 
in the direct way by informing decisions 
through more accurate and precise pre-
dictions. However, using state-of-the-art 
methods and communicating uncertain-
ties have an important indirect impact on 
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usefulness by making the scientific enter-
prise perceived as legitimate by  end users.  

In the introduction it was described as an 
open question when, how and by whom 
risk assessments should be made: when the 
quantitative information produced by mod-
elling of  physical processes should be trans-
formed to usable knowledge via subjective, 
value-based, risk assessments. The results 
of  the interviews indicate that this ques-
tion indeed is a crucial one, but also that 
it defies simple answers. The range of  in-
terpretations and assessments made by de-
cision-makers and experts were quite wide, 
a result that questions the idea that the risk 
information is “objective”  and can be com-
municated to a broad group of  end-users 
whom effectively will select and make use 
of  the information. Leaving the task to as-
sess the risks to end-users will lead to mis-
interpretation and misuse, or perhaps more 
likely, that the information will not be used 
at all. An important finding is therefore that 
risk assessment and dissemination should be 
a joint effort by end-users and researchers 
in order to produce actionable knowledge. 

6. Conclusions
Risk maps produced by the Climate for 
Culture (CfC) project show future indoor 
climate related risks to historic buildings in 
Europe, based on building simulations of  
generic buildings. In this paper, a method-
ology for how to select adaptation-relevant 
parts of  this risk information and pre-test 
its dissemination was developed in a collab-
orative effort by researchers and a specific 
stakeholder group, the Church of  Sweden. 

The major objective of  the paper was to 
understand how heritage decision-mak-
ers in the Church of  Sweden made sense 
of  the generic, ambiguous and complex 
risk information produced by CfC, and a 
secondary objective was the development 
of  the methodology itself. Risk maps 
produced by the CfC-project were joint-
ly selected by stakeholders and research-
ers.  Twenty decision-makers and five 
indoor climate experts were interviewed 
with the aim to understand how they in-
terpreted and made sense of  the maps.

The interviews give a new and better un-
derstanding of  why the risks were inter-
preted and assessed differently by the 
respondents. This is shown to be largely 
dependent on their pre-understanding and 
familiarity with the individual risks rather 
than on the information provided. Most 
interviewees were hesitant about mak-
ing risk assessments, possibly because of  
that the information provided weak cues. 
In turn, risk assessments were dominated 
by already established notions of  climate 
change and its impacts on Swedish church-
es.  The magnitude of  the change and the 
accuracy of  predictions were subordinate 
to the overall impression of  the informa-
tion as being credible and salient. Multiple 
understandings and uses of  the risk con-
cept made comparisons of  the risk assess-
ments problematic. However, the lack of  
information about the range of  uncertain-
ty in the information was not perceived 
as problematic by most decision-makers. 

The major conclusion of  the paper is 
that the results from CfC are likely to be 
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interpreted in misleading ways if  the in-
terpretation and assessment are left to 
the end-users. The dissemination of  risk 
information, also from projects which at 
the outset have aimed at producing knowl-
edge relevant for end-users, must be both 
customized and tested for specific target 
groups in collaborative efforts by stake-
holders and scientists. This result is im-
portant for guiding further dissemination 
of  results from CfC as well as for future 
projects aiming at producing usable knowl-
edge for cultural heritage management. 
By extension, this is also a call for further 
qualitative research concerning how cli-
mate risk information is shared to and act-
ed upon by different stakeholder groups.
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Paper VI.

1. Introduction
The overarching problem addressed in this 
paper how scientific knowledge and best 
practices regarding indoor climate control 
should be shared to end-users in order to 
facilitate a sustainable management of  cul-
tural heritage. The indoor climate is an es-
sential aspect of  the management of  his-
toric buildings housing cultural collections. 
The use and preservation of  the building 
and the collection, as well as the financial 
cost and environmental impact related to 
energy use are all dependent on the extent 
of  indoor climate control (e.g. BSI 2012). 
Substantial effort has been devoted by the 
conservation community to address this 
issue. The focus has been on the technical 
aspects and considerable progress has been 
made in terms of  materials science and 
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technical solutions (e.g. Camuffo 2014).  

To determine an indoor climate control 
strategy is oftentimes a complex task, in-
volving social as well as technical dimen-
sions: conflicting objectives have to be 
negotiated, aspects of  management that 
commonly are separated have to be in-
volved and different types of  expertise is 
needed (Leijonhufvud and Henning 2014). 
Simple, generic advice is often not suffi-
cient to guide decisions. Hence, the sharing 
of  scientific knowledge and best practic-
es, and their uptake in decision processes 
are paramount for the implementation 
of  more sustainable solutions.  However, 
the way scientific knowledge is utilized 
in these processes is poorly understood.  

We argue that the issue of  knowledge shar-
ing has not been given sufficient attention 
despite its key role, and suggest that it is 
an important barrier to improvements of  
practice. An important means of  knowl-
edge sharing related to indoor climate 
control has been the production and use 
of  guidelines, recommendations and stan-
dards1. While there is an on-going debate 

1.  In the rest of  this paper, we use the term 
standard as defined by Brunsson et al (2012, 
p. 616): ”…a rule for common and volunta-
ry use, decided by one or several people or 
organizations.”. This definition includes do-
cuments issued by international standardiza-
tion bodies as well as institutional guidelines 
and recommendations in handbooks. This is 
of  course a very all-encompassing definition, 
but it reflects how general recommendations 
that have not been officially sanctioned still 
have had major impact on practice.  

on the scientific basis for current museum 
standards (Cassar 2011, Bickersteth 2014), 
there is little discussion or research about 
the ways in which standards and guide-
lines actually are used. Despite efforts 
to standardize indoor climate control in 
new ways, there is a shortage of  empiri-
cal research as well as theoretical discus-
sion about the nature of  standardization 
and the use of  standards related to in-
door climate control in historic buildings.

Universal advice regarding set points for 
indoor climate parameters – the “ide-
al climate” approach – have substantial 
shortcomings (Erhardt and Mecklenburg 
1994, Michalski 2009, BSI 2012, Stani-
forth 2014). It therefore seems to be wise 
to produce standards that support deci-
sion making, rather than forego it. There 
is ample evidence that a successful devel-
opment of  decision support presupposes 
a sound understanding of  the decision 
context, both regarding organizational 
and technical aspects (National Research 
Council 2009). The diversity of  historic 
buildings, collections and the ways they 
are managed imply that the decision pro-
cesses regarding indoor climate control 
unfold in myriad ways dependent on the 
specific contexts.  Hence, it is unlike-
ly to find a simple, generic roadmap for 
the decision process to establish an in-
door climate control strategy. In practice, 
such processes are often intertwined with 
other planning and management activi-
ties (Leijonhufvud and Henning 2014). 

Given this background, is there a role 
at all for standards, which by definition 
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have to give advice about common prob-
lems? A number of  recently published 
standards indicate that there is a shift in 
standardization both in terms of  scope 
and overall approach, with the ambition 
to deliver advice customized to the in-
dividual situation (Staniforth 2014).  As 
discussed in more detail below, these new 
standards and guidelines are increasing-
ly influenced by ideas of  enterprise risk 
management.  However, previous re-
search has shown that risk management 
guidelines have to resonate with existing 
management processes to be effective; 
otherwise they tend to “live a life of  their 
own /…/ detached from the practical 
reality of  actors”(Boholm 2010, p. 252).

The objective of  this paper is to explore 
and discuss how standards can evolve to 
both fit and guide decision processes to 
facilitate a sustainable management. To 
achieve this objective, we discuss the re-
cent progress in the standardization of  
indoor climate control for historic build-
ings in general and the European stan-
dardization of  the indoor climate in 
churches in particular. By drawing on the 
scholarly literature on standardization we 
identify key issues that both the makers 
and users of  standards have to address. 

The church of  Sweden is then used as a 
case study, presented in section 3. The ob-
jective of  the case study is to identify op-
portunities and challenges with contempo-
rary standards for churches in Sweden. By 
combing a qualitative study of  how indoor 
climate control is managed with a discus-
sion of  the use of  existing outcome-ori-

ented standards in Swedish churches 
we outline both the organizational and 
technical contexts in which standards 
are to be implemented. We hypotheti-
cally apply the recommendations given 
by two different outcome-oriented stan-
dards in two intermittently heated Swed-
ish churches located in different climatic 
zones. This exercise is made to identify 
the strengths and limitations of  the more 
traditional outcome-oriented approach.

The final section relates the results of  
the case study with the key issues re-
garding standardization identified earlier. 
Based on this analysis, we suggest ways 
forward for the standardization of  in-
door climate control in historic buildings.

2. Recent development of  stan-
dards for indoor climate control 
in historic buildings
There exists a patchwork of  standards for 
indoor climate control in historic buildings 
housing valuable collections: recommen-
dations in handbooks, international stan-
dards, national guidelines etc. The aspira-
tion of  standard makers has generally been 
to describe safe ranges based on scientific 
evidence, or, when science has been un-
able to deliver enough facts, on precaution 
in combination with practical experience 
(Brown and Rose 1996). Efforts to specify 
single, universal, “ideal” targets have been 
persistent despite “a steady undercurrent 
of  thoughtful critique” (Michalski 2009, p. 
1). Overly simplifying interpretations of  
standards have distorted the original inten-
tions. The famous example is how recom-
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mendations in Gary Thomson’s  textbook 
The Museum Environment (Thomson 
1978) inadvertently contributed to a de 
facto standard for museums, the so called 
20/50 standard (Bickersteth 2014). The de-
velopment of  standards has not been a lin-
ear process where accuracy and precision 
has increased along with the development 
of  scientific knowledge. Rather, there is a 
great variety in how standards are written, 
how they are intended to be used and fi-
nally in how they actually are being used in 
practice. The following account point at re-
cent developments in standardization and 
connects these with findings from a broad-
er scholarly literature on standardization. 

An important distinction to keep in mind 
when discussing standards is between the 
intention of  standard makers and the ac-
tual use of  standards. There is a process 
of  interpretation and translation to make 
a standard work in practice, and standards 
are generally not used as intended by stan-
dard makers (Timmermans and Epstein 
2010). The history of  indoor climate stan-
dards tells us that advice or specifications 
are transformed when applied in practice, 
and that widespread adoption of  stan-
dards is not to be taken for granted (Wein-
traub 2006, Michalski 2009). Furthermore, 
there is a dynamic between practices and 
standards in both directions. Brown and 
Rose (1996) illustrate in their account of  
the development of  indoor climate stan-
dards how practices, technologies and rec-
ommendations have co-evolved into a de 
facto standard for indoor climates in mu-
seums. This dynamic of  standardization 
is often neglected. Standards and conven-

tions are at times difficult to distinguish, 
and in practice they tend to reinforce each 
other (Timmermans and Epstein 2010).

For the purpose of  the following discus-
sion, we suggest two different ways in 
which outcome-oriented indoor climate 
control standards are used in decision-mak-
ing. Firstly, there is the prescriptive use, where 
the standard serves as a substitute for de-
cision-making.  Planning processes where 
specifications are needed at an early stage 
promote this use of  standards (Weintraub 
2006).  Secondly, the standard can be used 
as decision support, supporting the user in a 
negotiation between conflicting objectives. 
The standard provides heuristics or tools, 
but the numbers and thresholds included 
will be interpreted, negotiated and cus-
tomized to suit local, specific conditions. 
A process standard, on the other hand, pro-
vides a roadmap for the decision-making process. 
It does not include general threshold or 
limits, but stresses the importance of  mak-
ing informed decisions in a systematic way.

In the last years there has been an inten-
sified discussion about the optimal set 
points for T and RH in museums and 
archives, fuelled by the wish of  cultural 
institutions to become more environmen-
tally sustainable (Bickersteth 2014, Stani-
forth 2014). Suggestions of  T and RH in 
museums used to be based on precaution 
and the potential of  existing technologies 
(Brown and Rose 1996, Atkinson 2014). 
The overarching approach was to identi-
fy safe limits for the indoor climate which 
could be transferred to end users in stan-
dards and guidelines. The scientific com-
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munity is now increasingly focused on a 
better understanding of  damage func-
tions with the intention to inform evi-
dence-based risk assessment (e.g. Erhardt 
et al. 2007, Bratasz 2013, Strlič et al. 2013). 

Even though the discussion of  set points 
historically have been, and to some extent 
still is, focused on “proper” museums, it 
is relevant for historic buildings housing 
collections, such as churches or historic 
house museums. Historic buildings have 
been treated as exceptions to the rule, 
which require special treatment. Suggested 
targets in standards and guidelines for mu-
seums and archives have sometimes been 
perceived as unachievable ideals to strive 
for. The pragmatic way to address historic 
buildings in standards has been to widen 
the allowable climatic range used for mu-
seums, accepting a slightly higher level of  
risk.2 Such separation of  buildings and col-
lections into distinct categories amenable 
for different levels of  climate control is, 
however, difficult to apply in practice. In a 
recent Dutch study, there exists a contin-
uum of  the level of  control of  the indoor 

2.  Examples are “Class 2” in The Museum 
Environment (Thomson 1978) and ASHRAE 
handbook class B, C, D (ASHRAE 2011).

climate in museums, as well as continuum 
of  the hygrothermal performance of  the 
building envelopes (Martens 2012). A de-
cisive factor decoupled from the building 
properties is the financial resources for cli-
mate control, which are lacking for many 
smaller museums (Bickersteth 2014).

The more recent development in standard-
ization has been a gradual shift away from 
definite guidance in the form of  universal 
numbers toward more flexible approach-
es  (Michalski 2009, Atkinson 2014, Mi-
chalski 2016). There has also been a shift 
in scope, i.e. what phenomenon that is to 
be standardized. In the following, four re-
cently published standards are presented.

2.1. ASHRAE Handbook

The major revision made in 2003 of  the 
ASHRAE Handbook was based upon a 
risk based approach to decision-making 
for preventive conservation, as described 
in Michalski (2009). The revised standard, 
as well as its revisions in 2007 and 2011, 
essentially consists of  risk information 
about different types of  deterioration. 
There is also a table included where tar-
get specifications of  T and RH are giv-
en for different risk levels. The risks and 

Class Climate specification Collections risk and benefits

C

Prevent all high risk 
extremes

  25  < RH  <  75%

Temp. < 25°C

High risk of mechanical damage to high-
vulnerability artefacts; moderate risk to most 
paintings, most photographs, some artefacts 
and most books.

Table 1. An excerpt from target specifications of  T and RH in ASHRAE 2011.
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benefits associated with different class-
es, ranging from AA (best) to D (worst) 
are summarized in the table. In addition, 
there is a table called “Classification of  
Climate Control Potential in Buildings” 
which links the potential to control the in-
door climate with different building types.

As described by Michalski (2009), it was 
the intention that the ASHRAE handbook 
should incorporate risk management prin-
ciples and common knowledge in the field. 
The information about different kinds of  
deterioration given in the standard pro-
vides decision-makers with tools and heu-
ristics to make trade-offs between risks and 
benefits. However, the demand of  simple 
and quick advice is also recognized with 
the provision of  a table with target specifi-
cations. There is a risk that target specifica-
tions are used without much consideration 
of  the discussion in the accompanying 
text. This was considered in the use of  
letters for labelling the different classes: 
it was decided to label the class with the 
lowest risk AA instead of  A, as a way of  
informing that A is a good enough alter-
native for those wanting “what was widely 
seen as optimal” (Michalski 2009, p. 7).

The ASHRAE standard provides risk in-
formation and heuristics to support deci-
sion-makers as well as target specifications 
for indoor climate parameters. In doing so, 
it uses a similar approach as Thomson did 
in the Museum Environment by summa-
rizing existing knowledge, discussing how 
it plausibly can be applied in practical set-
tings, and finally suggesting generic advice 
about target specifications.  It emphasizes 

the negotiability of  the end result as well as 
the limitations given by different types of  
building envelopes and climatic conditions.

2.2. EN 15757:2010

The European standard EN 15757:2010 
Specifications for temperature and relative humid-
ity to limit climate-induced mechanical damage in 
organic hygroscopic materials (CEN/TC 346 - 
Conservation of  cultural property 2010) 
describes a methodology to establish al-
lowable fluctuations based on the histor-
ical climate. It is based on the assumption 
that objects in the collection have adapted 
to their environment and that by limit-
ing deviations from the historical climate 
there will be less risk for further damage 
(Bratasz et al. 2007). In contrast to many 
other standards targeting the preservation 
indoor climate, it is exclusively focusing on 
mechanical damage in organic hygroscopic 
materials. The method to establish allow-
able RH fluctuations in EN 15757:2010 
is based on the climate history of  a spe-
cific building. Rather than specifying a 
constant target level for the whole year or 
season, this method is based on a moving 
seasonal average around which variations 
should be limited. The mean target value 
for RH is calculated as a moving aver-
age over a 30 day period, from measure-
ments for at least one year. The aim is to 
eliminate harmful fluctuations in relation 
to the historical climate.  A fluctuation 
from the seasonal average is considered 
outside the safe range when the magni-
tude is more than 1,5 standard deviation. 
However, the standard says that the target 
range never has to be less than ±10 %.
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Previous standards have based recom-
mendations on a compromise between 
different deterioration mechanisms and 
different materials (e.g. Erhardt and Meck-
lenburg 1994). EN 15757:2010 deviates 
from this approach by concentrating on 
mechanical damage and hygroscopic, or-
ganic materials. The standard opens up 
for a wider range of  outcomes by taking 
the specific conditions of  the individual 
building as the point of  departure. How-
ever, it is unclear if  adhering to the stan-
dard actually implies a certain allowable 
band or if  the focus is to present a sys-
tematic method to determine dangerous 
fluctuations based on the historic climate. 

2.3. EN 15759-1:2011

The limitations of  standards that attempts 
to give universally valid recommendations 

about outcomes have resulted in a develop-
ment towards standards that focus on the 
decision process. An example is the Euro-
pean standard EN 15759-1:2011 Guidelines 
for heating of  churches, chapels and other places of  
worship (CEN/TC 346 - Conservation of  cul-
tural property 2011). The standard describes 
in its first stage a process for how to es-
tablish a target indoor climate, but does 
not suggest any numbers. In essence, it 
describes a procedure that needs to be fol-
lowed rather than suggesting the outcomes. 
In the following stages, the standard de-
scribes how to identify appropriate climate 
control strategies and technical solutions.  

2.4. PAS 198:2012

The recent UK PAS 198:2012 Specifications 
for Managing Environmental Conditions for Cul-
tural Collections (BSI 2012) lays out a frame-
work (fig. 2) representing a risk-managed, 
holistic approach to environmental man-
agement (Bickersteth 2014). It is empha-
sized by the standard how universal ranges 
for RH or T cannot be established, based 
on their different dependencies on various 
deterioration mechanisms. The balance of  
different objectives (stability, cost, sustain-
ability, and accessibility)  forms the core 
of  the standard (Ashley-Smith 2016). For 
example, it is pointed out how “a univer-
sal safe zone for all collection items” can 
result in “unjustifiably increased use of  
energy” (BSI 2012, p. 9). The standard 
does not suggest target specifications but 
it is, in the same way as the ASHRAE 
handbook, accompanied by a summary 
of  existing knowledge regarding damage 
functions in an informative annex. The 
scope of  this standard is somewhat broad-

1. Assessment of  building interiors

2. Specifications of  indoor climate

3. Determine heating strategy

4. Determine heating system

5. Implementation

6. Evaluation

Figure 1. EN 15759-1:2011. Rather than 
specifying an expected end-result, this standard 
describes a decision process which aims at identi-
fying an appropriate solution for the individual 
case based on a compromise between comfort and 
conservation requirements.
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er than the ASHRAE handbook or EN 
15759-1:2011: it includes both the over-
all management process and the decision 
process to determine target specifications. 

2.5. The dilemma of  standards: Generic advice 
for specific needs

A dilemma pertinent to all standardiza-
tion is to find the right balance between 
firm advice and flexibility. This dilem-
ma originates in the basic condition that 
a standard is general whereas practice is 
specific (Timmermans and Epstein 2010). 
Experience from how standards are used 
in practice show that more loosely defined 
standards with greater adaptability may 
work better than rigidly defined standards 
(Timmermans and Epstein 2010). This 
might be particularly relevant for conser-
vation practice. The problems to be solved 

by conservation practitioners call for ap-
proaches where the unique characteristics 
of  a place guide decision-making (Mason 
2002, Muñoz Viñas 2005). Standards, 
which by definition aim for some kind of  
universal guidance, can therefore prove 
difficult to apply in a strict way (Alcántara 
2002). This is a challenge pertinent also 
to indoor climate control standards for 
historic buildings, as the demands on the 
indoor climate varies widely between dif-
ferent buildings, not only due to technical 
differences, but also due to differences in 
how buildings and collections are used and 
valued (Leijonhufvud and Henning 2014).  

A possible way out of  this dilemma is to 
standardize organizational processes in-
stead of  end-results. To separate between 
these two types of  standards, we use the 
distinction suggested by Brunsson et al be-
tween outcome standards and process standards, 
where the former require the user to de-
liver a certain outcome, and the latter is 
intended for standardizing organizational 
processes (Brunsson et al. 2012). We sug-
gest that there have evolved two separate 
ways of  making indoor climate standards 
more flexible. The first approach has been 
to develop more sophisticated outcome 
standards that are targeting specific prob-
lems and open up for more elaborate risk 
assessment procedures, the second has 
been a shift towards process standards. 
The production of  EN 15759-1:2011 and 
PAS 198:2012 are representative for the 
latter, with a standardization of  processes 
instead of  outcomes. The analytic separa-
tion between outcome and process stan-
dards is in practice not straightforward, 

1. Assign responsibility

2. Develop a strategy

3. Collect data

4. Assess the risks

5. Set an environmental specification

6. Monitor environmental conditions

7. Achieve energy economy

8. Document and retain data

Figure 2. The overall framework in PAS 
198:2010 for developing an environmental man-
agement strategy and setting an environmental 
specification for a collection.
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rather the two approaches complement 
each other and one standard can contain 
elements of  both. For example, the use 
of  EN 15757:2010 is referred to in the 
decision process outlined by EN 15759-
1:2011. PAS 198:2010 is accompanied 
by “notes and informative annexes” to 
inform risk assessment. ASHRAE hand-
book contains elements of  advice about 
a structured decision process. In sum, 
these two approaches to make standards 
more flexible are in practice not distinctly 
separated, and in the four standards pre-
sented above there are variations of  both. 

While EN 15759-1:2011 and PAS 
198:2010 both aim to standardize process-
es, they have a somewhat different scope. 
EN 15759-1:2011 is targeting the decision 
process needed to determine a target in-
door climate and the implementation of  
technical solutions. It is implicit that this 
is a one-shot decision rather than a contin-
uous process. PAS 198:2010 has a slightly 
different scope. It targets the continuous 
management of  the indoor climate by 
addressing issues of  responsibility, strat-
egy development and documentation. 
The setting of  specifications is one step 
among others, and the incorporation of  
the standard with existing management 
processes is mentioned. The focus on 
processes in EN 15759-1:2011 and PAS 
198:2010 is promising as it opens up for a 
wider set of  solutions, better customized 
to specific situations. However, process 
standards bring a new set of  challenges. 

2.6. The need for complementary knowledge

Process standards are widely used for 
quality management and for managing 
risks in organizations. They generally 
do not require compliance with an ob-
jective or a specific result. Instead, they 
standardize procedures, duties and roles 
(Heras‐Saizarbitoria and Boiral 2013). 
The requirements of  such standards are 
abstract and generic to the extent that 
almost any organization can adopt them 
(Testa et al. 2014). The obvious drawback 
with process standards is that an adop-
tion of  the standard does not guaran-
tee desirable consequences. Knowledge 
and best practices have to be transferred 
to the user of  the standard via comple-
mentary sources. The user has to rely on 
these sources in order to assess the con-
sequences of  different courses of  action. 
To achieve desirable end-results regarding 
indoor climate control requires a well-or-
ganized collaboration of  qualified pro-
fessionals whom have access to guidance 
focusing on specific expert knowledge. 

Absolute and easily digestible guidance is 
demanded in many practical cases, where 
the management organization is lacking 
the competences and resources needed 
to successfully use the standard. In this 
context it means that a non-qualified user 
may come up with technical solutions 
that are completely inappropriate while 
still adhering to a process standard. This 
problematic situation is emphasized in 
the ASHRAE handbook (2011, pp. 21.5): 
“No two collections are identical. /…/ 
Experienced experts are best equipped 
to identify areas of  special risk and de-
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vise solutions, and to properly manage 
economic and other trade-offs, although 
this level of  expertise is not always easi-
ly available”. A possible remedy to this 
dilemma is to link process standards with 
outcome standards, an approach that is 
increasingly common in other domains 
of  standardization (Brunsson et al. 2012). 

2.7. The logic of  decisions: risk- or rule-based?

The decision logic implicit in standards 
is generally rule-based (Brunsson 2007). 
Standards typically offer rules for situa-
tions of  choice. The decision process is 
essentially about identification; to find the 
appropriate rule for a given situation. Pro-
cess standards deviate from this approach 
in that they encourage the user to frame 
decisions as a matter of  optimizing costs 
and benefits. In doing so, it is taken for 
granted that the user of  the standard is 
capable of  estimating consequences, cop-
ing with uncertainty and making trade-
offs. Decision support tools encouraging 
the use of  such consequential logic are 
implicitly anchored in the view that deci-
sions should be what March  (1994, p. 97) 
calls “intendedly rational choices”, where 
benefits and risks of  different alternatives 
are evaluated. The predominance of  such 
consequential logic is inscribed in vari-
ous forms of  formal risk management 
protocols which are increasingly used for 
organizational governance (Power 2007). 

The idea that decisions in organizations are 
and should be intendedly rational choices 
is both appealing and pervasive (March 
1994, Langley et al. 1995, Brunsson 2007). 

In the conservation field, the idea resonates 
with the contemporary emphasis on quan-
titative risk assessment as a foundation 
of  conservation decisions (Ashley-Smith 
1999, Waller 2003), as well as the increased 
demand on conservation decisions to be 
transparent and evidence-based (Jones and 
Yarrow 2013). There are, however, reasons 
to be cautious as practitioners might be re-
luctant to use formalized decision frame-
works. Risk management in organizations 
tends to be intuitive and experience based, 
despite efforts to formalize it (Boholm 
2010). Experiences from the construction 
sector show how practitioners base their 
decisions on previous experience and cur-
rent practice rather than formal decision 
tools and management control systems 
(Gluch 2005). These experiences suggest 
that the key question is if  standards which 
require risk-based decision making are 
powerful (and digestible) enough to rectify 
existing decision processes to the extent 
that informed risk/benefit trade-offs will 
substitute conventions and simple rules.  

The turn away from a rule-based logic of  
decision-making towards the consequen-
tial logic implicit in process standards is 
challenging as it requires a high level of  
competence of  the user. A related phe-
nomenon is that process standards are 
more or less void of  value judgements. 
The setting of  performance targets or risk 
thresholds is always based on judgements 
about values (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993, 
Stirling 1998).   This implies that an adop-
tion of  a process standard has to be ac-
companied by a discussion of  values and 
take as departure the objectives of  the 
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collecting organization. If  the objectives 
and values of  the organization are di-
verging from those of  society as a whole, 
there is a risk that sustainable solutions 
are not achieved even though the stan-
dard is implemented (MacDonald 2005). 

Finally, the use of  process standards might 
result in more paper work than action. 
There can be many different rationales 
for adopting a standard, and if  a standard 
is not perceived by the user primarily as 
a tool for achieving improvement of  in-
ternal practices its use might not lead to 
any significant changes (Brunsson and 
Jacobsson 2000, Alcántara 2002). There 
is a risk that standards are used as labels 
for demonstrating the accountability of  
the organization in the view of  external 
observers, for example funding bodies. 
This might lead to new administrative 
processes and changes in discourse, with 
little impact on practice (Power 2007). 

2.8. Summing up the recent development: chal-
lenges with process standards

The multiple forms and ways of  using 
standards discussed so far point at a basic 
dilemma, where end users expect general 
and clear cut advice, whereas the com-
plexity of  the problem requires individu-
al solutions based on risk assessment and 
negotiation of  objectives. Standards have 
evolved from simple prescriptions of  uni-
versal specifications to become more so-
phisticated, informative and flexible.  The 
scope of  standards is shifting: there is a ten-
dency to standardize processes on behalf  
of  outcomes. However, the lack of  testing 

and evaluation of  how standards are used 
suggests that this development emerges 
mostly from a lack of  success with former 
approaches. There is therefore a need to 
advance the understanding of  the role of  
standards as decision support tools. To be-
come useful, process standards have to be 
complemented with both expert knowl-
edge and value judgements. They require 
more resources to be implemented than 
outcome standards but promise improved 
end-results. If  the organization adopting 
the standard lack the resources needed 
for a successful use of  a process stan-
dard, it might not lead to improvements.

 

3. Case study: Indoor climate 
control in Swedish churches
The Church of  Sweden owns and manag-
es, in total, 3384 churches, of  which 2976 
are protected by the Cultural Heritage Act 
because of  their cultural heritage values3. 
In most of  these churches there are con-
flicting objectives associated with indoor 
climate control. The use of  a church has 
to be balanced with objectives for preser-
vation, on an oftentimes tight budget. In-
terestingly, there are no national standards 
or recommendations for the indoor cli-
mate formally endorsed by the Church of  
Sweden. Arguably, the organization should 
therefore have a potential to improve 
building management by using indoor cli-

3.  In the rest of  the paper, the term Swedish 
churches will refer to churches in Sweden 
built before 1940 and owned by the Swedish 
church.
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mate control standards. Considering this 
situation there is a timely opportunity to 
discuss the recent development of  in-
door climate control standards from the 
viewpoint of  the organization as a whole.

Both the technical and organizational con-
texts are outlined in order to understand 
the needs and challenges of  improved in-
door climate control. The following sec-
tion uses two Swedish churches as exam-
ples to illustrate the challenges with the 
application of  existing outcome standards 
to determine climate specifications for his-
toric buildings. In the next section, we out-
line the organizational context in which 
decisions about indoor climate control 
are made within the Church of  Sweden.

3.1. Challenges with outcome-oriented standards 
to determine climate specifications

In this section we discuss the application 
of  two outcome standards (ASHRAE 
handbook and EN 15757:2010) in two 
Swedish churches, Jukkasjärvi in the 
north and Atlingbo in the south  (fig. 3). 
We derive target specifications from the 
standards, and then discuss the practical 
consequences from a hypothetical imple-
mentation of  these targets. The objective 
is to investigate the use and applicabili-
ty of  different types of  standards rather 
than trying to compare or evaluate them.

The ASHRAE handbook, which is wide-
ly used internationally, and the European 
standard EN 15757:2010 were chosen as 
the two most relevant standards based on 
their applicability for northern climates to-

gether with their wide scope that include 
buildings with limited potential for control.  
Both standards are briefly presented in sec-
tion 2 of  this paper. The determination of  
target specifications from these standards 
demands some degree of  interpretation 
by the user, and we have carefully sought 
to use the standards in a plausible way. 

For the ASHRAE handbook, climate con-
trol class C is used. This class is suggested 
for buildings with no other climate con-
trol than heating and ventilation. The tar-
get specifications of  class C suggests that 
RH should be kept between 25-75 % at all 
times. T should be kept below 25 °C. These 
ranges are supposed to prevent high risk 
extremes in terms of  mechanical damage 
and biodeterioration. When applying EN 
15757:2010, we have used the calculation 
to determine allowable ranges for RH and 
T suggested in the informative annex A of  
the standard. It is not clear in the standard 
in which cases this calculation should, or 
should not be used. A major difference be-
tween the standards is that EN 15757:2019 
exclusively targets mechanical damage to 
hygroscopic materials, while ASHRAE 
handbook covers all types of  damage. 
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Figure 3. The location of  Jukkasjärvi and At-
lingbo churches. 

3.2. Jukkasjärvi church

Luleå Diocese is situated in the extreme 
north of  Sweden. During 2009-2011 
the indoor climate and energy use in 50 
churches in Luleå Diocese were monitored.

The churches in the Diocese illustrate 
how the indoor climate is affected by the 
climatic conditions in northern Sweden, 
which is characterized by long and cold 
winters. The extremely dry indoor climate 
resulting from heating makes it difficult 
to use common recommendations for the 
indoor climate. As in the rest of  Sweden, 
there are no common recommendations 
used neither for temperature nor relative 
humidity for the churches in Luleå. In 
practice, the temperature during services 

varies from church to church in an inter-
val from 12 to 22 °C. In Luleå Diocese 
some churches are permanently heated, 
some intermittently heated and some are 
not heated at all and therefore not used 
during winter. All churches that are heat-
ed for services during winter become ex-
tremely dry with RH in the middle of  the 
nave often going below 10%. The mon-
itoring campaign suggests that comfort 
has been the overriding priority in most 
churches and preservation of  the build-
ing and the artefacts have been more or 
less neglected in the design and operation 
of  heating systems. We have chosen the 
church of  Jukkasjärvi as a specific exam-
ple, but the general argument in relation 
to indoor climate control is representative 
for all heated churches in the Diocese.

Jukkasjärvi church is a wooden church 
built in 1726, located near the 68th lati-
tude, se fig 3. The church is intermittently 
heated, and in between heating occasions 
there is a base heating to a constant lev-
el. Fig. 4 shows temperature and rela-
tive humidity over a year in Jukkasjärvi 
church. It is characterized by moderate 
short term variations  and substantial sea-
sonal variations of  RH in an interval be-
tween  5 % and 65 %. The temperature 
is kept at a minimum of  around 7 ºC and 
during services it is raised to around 21 ºC. 

The outdoor climate during winter in 
combination with comfort requirements 
makes it unfeasible to comply with the 
ASHRAE class C recommendation to 
avoid RH below 25 % in order to reduce 
the risk for mechanical damages. The only 
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viable option for maintaining relative hu-
midity over 25 % would be to dramatically 
reduce temperatures, well below comfort 
levels, or to use humidification. Humidi-
fication would cause secondary risks asso-
ciated with condensation in the building 
envelope. Therefore, to use 25 % relative 
humidity as a lower limit in Jukkasjärvi 
church or the other churches in the Di-
ocese would compromise the use of  the 
church as a place for worship and thereby 
threaten the main condition for its long-
term preservation.  The upper limit of  75 
% RH is not a problem for this church.

EN 15757:2010 is focused on RH- and 
T-fluctuations in relation to mechanical 
damages. The historical climate is used 
to come up with an allowable band for 
short-term fluctuations which reduces the 

risk for further damage to hygroscopic 
materials. In fig. 5 the suggested method 
in EN 15757 has been used to determine 
the allowable band of  RH for Jukkasjärvi 
church. The lower and upper limits are cal-
culated as ± 10 % from the moving 30-day 
average. There are a number of  short term 
departures from the target range related to 
the intermittent heating. When the church 
is heated, RH drops and when the church 
cools off, RH rises above the upper limit 
due to moisture released from the build-
ing envelope or visitors during services. 
As these excursions from the “allowable 
band” are few and modest, only small 
changes to the current indoor climate are 
needed. The excursions could be mitigated 
for example by reducing the heating, pro-
longing the period for cooling off  and/
or increased ventilation after services. 

Figure 4. Temperature and relative humidity data from the 
period 2009-09-01 – 2010-08-31 in Jukkasjärvi church. 
The logger was situated in the middle of  the nave. 

Figure 5. Allowable band of  RH fluctuations according 
to EN 15757:2010 in Jukkasjärvi church. RH data 
from the period 2009-09-01 – 2010-08-31. The logger 
was situated in the middle of  the nave.
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However, the benefits for preservation 
of  reducing the small excursions over the 
allowable band are difficult to assess. To 
implement the allowable band as a target 
indoor climate is in a practical case rath-
er complicated. The allowable band has 
to be translated into thresholds for T and 
RH, which is not a trivial task given its dy-
namic character. This translation requires 
engineering competence as well as in-
sights to the rationale behind the standard. 

For Jukkasjärvi church, an obvious draw-
back with the method suggested by EN 
15757:2010 is that long-term fluctua-
tions or absolute levels are not consid-
ered risky. There are caveats about these 
issues in the standard, but to take these 
into account requires a high level of  com-
petence from the user of  the standard.

The yearly fluctuation of  RH is not con-
sidered when calculating the allowable 
band. This fluctuation in Jukkasjärvi 
church is exceeding 50 % in the extremely 
low region of  RH. The coefficient of  ex-
pansion in many hygroscopic materials is 
greater in this lower region, which increas-
es the moisture related strain in objects in 
comparison to fluctuations in the mid RH 
region (Bratasz 2013). Clearly these long-
term fluctuations pose a significant risk for 
mechanical damages, although most dam-
age would already be evident as the current 
heating regime has been in place for several 
years. Heating buildings in the cold, Nor-
dic, climate will always result in large sea-
sonal cycles of  RH, unless humidification 
is used. Interestingly, in a study by Silva et 
al (2014) almost the opposite is argued: 

that the focus on short-term fluctuations 
makes the standard difficult to apply for 
buildings in temperate climates. It is argued 
that this is because the standard is based 
on studies made in a cold climate, and that 
this justifies its emphasis on short-term 
fluctuation over seasonal fluctuations. 

To sum up the use of  the two standards 
in Jukkasjärvi church, it can be conclud-
ed that the specifications suggested in 
the standards should not be used without 
modification. In the case of  the ASHRAE 
handbook, the lower limit of  25 % is not 
feasible in a heated church in northern Swe-
den. The application of  EN 15757:2010 
would only require small changes to the 
indoor climate, but a sophisticated control 
system is needed. The benefits of  adher-
ing to the standard are likely small and dif-
ficult to assess, while the major threat for 
mechanical damages, in this case the year-
ly fluctuation of  RH, is not considered. 

The main priority for the churches in Lu-
leå Diocese, Jukkasjärvi church includ-
ed, is not preservation – it is about how 
they can continue to be used as places 
of  worship given the cost for heating. A 
damage survey was made in conjunction 
with the measurement campaign and the 
results did not show that the existing in-
door climate had a major negative effect 
on the painted interiors (Brunskog 2012). 
This does not imply that preservation is or 
should be neglected, but it is one objec-
tive among others in the decision process.

The climatic conditions in Luleå Diocese 
are far off  any of  the common notions 
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of  a ‘normal’ relative humidity level for 
preservation. General recommendations 
for collections, as those developed for 
museums, have not been considered ap-
plicable. This does not imply that there 
is no potential for improvement; the 
question is how standards can be de-
signed and used to realize this potential.

3.3. Atlingbo church

There are 92 medieval churches on the is-
land of  Gotland in the Baltic Sea around 
the 57th latitude. A few of  these church-
es are permanently heated, but most are 
intermittently heated during winter. At-
lingbo church is used as an example of  
problems related to intermittent heating 
in a humid stone church. The indoor cli-
mate for one year is shown in fig 6. The 
church was heated on around twelve oc-
casions during the year, with no or little 
base heating in between. The indoor cli-
mate is characterized by strong short 
term fluctuations caused by the intermit-
tent heating and a moderate yearly vari-
ation of  RH. RH is above 70 % during 
summer and slightly lower during winter. 

The application of  the specifications 
from ASHRAE handbook requires no 
action in the lower range, as RH is nev-
er near the lower limit of  25 %. The in-
door climate is often above 75 % for 
extended periods which points at a risk 
for mould and insects. Dehumidification 
or conservation heating would be need-
ed in order to reduce RH below 75 %. 

The target range proposed by EN 

15757:2010  is also shown in figure 6. 
The intermittent heating causes a num-
ber of  excursions well below the suggest-
ed range. Hence, a compliance with the 
standard would limit the possibility of  
intermittent heating, which is currently 
considered a feasible heating regime for 
this church given its use and the cost for 
heating. To reduce the short-term fluc-
tuations would most likely reduce the 
mechanical damage to artefacts in the 
church, but this has to be weighed against 
the expectations of  thermal comfort 
and the financial situation of  the parish.

3.4. Outcome standards require interpretation 
and thoughtful application to be useful

The ASHRAE handbook and the meth-
od suggested by EN 15757:2010 are 
different in the approach and scope, 

Figure 6. Temperature, relative humidity and allowable band 
of  RH fluctuations according to EN 15757:2010 in Atlingbo 
church. Data from the period 2009-09-01 – 2010-08-31. The 
logger was situated in the middle of  the nave. 
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but from an applied point of  view they 
complement each other. ASHRAE pro-
vides absolute limits in the high and low 
range whereas the other method focus-
es on reducing short term variations. 

The application of  the ASHRAE specifica-
tions is straightforward and does not pre-
suppose any knowledge or experience from 
the user. However in the northern church 
its application would not be reasonable. In 
the southern church, the ASHRAE guide-
lines point at a serious problem, biodete-
rioration, which has to be addressed. The 
application of  EN 15757:2010 requires a 
certain level of  technical competence of  
the user to calculate the allowable band. 
Furthermore, to control the indoor climate 
in order to always stay within the allowable 
band is a complex task. In the case of  the 
northern church an implementation of  
the standard would not mitigate the most 
obvious risk for mechanical damage, the 
yearly fluctuation. In the southern church, 
an implementation would not be feasible 
considering the demand for thermal com-
fort in combination with a lack of  money. 

In conclusion, we have two cases where a 
strict application of  a standard would be 
inappropriate (ASHRAE handbook in the 
northern church, EN 15757:2010 in the 
southern church). To sum up these two 
hypothetical cases, we make the following 
observations applicable to both standards: 

- The user has to determine when the 
standard is applicable and for what pur-
pose. A standard cannot be used bluntly.

- The user has to be able to decide how 
the standard should be used, modify it 
based on the requirements of  the specif-
ic situation and judge if  the benefits of  
an implementation outweigh the costs. 

- The standards will be most useful 
if  used as decision support rather 
than as prescriptive formulas. Espe-
cially EN 15757:2010 seems to be 
most useful as an arithmetic tool use-
ful for identifying risky fluctuations.

A lesson drawn from this is that universal 
guidance regarding the indoor climate al-
ways has to be used with care. It has to be 
adjusted to the specifics of  the local con-
text in order to be useful for effective de-
cision-making. We suggest that the experi-
ence that standards should be chosen and 
used with care is not specific for ASHRAE 
handbook and EN 15757:2010, but gener-
ic.  The following analysis point at some 
explanations to why this is the case. To 
start with, we acknowledge that there are 
knowledge gaps. At the general level, there 
will always be difficulties related to the 
complexity and uncertainty of  the damage 
functions on which outcome standards are 
based (Leijonhufvud et al. 2013, Strlič et al. 
2013). However, we suggest that the main 
difficulty is caused by three key aspects 
which go beyond the technical issues. 

First, the setting of  thresholds for what is 
acceptable is a subjective and value-laden 
exercise. An irreversible change in an ob-
ject does not necessarily correspond to a 
loss of  value, and there are good reasons 
to separate these concepts (Ashley-Smith 
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1999). Consequently, standards suggesting 
limits to reduce risk for damage can hard-
ly be derived by science alone. This is a 
phenomenon that is pertinent to all kinds 
of  regulation about risks (Funtowicz and 
Ravetz 1993, Gregory et al. 2006, Millstone 
2009). In essence, the judgement of  what is 
unacceptable should be a matter for deci-
sion-makers and stakeholders, not a virtue 
of  scientists. Hence, outcome standards 
incorporate value judgements which might 
be concealed for the user of  the standard.

Second, there are in practice always com-
promises and trade-offs needed between 
different aspects of  indoor climate con-
trol. Such compromising makes it difficult 
to use outcome standards where many 
aspects already are taken into account 
(such as the ASHRAE handbook where 
the specifications are based on a mix of  
deterioration processes). In for example 
the Jukkasjärvi case, the major trade-off  
is between use of  the building, mechan-
ical damage and energy use which leaves 
room for a range of  possible outcomes. 
In Atlingbo church, the main threat is 
biodeterioration. To handle these trade-
offs between different objectives requires 
that outcome standards support the user 
in estimating the impact of  different in-
door climates on the collection. An impli-
cation of  this is that outcome standards 
will complement, rather than substi-
tute, other sources of  risk information.

Third, the weight given to different fac-
tors determining indoor climate control, 
such as preservation, use and resource 
use, varies between the studied church-

es.  This variation in how the indoor cli-
mate is controlled is not only due to 
physical characteristics of  the buildings 
or the collections, but also to cultural 
and social factors, manifested in norms 
and practices specific to the place. Con-
sequently, such variations are difficult to 
incorporate in generic outcome standards.

The case studies illustrate how the seem-
ingly simple adoption of  plausible science 
based recommendations to improve the 
indoor climate becomes a difficult under-
taking in practice. While we acknowledge 
that it always is possible to find single cas-
es which represent anomalies in relation 
to general advice, and that such advice 
cannot be properly evaluated on the ba-
sis of  individual cases, we suggest that the 
case studies illustrate universal problems, 
rooted in the fact that the benefits derived 
from indoor climate control are valued 
quite differently from case to case. As 
mentioned above, the notion that universal 
guidance is problematic, especially for his-
toric buildings, is not new. These examples 
add an explanation of  the problem which 
goes beyond the mere technical issues.
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4. The organizational context 
of  the management of  Swed-
ish churches: opportunities and 
challenges for future standard-
ization
The Church of  Sweden was formally dis-
connected from the State in year 2000. 
The building management organization is 
highly decentralized. The responsibility to 
manage each church lies on the members 
of  the individual parish. Many parishes 
have recently merged into vicariates con-
sisting of  multiple churches, partly due to 
the decreasing number of  members and a 
decrease in the use of  churches.  The man-
agement is to a large extent organized as 
a decentralized layman-led activity, both 
regarding decision-making and practi-
cal work. The benefits and drawbacks of  
this situation are continuously discussed 
within the organization. One side argues 
that the management should be more pro-
fessionalized in order to become more 
effective, the other side stresses the im-
portance of  local involvement, involving 
the members of  the parish in decisions 
and daily duties (Svenska kyrkan 2015). 

The status of  churches as cultural heritage 
implies both legal protection and financial 
support from the state. All major chang-
es to churches built before 1940 have to 
be made in accordance with the Cultural 
heritage Act. All such changes require per-
mission from the County board. Further-
more, there is a considerable amount of  
money (ca 50 million Euro per year) pro-
vided by tax payers for the preservation 
of  churches. This funding scheme is cen-

tral for the upgrading and installation of  
new climate control systems in churches.

Swedish churches in general house and 
display valuable and fragile works of  art, 
ranging from medieval to contempo-
rary. Despite this fact it is clear that the 
preservation aspect has had much lower 
priority as compared to most museums. 
This is rooted in a historical conflict be-
tween the Swedish church and Swedish 
heritage authorities about the status of  
churches as cultural heritage and/or plac-
es of  worship. Thus the expectation on 
how churches are used is twofold - as a 
place of  worship and as cultural heritage.

Swedish churches have been heated for a 
little more than a century (Legnér 2015). 
The indoor climate control strategies have 
generally been decided in ad hoc compro-
mises between cost and comfort, partly 
because of  a lack of  appropriate guidance. 
Decisions and interventions have not been 
well documented, or available documenta-
tion has not been used which has led to a 
repetition of  errors (Legnér 2012). There 
has been little systematic use of  feedback 
to improve the overall control strategies. 

To further the understanding of  existing 
decision processes regarding indoor cli-
mate control in the churches, as well as 
the role of  standards in these processes, 
we conducted interviews with a group of  
professionals employed at the Diocese 
level. The individuals in this group consist 
of  engineering and heritage profession-
als employed to support parishes with all 
aspects of  the management of  churches. 
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Typically, there is one engineer and one 
building conservator employed by each 
of  the thirteen Dioceses. In total, twenty 
interviews were made with engineers and 
building conservators employed at the 
Diocese level in the Swedish church. The 
interviews were made over telephone in 
August-September 2014 and lasted about 
one hour each. Survey questionnaires were 
sent to the interviewees beforehand.  This 
questionnaire consisted of  questions re-
lated to indoor climate control and indoor 
climate related risks. The most important 
question was a broadly phrased question 
about barriers and drivers to improved in-
door climate control in churches. All in-
terviewees were probed to discuss the role 
and usefulness of  standards, irrespective if  
they were used in the Diocese or not. The 
interviews were recorded and notes were 
taken during the interviews. Selected por-
tions of  the recordings were transcribed.

Organizational deficits, inadequate de-
cision processes and a lack of  in-house 
expertise were described as the most im-
portant barriers to improved indoor cli-
mate control by the interviewees. Orga-
nizational deficits were often mentioned 
in tandem with a lack of  professional 
competence within the organization. 

Generally there is an organizational division 
between continuous daily management 
and more infrequent projects in relation to 
major changes of  control strategies and/
or technical systems. The organizational 
and financial framework favour that major 
changes of  indoor climate control systems 
are made as part of  a package of  other 

renovation or conservation work. In these 
projects there is a different set of  actors 
involved than during daily management. 

A change in control strategy or the installa-
tion of  a new technical system is a one-shot 
decision for the individual parish. This is 
how one engineer described this problem:

A management perspective is lacking, there are 
not enough managers and competence is miss-
ing within the church. One-time clients [Swe. 
engångsbeställare] dominate today and that is 
not good at all. Management is about doing 
things over time and it is not only about techni-
cal things.  (engineer)

This status of  parishes as one-time cli-
ents with limited competence is a cause 
of  a weak position in relation to con-
tractors. This leads to problems with the 
acquisition of  new technical systems as 
pointed out by a building conservator.

The combination of  lacking procurement skills, 
lack of  guidelines and overconfident contrac-
tors leads to many problems with new installa-
tions. (building conservator) 

The decentralized structure and the di-
vision between daily management and 
one-shot knowledge intensive projects 
make it difficult to systematically use feed-
back for continuous improvement and 
knowledge sharing. There is no system-
atic connection between the permanent 
organization responsible for daily man-
agement and the temporary organization 
that emerges in connection with renova-
tion projects. The feedback loop between 
these two is weak or non-existent. This 
results in a problem with knowledge shar-
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ing within the organization as a whole. 

Most churches have a maintenance plan, 
but indoor climate control is generally 
not included in these. Almost all dioceses 
had finished or on-going projects which 
were aimed at surveying conditions in the 
churches related to the indoor climate, 
but there was a difficulty to get sufficient 
resources for these projects, especial-
ly in the long term due to organizational 
and funding constraints. The usefulness 
of  these projects was however unani-
mously acclaimed by the interviewees.

Now when we have made this comprehensive 
survey [of  the indoor climates in the churches 
of  the diocese] , we can look back at it and dis-
tinguish long term changes. This was not pos-
sible before: to know the starting point is very 
important. (engineer)

Only one of  the interviewees reported 
that indoor climate standards were used in 
a deliberate or systematic way. The most 
common rationale for the unwillingness 
to use standards was that they were per-
ceived as too general and not customized 
for churches. Handbook recommenda-
tions found in the conservation literature, 
even those intended for historic buildings 
and churches have been so far away from 
the actual conditions in the churches that 
they have not been perceived as realistic. 

The present situation, with a lack of  sys-
tematic decision making, can to some ex-
tent be explained by a complex decision 
context with conflicting views on the use 
of  the churches and many stakehold-
ers at local, regional and national level. 

It is not clear where the responsibility 
for strategic planning of  the indoor cli-
mate is or should be.  As a result, there 
has been no systematic evaluation of  the 
indoor climate in the churches. Problems 
have been dealt with on an ad hoc basis.

Based on the above analysis we argue that 
there are three major issues for the Church 
of  Sweden in relation to standardization:

- The management processes for dai-
ly operation and renovation of  indoor 
climate control systems are decoupled. 
Standards for indoor climate control 
have to address both processes, link them 
together and integrate them better with 
the regular management of  churches.

- A lack of  evaluation and feedback re-
garding indoor climate control is ev-
ident at both the level of  individual 
churches, as well as on aggregated levels.

- There is a need for simple and un-
ambiguous advice to support par-
ishes. The lack of  competence and 
lack of  resources make demand-
ing decision processes unattainable. 

5. Discussion and ways forward
The review of  recent standards for indoor 
climate control in historic buildings in 
combination with the results of  the case 
study demonstrate that neither is the scope 
for indoor climate standards a priori given, 
nor their role in decision-making. The case 
study showed how outcome standards, 
used in a prescriptive way, may cause 
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more problems than they solve. At the 
same time, there are not enough resourc-
es or competence available in the Swedish 
church to make customized, risk-based, 
decisions about target specifications and 
technical solutions for individual church-
es. Is there a way out of  this dilemma, and 
what roles might standards play? Based on 
the review of  recent standards and the re-
sults of  the case study we suggest the fol-
lowing ways forward for standardization:

5.1. A landscape of  standards

For long, the purpose of  an indoor climate 
standard was undisputed: to recommend 
targets for the indoor climate. Some recent 
standards, acknowledging the complexity 
of  the problem, are deviating from this 
approach by focusing on decision process-
es. Instead of  debating if  one approach is 
superior to the other, standard makers and 
users of  standards should embrace the 
idea that standards with different scopes 
can be used in parallel to serve different 
purposes at different levels of  abstraction 
(van Gigch et al. 1996). At the top level 
there can be management standards that 
define processes, duties and roles for the 
long term management. The decision pro-
cess to come up with target specifications 
and technical solutions could be the scope 
of  another standard. Outcome standards 
focusing on various damage functions 
could be used as decision support tools, 
complementing other sources of  risk in-
formation. Finally, there will probably al-
ways be a demand for standards that give 
simple and universally applicable advice. 
We suggest that there is a need for all these 
kinds of  standards; the question is when 

and how to use them. The idea of  such a 
landscape of  standards opens up for the 
individual standard to be more specific 
about its scope, and thereby more focused.  

5.2. A focus on feedback

The concept of  continuous improvement 
is a core feature of  quality management 
(ISO 2009). Brouwer and Coppen (2008) 
have showed the importance of  differ-
entiating between strategic and tactical 
improvement when defining continuous 
improvement in management standards. 
Strategic improvement is about defining, 
implementing and evaluating the overall 
strategy. Tactical improvement consid-
ers the fine-tuning of  operational pro-
cesses. A lack of  strategic improvement 
leads to sub-optimization and in the 
end to a departure from basic principles 
for sustainability (MacDonald 2005).  

A problem evident in the management of  
Swedish churches is the lack of  systematic 
evaluation of  parameters with relevance for 
the objectives of  indoor climate control. If  
evaluation of  indoor climate control sys-
tems are performed, it is almost exclusive-
ly to evaluate whether the indoor climate is 
in accordance with specified targets (tacti-
cal improvement), not whether the targets 
are the right ones (strategic improvement). 
This results in a situation where technical 
systems and control strategies are imple-
mented, but it is not known if  the conse-
quences of  the implementation are in line 
with strategic objectives such as energy 
use, preservation and use of  the building.
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We suggest that indoor climate control 
in Swedish churches should focus more 
on strategic improvement, and that this 
approach should be acknowledged and 
supported by standards. Tactical improve-
ment should be part of  any indoor climate 
control system already and it is also a part 
of  standards today. In order to achieve 
strategic improvement there is a need to 
use feedback of  relevant parameters. We 
suggest that the addition of  such feed-
back loops is both necessary and possi-
ble, and that the main feedback needed is 
about preservation, use and resource use. 
Strategic and tactical improvement for in-
door climate control and their respective 
feedback loops are illustrated in figure . 

5.3. Local guidelines for local needs

Process standards require professional 
competence, resources and an organiza-
tion that is not available in most Swedish 
parishes. There is, however, a potential to 

use process standards at a higher level in 
the management organization. For church-
es which are similar in construction, use 
and geographic location there is a poten-
tial to use process standards to establish 
local guidelines for the set of  churches 
in question (for example at the Diocese 
level). This simple solution could help to 
overcome the problem that process stan-
dards are time and resource demanding in 
their implementation. It may not be fea-
sible to go through all suggested steps in 
a process standard such as EN 15759-1 
for every Swedish church. However, there 
is an option to use a process standard to 
establish common advice regarding set 
points for a specific type of  church, with-
in the same climatic zone, with similar 
use and demands for thermal comfort. 
In reality such local praxis is already used 
in many Dioceses but it is not formal-
ized and used in a systematic way. This 
approach would overcome some of  the 
problems associated with the production 

 Fig. 7: The two levels of  continuous improvement for indoor climate control.
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of  individual guidelines for each building 
which, given the decentralized manage-
ment of  Swedish churches and the lack 
of  resources, almost certainly would fail.

5.4. Evaluating standards

We have pointed out that the recent de-
velopment of  process standards may 
solve some of  the problems related out-
come standards. However, new challeng-
es arise. It is not known what the impact 
will be of  these new standards, and con-
sequently there is a need to evaluate how 
they are used and the consequences that 
follow. The review of  recent standards 
and the case study point at the need for 
and means of  further research on how 
standards are used and implemented. A 
feedback loop at the strategic level could 
provide input for a third level of  contin-
uous improvement, that of  evaluating 
and improving standards and guidelines.

Standards and guidelines are and will be 
an important tool for quality assurance in 
cultural heritage management. We have 
tried to point at some possible areas of  
improvement relating to indoor climate 
control of  Swedish churches. However, 
the issues raised in this paper have bear-
ing on other areas of  cultural heritage 
management subjected to standardisa-
tion.  While there is a discussion about the 
scope and role for standards in conserva-
tion, there is a lack of  empirical knowl-
edge on how standards actually are used 
in conservation, how they affect practic-
es and the organizational processes that 
forms the infrastructure for decisions. 

The intensive work currently going on in 
national and international standardisation 
bodies needs to be paralleled by a reflex-
ive debate within the conservation com-
munity about the role of  standards and 
guidelines, as well as empirical research 
targeted on understanding the dynamics 
of  knowledge and technology transfer.
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